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Putting the Persona/ in Personal Computing ... 

Family Com�uter 
C e n t e r An Authorized Apple Dealer 

(and real nice people, too) 

Come See The New 
Apple II! 

Stop by Family Computer Center, the Metro area's Apple persona! 
computer dealer and discover why we're selling persona! computers 
that fit your specific needs. Here at Family Computers, we operate 
with the philosophy that you want a computer dealer who sells you 
the equipment you need (and only the equipment you need) at a 
price you can afford. Vou want personalized service, too? No 
problem. lt's also our thinking that if you trust us enough to buy from 
us, you deserve the best in service, too. Our systems specialists 
ensure that you receive competent, timely technical support on every 
computer system you buy.That's forward thinking. That's what makes 
us the leader. Family Computer Center. 

We're also leaders in the desktop publishing revolution. With newly 
announced price decreases from Apple, Family Computer Center can 
provide a complete publishing house (minus press) for a very competi
tive price. We also have the talent behind the equipment to make it work 
for you. This means that when you buy from Family Computer Center 
you not only get the best equipment to work with, you get the best peo
ple, too. Stop by and see our complete desk
top publishing solution for your business needs 
today. Family Computer Center. Your full-service 
computer store. Now in two convenient locations. 

Locations ... 

11917L Fair Oaks Mail 
Fairfax, VA 22030 
(703) 385-2758 

6691 Backlick Road 
Springfield, VA 22150 

(703) 866-9122

'Call Family � 
Computer 

Center for a 
special WAP 

Macintosh 
Upgrade 
Price ! ! 

Service Center (703) 866-0068
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Clinton Computer 
Your #1 Apple Dealer! 

277 S. Washington St Alexandria, VA (703)838-9700 â 9636 Fl Meade Rd, Laurel, MD (301 )953-1110 or (301 )792-0600 â 6443 Old Alex. Ferry Rd, Cfinton, MD (301)�2500 

Clinton Computer, p.s. 
Clinton Computer, p.s. 1s the largest and most 

professional microcomputer product service center 
in the Metro area. The "p.s." symbolizes that yoù get 
something extra -- Professional Service, Persona!
Service, Prompt Service, Post-Sale Service, Parts 
and Supplies -- the type of support that our 
customers have corne to expect. the type of support 
that bas won us rave reviews from local consumer 
rating services! 

Located at 6457 Old Alex. Feny Road in Clinton, 
with satellite shops at our Alexandrta and Laurel 
store, p.s. 's prtmary purpose 1s to provide factory
authorized service for the main lines of products we 
sell. We stock the parts to service your equipment 
quickly. 'While-you-wait" service can be arrangea if 
you call for an appointment. 

If you need service at your site, we can send out 
the Mobile Service Van. The only vehicle of its type 
in the Metro area. our van bas its own f ully-equipped 
workbench and power supply. 

Save $ -- AppleCare 
Baker's Dozen Sale 

An AppleCare service contract on your Apple 
computer equipment is a smart way to avoid 
unexpected expense. at an annual cost less than that 
of one major repair. In addition, Clintop. Computer 
provides FREE PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE check
ups for all of our service contract customers. 

And, as an Apple Pi member, you receive a 25% 
d1scount off the 11st prtce of AppleCare. If you 
purchase one. year of AppleCare for your system 
before December 31, 1986, Clinton Computer will 
give you an extra month of coverage absolutely free!

Call Karen Smith at (301)856-2500. 

Training Available 
Clinton Computer 1s off ering a comprehensive 

training program on both Apple™ and IBM™ micro
computers. Classes include New Owners' Workshops. 
Introduction to AppleWorks, Word-Perfect. and 
many of the most popular software topics for Apple 
and IBM microcomputers. 

Clinton Computer's commitment to the "hands
on" approach is evident in all of the training services 
available. We offer public computer courses and 
prtvate tutoring for adults and children, as well as 
executive seminars, field training, and a custorn 
courseware service for organizations and agencies. 

For registration information, contact Paula 
Majerowicz at our Laurel location (301)953-1110 in 
the Washington area or (301)792-0600 in the 
Baltimore area. 

Metro Area Schools 
Choose Clinton Computer 
Over the past three years, Clinton Computer bas 

been selected by local school systems to install an 
amazing 10,000 Apple computer systems! We are the 
designated dealer for five Maryland counties and 
four Virginia jurisdictions, as well as a large number 
ofprivate and parochial schools. 

BBS at Clinton Computer 
Clinton Computer now bas a Bulletin Board 

System (BBS). Through it you can get --
• The Latest Info on Hardware and Software
• Public Domain Software (Apple //and Macintosh) 
• Upcoming Special Sales and Events

We are on-line 24 hours a day at 300/ 1200 Baud.
(301)856-2365

DISCOUNTPOLICYFOR WASHINGTON APPLEPIMEMBERS 
CLINTON COMPUTER ofTers Washington Apple Pl members a 25% 
DISCOUNT OFF THE LIST PRICE on ail non-allocated Apple 
brand peripherals and software and on AppleCare (no CPU's). For 
upgraàes, the 25% discount applles only to the parts: the normal 
labor rate w!ll be charged. Discount 1s avallable to persogs who 
have been Pl members for at least 3 months. Discount applies to 
cash and cert!fied check purchases and cannot be applled 
retroact!vely. Add 1% for credlt card and persona! check 
purchases. If the product !s not in stock, we can take your prepaid 
order. Pl members need ta present the!r cards up-front. No pnone 
or mail orders, please. Discount cannot be used ln combination 
w!th other promotions. Products on allocation from Apple are 
excluded from th!s ofTer. Cl!nton Computer reseives the rtght to 
change th!s pollcy at any Ume. 

This ad was produced on a Macint.osh and LaserWriter, using 
MacWrlt e and Aldus PageMaker. Apple, the Apple logo, and 
LaserWrlter are reglstered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
Macintosh 1s a trcidemark of Mclntosh Laboratory, Inc. and is

being used with express permission of its ow ner. 
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7 Meg lle/1 Meg lie 
Want the best & easlest-to-use memory card on the 
market-atthe best price? Buy Checkmate Technology's 
State·of-the·Art MULTIRAM RGB RAM CARO"' from us w/ 
BATTERY BACKED·UP STATIC RAM options that can load 
& save programs like AppleWorks for 1 o+ years! lt's a FAST 
CHEAP REPLACEMENT FOR HARD DISKS, USER EXPAND· 
ABLE TO 7 MEGABYTES, compatible will all (100%) 3rd 
party software/hareware, has an optional 65C81 6 slot saver 
Co·Processor card ($14 7), sharp 80 colu mns/Double Hi· Res, 
& FREE RGB*I lt's a direct substitute for Ramworks 1-111'" or 
Apple 80 col cards, has a 5 YR WARRANTY & FREE 
AUTOMATIC SOFTWARE UPDATESONLY FROM US! For 
a llmlted tlme, you can buy Autoworks'" (BEST Apple· 
Works MACRO/mall·merge program on the market + 
more) for $23 wlth every 512k or larger lie/lie card. 

MultlRam RGB expands to 1 Meg RAM + optional 4 Meg's 
battery protected piggyback RAM + optional 2 Meg's STATIC 
RAM. MultlRam lie expands to 768k and can piggyback w/ 
MultiRam RGB. And the software & manual ls the best on 
the market! 

FREE APPLEWORKS EXPANDER SOFTWARE WITH 
EVERY CARO - loads ALL (even printer routines) or PARTS 
of AppleWorks, runs faster, expands Desktop over 2048k, 
stores 2 3,000+ records&4,800+ word processor lines, auto
segments large files onto multiple disks! FREEAPPLEWORKS 
TIME/DAY/DATE ON-SCREEN w/ clock, AUTO·COPY TO 
RAM, ULTRA-FAST PRODOS/DOS 3.3. RAM DISK & RAM 
TEST. Optional CP/M & Pascal Ram disk ($20/ea)I 

MultlRam 
RGB 
Gard 

64k MULTIRAM .... 169. 

128k MULTIRAM . . . . 179. 

320k MULTIRAM .... 199. 

576k MULTIRAM .... 229. 

832k MULTIRAM .... 254. 

1024k MULTIRAM .... 279. 

1344k MULTIRAM .... 419. 

1600k MULTIRAM .... 449. 

1792k MULTIRAM .... 479. 

MultlRam 
lie 

Gard 

129. 

139. 

164. 

199. 

234. 

.......... 

SpeeDemon 11/11+/lle-350% Speedup Card ...... 167. 
Apple lie Enhancement Kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62. 
Cermetek 1200 Baud Internai modem lle/11+/llgs . 184. 
lncomm 2400 Baud external unlv. modem ....... 319. 
Clockworks Clock (Thundermme HO"' compat) . 89. 
13" Teknika RGB Monitor* ..................... 322. 
AutoWorks (Best AppleWorks Macro+) . . . . . . . . . 34. 
ProAPP 10/20 Meg Hard Disks (+ FREE software). Call 
Apple Compatible Drives lie/li+ (lie + $1 5) . . . . . . 135. 
256k Memory Chlps-1 yr warranty (8) . . . . . . . . . . . 39. 

Terms: Add $4-Ground or$6-Air shipping & phone# to each U.S. 
MultiRam card order (foreign orders/FPO/APO extra). Add 3% for 
MasterCardNisa (include #/expir) & P.O. 's. For fast delivery send 
Gashier's/Gertified check/Money Order. G.O.0. (add $6) & per· 
sonal checks accepted (allow 16 days). Tex res add 6 1/a% tax. 

Checkmate Technology's MultiRam CX card easily ex· 
pands your lie to 640k and has a CX+ Piggyback to add 
another 512k (over 1152k total)l lt's 100% compatible with 
all lie software/hardware & upgradable with a 65C816 kit 
($105) to likely run new technology software-ail using about 
50% less power than Z ·RAM! lt has the SAME FREE SOFT • 
WARE, FREE UPDATES&5 YRWARRANTY AS lie CARDS. 
For a llmlted tlme, buy a lie System Clock for $50 w/ 512k 
or larger card. 

256k MULTIRAM ex ............ 179. 

512k MULTIRAM ex ............ 209. 

768k MULTIRAM ex eombo .... 328. 

1024k MULTIRAM ex eombo .... 354. 

256k MULTIRAM ex+ .......... 21 o. 

512k MULTIRAM ex+ .......... 222. 

1200 Baud lie Modem (+$20/cable) ..... 159. 
Cllp�on lie Reehargable Battery ......... 129. 
lie Flat Panel Dlsplay (W O W !) .......... 299. 
lie System Cloek (w/ 512k+ card) . . . . . . . 50. 

WHY BUY FROM COIT VALLEY COMPU
TERS RATHER THAN SOME MAIL OROER 

'HOUSES? Only we offer a 15 day MultlRam 
complete money back satisfaction guaran
tee, extra software, more support, free auto
matie software updates, free 64k w/ each 
256k/512k/768k lie card. We know the products, 
& stock them for fastshipping! GALL FOR QUES
TIONS, PRICES, DISCOUNTS. SCHOOLS & 
GROUPS WELCOME. 
- Ra.,_,,. 111/Tlmemoste, 1 H.O./Z...,,._-"" "1ldeml,lca ol Sollwanl Toucll. -
Engl� •Col to, RGBConnectorsica- (nol -). 

OR DER NOW! 

COIT VALLEY COMPUTERS (214) 234-5047
14055 Waterfall Way Dallas, Texas 75240 

NAME _______________ _ 

ADDRESS ______________ _ 

CITY ________ STATE ___ ZIP __ _ 

PHONE�( --'--------------

QTY DESCRIPTION 

MCNISA ______ _ 

EXP 

SIGNATURE Vl 

PRICE 

SHIPPING 1------,

TOTAL 

COIT VALLEY COM PUTERS 14055 Watertall Way 

(214) 234-5047 - Dallas, Texas 75240 
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- Charles Franklin 301 997-9138 - Jay Thal 202 244-3649 -Tom Piwowar 202 223-6813 - Peter Combes 301 251-6369 - Kevin Nealon 703 280-1136 - Scott Galbraith 301 865-3035 -Thomas Johnston 703 243-2795 - John Weld (day) 202 463-0662 - Bob Shaffer 703 671-1194 - Charles Weger 703 836-5150 - Raymond Kobbs 301 490-7484 - Bernie Bcnson 301 951-5294 - Mike Hartman 301 445-1583 - Bob Golden 301 593-6165 - Ron Grognct 301 296-5444 Mac Disk Copiers - Dave Weikert (301) 926-4461 - Ben Fogfe 301 469-5822 - John DeMarco, Gary Elliott (contd.) Telecomm. SIG Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. ,.. Use the Hotline for Technical Questions 8227 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 201 Bethesda, MD 20814 Business Office (301) 654-8060 Telecommunications System (fonnerly BBS) (301) 986-8085 Copyright 1986, Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. 
1111:1111111111:111 What a great idea! The Mac Programming Group is to be commended for initiating a learn-by-doing project which will end up in the development of a public domain package for the preparation of computer aided instruction. L.et's get others to think about ways to do the same, e.g. the Apple Works group to develop a new tax template; perhaps the Excel'ers the same; the Telecommers to develop a turnkey uploading system from any computer to any other; the Music SIG to develop their own music construction set; the StockSIG, sureproof ways to � make us all rich; and so on and so on... Seriously, what better way is there to learn than by doing and to participate in a joint learning exercise which produces something of genuine value to others. I am reminded of the highly commendable efforts of the 

University of Vermont to engage the gifted students of the area in developing programs of use to the "special ed" students. This was reported several years back in Softalk, a magazine which I enjoyed and still miss. Does anyone know how that effort came out? Further, how about re-instituting that old country practice of bartering. Say, one of you needs someone to keyboard the data associated with twenty of your clients into your favorite computer. Perhaps you can get someone to do that in exchange for your services in your area of expertise. Yes, I know you must be careful of such transactions and report them to the IRS, but isn't the rcturn worth the effort. As I get older, I am more and more attracted to situations where everyone wins, pcrhaps some more than others, but everyone wins! <13 
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:• ]ell, now, that 

.. � .. 
! :• : !\Vas quite a
i i• • i show!I amrefer-
:ïiiii:::::ôt,; course, to the 
Apple IIGS meeting in 
September. Our thanks to 
Ellen Leanse, Rob 
Moore and John Wor
thington of Apple Com
puter, Inc. for stopping 
by to let us have a look 
and a listen to the future 
of Apple II computing. 
If you were there, you 
don't nced me to remind 
you of the glorious 
graphies. And although 

we got only a sampling of the sound at the meeting, I hope 
you have had a chance to listen to the IIGS at a dcaler's. 

The IIGS is an interesting machine, no doubt about that. 
Clearly, it was designed with the education and consumer 
markets in mind-epitomizing the new "market driven"
,'.\pple Computer, Inc. rather than the old "technology
driven" Apple of Steve Jobs's final months. (Speaking . 
of which, didn't you love one of the accessories for the 
IIGS-the Steve Jobs Memorial Fan?) 

The IIGS has answered many of the requests of Apple II 
users. Back in September of 1985, you may rec.all, Apple 
invited a number of user group representatives to Cupertino to 
discuss a wide range of issues. If you rcad my report to you 
about that meeting ("Apple Listens," October 1985, page 18), 
you remember that two of the most interesting events dur.ing 
the confcrence were two spirited discussions with Apple hard
ware engineers on what the "next" ·Apple II should have. 
Steve Kramer, president of Miami Apple Users Group, took a 
picturc of the whiteboard on which the enginccrs had written 
our suggestions during one of the meetings. Those 
suggestions rcacl like the spec sheet for the IIGS: 65816 
microprocessor, a mouse as standard equipment, 256K standard 
RAM with the option Lo expend to sev�ral megabytes, 
Applesoft in ROM, built-in clock/calendar. Although most 
of our suggestions had no doubt occurred to many people 
within Apple, they were also nothing more or less than the 
cumulative experience of thousands of Apple users represented 
at that meeting. I think we can truly say that Apple did, 
indeed, listen. 

The one respect, however, in which our recommendation 
was not followed was the IIGS keyboard. The consensus of 
the user group leaders, based on the collective expcrience of 
ù10usands of users of ail types of Apple machines, was that 
the bcst kcyboard Apple had produccd until that Lime was the 
Applc /// keyboard. And Apple appears Lo have followed this 
advicc (or, at lcast, was thinking in the samc direction) when 
it dcsigncd the Mac Plus keyboard. Thcre was a clcar con
sensus al the meeting that ù1e IIe keyboard, while perhaps 
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suitable for a child's computer, would not be taken seriously . 
The IIGS keyboard is at most a slight improvement on the IIe 
keyboard, but it still shares the drawback that it just looks, 
well, cheap. I know you may be able to show me ergonomie 
tests that it is efficient and economic studies that explain how 
much Jess expensive it is, but I just don't like it. Others I 
have talked to share this view. 

This brings up a rumor l've heard: Applc is considering 
standardizing on this keyboard for the Open Mac, which 
John Sculley has (indirectly) promised will be out early 
next year. If this is true, it could be a very serious problem 
for the machine's credibility in the offices of American 
business. If you agree, you should tell Apple so right away. 
We learned from September 1985 that Apple does Iisten, but 
sometimes you just have to speak a little louder! Write to: 

Mr. Jean-Louis Gassée 
Vice President, Product Development 
Apple Computer, Inc. 
20525 Mariani A venue 
Cupertino, Califomia 95014 

or send an EasyPlex on CompuServe to 76426,16. 
The September meeting was also interesting in another 

respect. · In addition to the not-unexpccted questions on the 
machine's utility for business and on whether Apple will 
provide an upgrade path for II and II+ owners, the questions 
delved into microprocessors, clock rates, ports, and busses. 
Evidently the hardware hacker is alive and well, at least among 
Apple II owners. Long live the spirit of '79! 

I don't know about you, but I find statistics fascinating. 
(l'U even admit to reading USA Today on occasion!) So I 
appreciatcd grcatly the work donc by Tom DeMay, Dallas
DeMay, Paula and Bernie Benson, Juliana Angle, 
Charlie Rider, Bob Wilbur, Nancy Little and Mac
Nach/as on the back-of-the-ballot questionnaire you retumed 
along with your ballots last June. (See "1986 Survey 
Results," October 1986, page 14.) One interesting thing I 
leamed from Tom's is that the 1,446 mcmbers who responded 
said they owned or used 3,853 computers, and that of those, 
22.0% are IBM PC's or compatibles and 19.2% are main
frames, minicomputers or laptops. In fact, only 57.7% of the 
computers owned or used by our members are manufactured by 
Apple Computer, Inc. Is this good news or bad news? 

Tom has given me a copy of the datafile, and I've played 
with it a Jittle to see what other interesting facts they reveal in 
addition to those Tom covered in his informative article. I 
hope to have more to report to you next month. dl 



FOR SALE: Apple Dot Matrix Printer with Grapplcr+ 
parallel interface for the Apple II (//e, IIGS), $250. This has 
all the commands of the Imagewriter printers; it just requires a 
parallel interface card instead. Call Bruce, evenings, (301) 340-
7038. 

FOR SALE: Brother HR-15XL Daisy Wheel Printer. 
Parallel and serial connections. 17 cps. Extra print element, 
extra ribbon, instruction manual, and 6-foot RS-232 cable 
included. Excellent condition, hardly used. Retails for $495 
-will sell for $350. Cali Ben at (301) 270-3482.

FOR SALE: Macintosh carrying case (Apple) $40; 15-
foot cable Mac 512 to MacPlus (for use with old printer and 
modem cables) $12. Call Susan Weber, 870-3000 (days, 
leave message), 301-934-1230 (nights). 

FOR SALE: 400K Apple disk drive for Mac, $135. 
Excellent condition. Cali John Willis, days 353-4095, eve
nings 301-694-9410. 

FOR SALE: Apple Super Serial Card; Microsoft Basic 
Interpreter v2.1. Ca11 George Molto, 948-1159. 

FOR SALE: Extcrnal disk drive, 400K. Cali Doug 
(703) 352-2857.

FOR SALE: Transtar 120 daisywheel quality printer,
$199; ProPrint software for Transtar and other daisywheel 
printers, $35; AB Switch box, $45; Microsoft Chart, $50; 
Apple numcric kcypad for Mac, $50. Any reasonable offer 
will be considcrcd. Cali Lynn R. Trusal in Fredcrick, MD at 
(301) 845-2651 bctwecn 5 and 10 PM.

FOR SALE: Apple Modem 1200-ncvcr used. Cali
986-9113.

FOR SALE: Complete CP/M system for an Apple ][+
consisting of Microsoft Prcmium Softcard System (280, 
Videx Videoterm 80-column card, 16K Ramcard) and the 
following software: WordStar with MailMerge and SpellStar, 
Multiplan, dBase II with utilities, and ZTerm Pro. Ali with 
complete documentation for only $300. Cali 301-530-6924 
and ask for Don or leave message if answering machine 
responds. 

FOR SALE: 512K Mac (original), Imagewriter I, 
external 400K drive, MacAttire dustcove.rs, Kensington printer 
stand & Tilt-Swivel, Mac carrying case, MacWrite, MacPaint, 
MS Multiplan, Copy II Mac, Sidekick, plus other miscel
lancous original software. AU manuals and original packing 
cases. Complcte packagc-$1575 or best offcr. Call Fred at 
(703) 644-1131, cvcnings.

FOR SALE: Dow Joncs Market Manager, latest
version, usd cxactly once, lists at $249, only $100. Call 
Newt Steers, 9AM - 9PM, (301) 320-5820. 

FOR SALE: 400K Apple drive for Mac. Excellent 
condition, $125. Call Steve at 364-2403 or 254-5338. 

FOR SALE: Thundcrscan, $110; Applc 400K drive, 
$125. Call 424-3942. (13 

,-] JOBMART 
HELP W ANTED: Expcrienced pcrson for kcyboard 

entry on the Macintosh on an parttime basis. Use your Mac 
or ours. Hours flexible. Call MacTography at 424-3942. <:5J 

Tutorial Service Available: Apple Macintosh 
computer instruction given in the gencral Frederick MD area. 
General instruction or spccific software. AppleTalk consulta
tions and installations and help with pre-buy decisions. Per
sonalized service and reasonable rates. Call Lynn R. Trusal, 
301-845-2651, evenings with no calls after 10:00 PM.

FOR SALE: DSDD Floppies. Black, $.85; colors, $1.
Lifetime warranty locking case for 100, $18. For 50, $12. A
B switch with cables, $55. Visa/MC/AE. UPS daily. 703-
759-3393.

INTERNATIONAL USERS GROUPS: APPLE-
80, 1st Laser, & The Franklin Users Group Int'l supports 
users of Apple CP/M, Apple, Franklin, Laser & ail 
compatibles. Membership includes a monthly newslctter, 
public domain library & hotline. U.S. membership $20 a 
year, $30 with expanded disk newslctter, $42 with our Disk of 
the Month. Add $15 outside North America. Sample 
Newsletter $2, PDS catalog $5. A.S.C.I.I., 87 Eastwind, 
Tecumseh, MO 65760. 417-679-3526, 2-5 PM Central. 

FOR SALE: Portfolio Manager for investmcnts, 
$39.50. Many superiorities to OOW Jones Market Manager 
which sells for $299, no inferioritics. Call Ncwt Stecrs, 9 
AM - 9 PM at (301) 320-5820 or write 6601 River Road, 
Bethcsda, MD 20817-4929 to place ordcrs or for more 
information. 

THE WIZZ QUIZZER - an cxciting cntcrtainment/ 
leaming program (II, +, c, e) packed with songs and sound. 
18 quizzcs with thousands of questions NEVER EXACTL Y 
THE SAME whcn replaycd. Great for contcsts, trivia, or just, 
enjoyment. Makes incxpcnsivc fun Christmas gift. Quizzes: 
Movies, Sports, Cartoons, Inventions, Zodiac, Planets, 
Namcs, Famous Initiais, etc. Writtcn by W AP mcmbcr. 
Send $7 .50 ($7 .88 in MD) to Gary Hayman, 8255 Canning 
Terrace, Grecnbclt, MD 20770, and enjoy. 

FOR SALE: Apple IIe w/color monitor IIe + stand; 
manual, 6 programs, built-in dd-128K mcmory. Best offcr. 
Cali 584-0483. Œ 

"Your DeskTop Publishing Center•

PC Resources 
1850 Centennial Park Drive 

Suite #300 
Reston, VA 22091 

ç Pl Lasercoi,}'-sTYJ,esetting 
� � PCR Users Group Member's 50� an original* 

� 

Full Co/or Digital Copies 
• New technology for hardcopy originals •

WAP86808 
�rn:�1=�

n
���1�:rt dlsk back-up Appointment Scheduling & Messages

Prlœs subj8CI to chan.9.e without notice 860 1100 • Plus Resource Time - $10/hour (Min. $5)
• 
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Washington Apple Pi meets on the 4th Saturday (usually) 
of each month, both Apple and Mac, at the Uniformed 
Services University of the Health Sciences (USUHS), on the 
campus of the Bcthesda Naval Medical Center, 4301 Jones 
Bridge Road, Bethesda, MD. Disketeria transactions, Journal 
pickup, memberships, etc. are from 8:45-9:30 AM and during 
the Q& A sessions (limes for these vary according to the main 
meeting topic). The business meeting is from 9:00-9:30. 

Please note that both the November and Deccmber 
meetings are on the third Saturday of the month. 

A sign interpreter and reserved seating can be provided for 
the hearing impaired, but we need 5 business days notice. 
Cali the office. 

Following are dates and topics for upcoming months: 
Nov 15* - Foundation (A W replacement) & 
* 3rd Sat. new truc laws for computcrs 
Dcc 20* - Garagae Sale 

The Exccutive Board of Washington Apple Pi meets on 
the second Wednesday of each month at 7:30 PM at the office. 
Sometimes an alternate date is selected. Call the office for 
any changes. 

Apple user groups may reprint without prior permission 
any portion of the contents hercin, providcd propcr author, 
tiüe and publication credits are givcn. 

Membership dues for Washington Apple Pi arc $32.00 
for the first ycar and $25.00 pcr ycar thcrcaflcr, bcginning in 
the month joincd. If you would likc to join, plcase call the 
club office or write to the office address. A mcmbership 
application will be mailcd to you. Subscriptions to the 
Washington Apple Pi Journal are not available. The Journal 
is distributcd as a bcncfit of mcmbcrship. 

Mailing Notice: Change of address must be postmarkcd 
at least 30 days prior to effective date of move. Journal issues 
missed due to non-receipt of change of address may be acquired 
via mail for $2.50 pcr issue. 

Current office hours arc: 
Monday - Friday - 10 AM to 2:30 PM 
Thursday 7 PM to 9:00 PM 
Saturday - 12 Noon to 3:00 PM 

Please note that the office is closcd on all U.S. Govcrn
mcnt holidays. 

Membcrs are askcd to place phone calls to the office 
during the day hours Monday - Friday whcrcvcr possible, si nec 
only one pcrson staffs the office during evcning hours and on 
Saturday. 
r----------------� 

1 @ease NoteD 1 
1 ------ 1 
1 The meeting dates for November and December are:1
1 November 15 . 1 

L 
December 20 

.1 ----------------
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Would you li.ke to galber some Apple users together to � 
discuss a topic that you're interested in or one that you'd like 
to know more about? That1s what an Apple Tea is all about 
It's an opportunity for Apple users to get together in small 
groups (from 3 to 12) to discuss a specific area of Apple com
puting, expand each other's knowledge, ask questions and 
share tips. 

How can you have an Apple Tea? 
1. Pick a topic - one that interests you and one that you

think might intcrest others. 
2. If you like, obtain a resource person, someone who is

knowledgeablc in that area. The W AP Hotline volunteers have 
been very good about agreeing to corne as resource persons. 

3. Pick a date a month or two in advance to allow for
Journal publication and distribution. Pick a suitable time. 

4. Plan to host your Tea with refreshments at your home
or another suitable location. (There have been successful Teas 
hostcd in the Training Room of Clinton Computer, and the 
Computer Lab of the Elizabeth Seton High School.) 

5. That's ail thcre is to it. Cali Amy Billingsley at 622-
2203, or George Sail at 768-0212 with topic, rcsource person, 
date and time, place and directions. Start working on your 
Apple Tea today. It is a great way to share infonnation and 
leam more about one of your own areas of interest. The fol
lowing tcas are schedulcd for November: 

Washington Apple Pi 
Northwest Washington, DC Apple Tea �Saturday November 15th, 7:30 - 9:30 PM 

Dvorak on Ail Kincls of Apples: 
Typing Made Easy on an 

Efficient (Ergonomie) Keyboard 
at the home of Michael & Ginny Spevak 

5320 Belt Road, NW 
Washington, DC 20015 

Experts, novices and the curious are welcome. 
Plcasc RSVP to 362-3887 or 362-9119 (leave message on 

machine). Directions: Takc 495 to River Road to Western 
Ave. Lcft on Western. Cross Wisconsin. Bear right on 
Military Road. Turn Right on Belt Road, 4th right past 42nd 
St. 5320 is the unpaintcd modern woodcn bouse on right in 
middlc of block. Metro: Takc Red line to Fricndship Hcights, 
Jennifer Street exit. Walk East on Jennifer 4 blocks past 42nd 
Street Turn lcft onto Belt Road. Housc on Left. 

Washington Apple Pi 
Gaithersburg, MD Apple Tea 

Wednesday, November 19th, 7:30 - 9:30 PM 
AppleWorks for Novices 

at the home of Uob & Connie Padgett 
20009 Lumaryn Place (Montgomery Village) 

Gaithersburg, MD 
RSVP 963-7741. Directions: Take Rte. 270 North to Rte. 

124, Montgomery Village A venue tumoff (at Marriott Hotel). 
Go about 3 1/2 miles to traffic light, turn right at ·Arrowhcad 
Road. Go approx. 3 blocks Lo Spur Hill (sce "Partridge � 
Place", subdivision markcr). Turn left. Makc another immcd-
iatc left (almost a U-turn) onto Lumaryn Pl. The Padgetts arc 
in the first group of townhouscs, end unit on right. w



WAP 

�DAY 

2 

MONDAY 

3 
PI-SIG 
7:30 PM 
Office 

* November 1986 •

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 

4 Apple// 5 Mac Pro- 6 

Beginning grmrs.-7:30 GameSIG 
Tutorial Il Office; 7:30 PM 
7:30-9:00PM P.S. Tutr. Office 
Office 7:30 Office 

FRIDAY 

7 

SATURDAY 

1 Note: 
early dead-
1 ine for 
Dec issue 
is Oct. 30 

8 Pascal 
Tutr. Il 
9·12 Off.; 
MusicSIG 
1 :30 PM 

Apple Ill SIG usually mccts on 
the 4th Wednesday of the month at 7:30 
PM in the Chambcr of Commerce 
Bldg,, 1615 H Street NW, DC. How
ever, due to the holidays the Novcmber 
and December meetings will be on the 
3rd Wednesdays, Novembcr 19 and 
Decembcr 17. 

----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------

AppleWorks SIG offcrs two 
meeting options: 8:00 AM bcfore the 
regular meeting and 12 Noon after the 
Apple II Q&A session. Attend either 
or both. 9 

16 

23 

30 

WAP 

SUNDAY 

7 

14 

21 

28 

10 11 Apple// 12 
Telecom SIG Begin. Tutr Executive 
7:30 PM 12 7:30•9PM Board 

13STOCKSIG 14 dPubSIG 15 WAP Mtg 
8PM Office; 7:30 PM Apple & Mac 
FAC Slice Pepco Bldg. 9 AM•USUHS; 

Office Office 7:30 PM 
Off.Closed Office 

7:30 MRIID MS Word Tut 
Ft.Detrick 1-3PM USUHS

17 18 Apple// 19 P.S. 20 Pascal 21 
Beginning Tutr. 7:30 SIG 8:00 PM 
Tutorial 13 Office; Office; 
7:30·9:00PM Apple/// EdSIG 7:30 
Office 7:30ChofCom Office 

24 25 26 27 28 
Mac Begin. TCS Comm. 
Tutorial #1 7:30 PM 
7-10 PM Office 
Office 

Thanks• 
g1v1ng Day 
Office 
Closed 

• December 1986 * 

MONDAY TUESDAY 

1 2 Dead• 
Mac Begin. 11ne for 
Tutorial #2 Journal 
7•10 PM Articles 
Office 

8 9 

15 16 

22 23 

29 30 

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 

3 Mac 4 GameSIG 
Programmers 7:30PM-Off. 
7:30 PM dPub SIG 
Office 7:30 Pepco 

Bldg. 

FRIDAY 

5 

10 
Execut ive 
Board 
7:30 PM 
Office 

llStockSIG 12 
8PM Office; 
FAC Sl ice 
7 :30 MRI ID 
Ft. Detrick 

17 18 Pascal 19 
Apple /// SIG 7:30 PM 
7:30 PM Office 
Ch.of Comm. EdSIG 7:30 
DC Office 

24 
Christmas 
Eve 
Office 
Closed 

31 

25 
Christmas 
Day 
Office 
Closed 

26 

22 Pascal 
Tutorial #2 
9AM•12 Noon 
Office 

29 

SATURDAY 

6 Pascal 
Tutorial #3 
9AM·12 Noon 
Office 

13 Pascal 
Tutorial #4 
9AM•12Noon 
Office 

20 

WAP Meeting 
Garage Sale 
9AM•USUHS 

27 

DisabJedSIG - For information 
call Jay Thal at 344-3649. 

dPub SIG (Desktop Publishing) 
will mcct on Friday, Novembcr 14 and 
on Thursday, Deccmber 4, at 7:30 PM 
in the PEPCO auditorium at 1900

Penn. Ave., NW. Note that the dates 
for Nov and Dcc have changcd. 

EdSIG (the educalion spccial inter
est group) will mcct on Novcmber 20 
and December 18 at the office, 7:30 
PM. See Edsig News elsewhere in this 
issue. 

GameSIG mccts on the first 
Thursday of each monlh at the office, 
7:30 PM. The next meeting will be on 
November 6. See their news clsewhcre 
in th is issue. 

MusicSIG mccts on the 2nd 
Saturday of each monlh at 1:30 PM. 
Call Ray Hobbs at 490-7484 for place. 

PIG, the Pascal Intcrcst Group, 
mccts on the third Thursday of each 
month at the office, 8:00 PM. New and 
prospective users arc wclcomc. The 
next meeting will be on Novembcr 20. 

PI-SIG mects on the first Montlay 
night of cach monlh at the office, 7:30 
PM. Call Bob Golden at 593-6165 for 
details. 

SigMac Programmers mcct on the 
1st Wcdncday of each month at 7:30 
PM at the office (change in location). 
The ncxt meeting will be on Novembcr 
5. 

StockSI G meetings arc on the 
second Thursday of each month at the 
office, 8:00 PM. 

Telecom SIG mccts on the 
second Monday night of each month at 
the office, 7:30 PM. G 
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IWAP HOTLINE For Use by WAP Members Only 1
Have a problcm? TI1c following club mcmbers have agrccd to help other mcmbcrs. PLEASE, keep in mind that the rte listed are
VOLUNTEERS. Respect all telephonc restrictions, whcre listcd, and no calls after 10:00 PM except where indicate . sers of the 
Hoùine are remindcd that calls regarding commercial software packages should be limited to those you have purchased. Please do 
not call about copicd software for which you have no documentation. Tclcphone numbers are home phones unless otherwise 
specificd. When requests arc made Lo rcturn calls, long distance will be collccL 
Gcncral - Applc II John Day roll 621-7543

Dave Harvey 703 527-2704 
Robert Martin 301 498-6074 

Accounting Packages 
Accountant(Dcc.Sup.) Mark Pankin 703 524-0937 
BPI Programs Jaxon Brown 301 350-3283 

Otis Grccver 301 262-5607 
Home Accountant Lcon Racsly 301 439-1799 
Howardsoft (Tax) Lcon Racsly 301 439-1799 

Otis Grecvcr 301 262-5607 
APPLE SSC Bernie Bcnson 301 951-5294 
Applc TechNotes Joe Chclcna 703 978-1816 
AppleWorks Jay Joncs (Balt.) 301 969-1990 

Ken Black 703 369-3366 
Ken DcVito 703 960-0787 

Communications Packages and Modems-Telecom. 
Anchor Mark 12 Jcrcmù Parker p01 229-2578
A��le Modems John ay 301 621-7543 
A CII Express Dave Harvey 703 527-2704 
BJZCOM Modem Jercm� Parl<er 301 229-2578 
General Tom cbikcr 216 867-7463 
Ha� Smartmodem Bernie Benson 301 951-5294 
Ro tics Modem Joan B. Dunhwn * 301 585-0989 
SeriAll Comm. Card Joan B. Dunham * 301 585-0989 
Smartcom I Hannon Pritchard 301 972-4667 
VisiTenn Steve Wildstrom 301 564-0039 
XTALK CP/M Comm. Bernie Bcnson 301 951-5294 

Com�uters, Specific
App c lie John Day 

f 
01 l 621-7543

Fran klin&Laser 128 Doug Tmeman 417 679-3526 
LISA/Mac XL John Day 301 621-7543 
Macintosh: 

Gencral Michael Yourshaw 703 534-2077 
Terry Monks 703 471-4610 
Steve Hunt 301 262-9080 
Donald Schmitt 717 334-3265 
Rob Clark 804 872-9070 

Comm. & Modems Steve Hunt 301 262-9080 
Concertware Skip Horvath 703 536-4091 
Dcsktop Pub/Graplùcs Jay Rohr 301 655-0875 
Excel David Morganstcin 301 972-4263 

Mark Pankin 703 524-0937 
File Vision Steve Hunt 301 262-9080 
Helix Jim Be� 

* 703 662-0640
Harvey vine 301 299-9380

Insidc Mac Jan Hardis 301 330-1422
Lan�C,Pascal,XLisp Carolr Komada 703 691-1986
Mac aw Tom forilla 301 434-3256

Tom Parrish 301 654-8784
MacLion (DBMS) Mark Miani 202 362-8123
MacProjcct Jay Lucas 703 751-3332
MacTcnninal Jon Hardis 301 330-1422
MS-BASIC & MS-File John Love 703 569-2294
Multiplan John Boblitz 301 356-9384

John Love 703 569-2294
Steve Hunt 301 262-9080
W ait Francis 202 966-5742

MusicWorks Skip Horvath 703 536-4091
OvcrVue J.T.(Tom) DcMay Jr. (301 779-4632

Tom Parrish 301 654-8784 
Programming Michael Yourshaw 703 534-2077 
S preadshcets David Morganstein 301 972-4263 
Spreadshects&Graphcs Bob Pul�no 202 797-0879 
S1dckick Ray Hoo s(7:30-10) 301 490-7484 
ThinkTank Tom Parrish 301 654-8784 
Word Marty Milrod 301 464-2154 

Data Bases 
dBasc II Paul Bublitz 301 261-4124 

John Sta�cs 703 893-5985 
dBase II & lI1 Ray Hoo s(7:30-10) 301 490-7484 

Jim Kcllock (day) 301 986-9522
Lcon Racsly 301 460-0754

DB Master Dave Einhom 301 593-8420
Data Pcrf cct Leon Racsly 301 439-1799
Dala Factory Bob Schmiôt 301 736-4698
Gcncral Manager Normand Bernache 301 935-5617
PFS Bill Elue 703 620-2103

GinÏ; Spcvak 202 362-3887
�

uickFile II J.J. inkclsLcin 
!3

01 l 652-9375
-Pro-4 John Staplcs 703 893-5985
isiPlot Lean Racsly 301 439-1799

8 WashingLon Applc Pi - Novcmbcr 1986 

Garnes - �pic Il Charles Hall 
Garnes - ac Ron Wartow 
Hard Dlsks 
Corvus & Omninct Tom Vier (BBS) 
Corvus Leon Raesly 
Sider Jax.on Brown 

Otis Greever 
Languages (A=Ap�csoft, l=lntcgcr, P=Pascal,

M= achlnÏc, A uisBig�A Peter Corn 
A,I Jeff Dillon 
A Richard Langston 
A Leon Racsly 
A,I,M Richard Untied 
A,I,M John Love 
M Raymond Hobbs 
p Donn Hoffman *

p Michael Hartman 
Forth Bruce Field 
MS Basic Ray Hobbs(7:30-10) 

Math/OR AJ.>fllns. Mark Pankin 
Monitor, R(, John Daï 
Music Systems Ray Ho6bs(7:30-10) 
Operatln

5 
Systems

Applc D S Richard Langston 
John Love 
Adam Robie 
Richard Untied 

CP/M Ray Hobbs (7:30-10) 
Lcon Raesly 

MS-DOS Ray Hobbs (7:30-10) 
ProDOS Richard Langston 

John Love 
Prlntcrs 
·Gencral W ait Francis 

Lcon Racsly 
Joan B. Dunham *

Applc Color Plotter John Day 
Applc Daisy Whccl John Day 
Daisywritcr 2000 Bill Etue 

HffSI Greene
IDS 460 Jeff tctckluh 
Imagewriter
MX-80

John Day 
Jeff Dillon 

NEC 8023 Bill Mark 
Okidata Michael Proffitt 

Dan Robrish 
Scribe Phil Lebcr 
Silcn'JBc Bruce Field 

Sprca shcets Leon Raesly 
W ait Francis 

Lotus 1-2-3 W ait Francis 
Ray Hobbsa7=30-10) 

Mul�lan Terry Prud en 
Visi ale W ait Francis 
Sprdsht. 2.0(Ma�icCalc) Lcon Raesly 
SupcrCalc Ver. .0 Lcon Racsly 

Stat. Packages David Morganstein 
Stock Market Robert Wood 
Timc-Sharing 
Word Processors 

Dave Harvey 
W ait Francis 

Applc Writcr II Dianne Lorenz 
Lcon Racsly 

Gutenberg Neil Muncy Can. 
& Jr. Harris Silverstone 

Lcttcr & Simply Pcrf cct Lcon Racsly 
Magic Window and II Joyce C. Little 
Pcach Text Carl Eisen 
PIE Writer/A1fi'le PIE Jim Graham 
ScrcenWriter Peter Combes 

E. E. Carter 
Supcrtext II Peter Rosdcn 
Ward Handler Jon Vaupcl 
Word Jugtcr /le Carl Eisen 
Ward Per cet James Edwards 

Henry Donahoe 
Word Star Lcon Racsly 

Dana Reil 
* Calls until midnight arc ok.

po1� 330-4052
301 654-4439 rOll 986-8085
301 439-1799 
301 350-3283 
301 262-5607 

301 967-3977 
301 251-6369 
301 422-6458 
301 869-7466 
301 439-1799 
609 596-8816 
703 569-2294 
301 490-7484 
412 578-8905 
301 445-1583 
301 340-7038 
301 490-7484 
703 524-0937 
301 621-7543 
301 490-7484 
301 869-7466 
703 569-2294 
301 460-6537 
609 596-8816 
301 490-7484 
301 439-1799 
301 490-7484 
301 869-7466 
703 569-2294 

�202 966-5742
301 439-1799 
301 585-0989 
301 621-7543 
301 621-7543 
703 620-2103 
202 363-1797 
703 979-8249 
301 621-7543 
301 434-0405 
301 779-8938 
301 874-2270 
301 530-4202 
703 378-4391 
301 340-7038 
301 439-1799 
202 966-5742 
202 966-5742 
301 490-7484 
301 933-3065 
202 966-5742 
301 439-1799 
301 430-1799 
301 972-4263 
703 893-9591 
703 527-2704 
202 966-5742 
301 530-7881 
301 439-1799 
416 298-3964 
301 435-3582 
301 439-1799 
301 321-2989 
703 354-4837 
703 643-1848 
301 251-6369 
202 363-2342 
301 229-2288 
301 977-3054 
703 354-4837 
301 585-3002 
202 298-9107 
301 439-1799 
301 350-3283 

� 

" 

� 

� 
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� by:Robert:O/Plau· 

Q. What docs "booting the Apple" mean?
A. The Apple // needs a special program called an "operating

system" to help it understand how information is stored on
disks, to transfer data and to run programs. The // can
handle several different types of operating systems: Pro
DOS, DOS 3.3, CP/M and Apple Pascal (p-System).
Copy-protected programs frequently have their own
specially modified operating system included on their
disks.

When the // is first tumed on, it automatically rcads in
a copy of an operating system from a disk into its mem
ory. This proccss is callcd "booting." The phrase refcrs
to the Apple "pulling itself up by its own bootstraps."
Once the // is on, you can reboot by holding down the
open-apple and contrai keys and pressing reset or by
typing "PR#6" from the ] prompt. This will rcad a ncw
copy of the operating system from the disk.

Q. Will ProDos 1.1.1 run on the new //GS?
A. Ycs. However, a new version of ProDOS, called ProDOS

16, will take advantage of the //GS's 16 bit mode. A
second version, called ProDOS 8, will replace ProDOS
1.1.1 on the //GS as well as other // machines. Bath
ProDOS 8 and ProDOS 16 use the samc disk fonnats and

� file structures. Either one can read files written by the
othcr, but cach requires its own type of system files to
boat.

Q. Will Apple Pascal run on the ncw //GS? Will devicc
drivers be available to permit Applc Pascal to access the
internai 1/0 ports on the //GS or the new SCSI card for
the /le? · · 

A. David Eyes, with Applc's //GS Project, rcsponded to thesc
questions on AppleLink as follows: Version 1.3 of
Apple Pascal is //GS compatible. Howcvcr, Apple does
not intcnd to offcr //GS-specific support for Applc Pascal
1.3. Still, internai devices such as the serial ports support
Pascal entry points in their firmware, and devices such as
the SCSI card look like ProDOS black devices which arc
rccognizcd by Apple Pascal 1.3.

Q. Can I use a disk-editor (or "disk ZAP") program written
for DOS 3.3 on a ProDOS or Apple Pascal disk?

A. Yes. However, remember that each operating system
stores the disk's dircctory (the master list of files) in a
different place (a different track) and in a different format.
Also, cach operating system uses a differcnt scquence for
writing the 16 scctors which make up cach track. (:5 

�-------------------� 
1 Let your computer earn money for you-<levelop mailing 1

� lists of various professions or specialties and we will rent 
Ithem for you. Royalties paid for each rentai. Call 

Apple™ Software Macintosh™ Software 
Ac:ro1101ing 

AR/ AP/PR(BPI) ca. $235 MacOnewritc Sys. $ 170 
Managing Your Moncy 138 Back to Basics Sys. 230 

Communications 
ASCII Pro 81 HabaDcx w/Comm 63 
Point to Point 80 MacMail Telecom 38 

Dutabase 
pfs: Workmatcs(f,r,p,w) 170 
The Data Factory 120 

Ed uri)tion 
Charlie Brown's ABC's 22 
Computer SAT (HBJ) 55 

Fontrix 1.5 
PrinLMastcr 

Grnpbi<.·s 
66 
26 

Lej:;ure 

dMac III 
Reflex 

Spellcr Bec 
StatWorks 

Cricket Graph 
Full Paint 

410 
71 

51 
99 

151 
70 

G. Kitchcn's Gamemaker 36 Smoolh Talkcr 2.0 63 
Goren's Learning Bridge 56 Toy Shop 46 

Programming 

Enh. Tcrrapin LOGO 3.0 70 MacForth II 79 
MacroWorks 23 Turbo Turtle 43 

HabaCalc N Grnph 
Supcrcalc 3A 

PapcrClip 
Word Pcrfcct 1.0 

SpremJsheet 
38 Business Filcvision 235 

121 Multiplan 150 
Word Proees.5in1: 

43 Microsoft Ward 140 
97 Ward Handlcr 64. 

lntroducing FILING SYSTEMTM for Apple WriterrM 
by MinuteWare Publishing 

--List price $99.95 .... Vaur cost $65 --

A new, unique word processing or text oriented filing sys

tem that works within Apple Writer. There is no limit to 

field length and you are actually using Apple Writer when 
entering or editing data. The entire program was written 
in WPL, and is completely listed, explained, and is user 
modifiable. (DOS or ProDOS) 

Ask for a copy of our Applc or Macintosh càtalog containing 
hundrcds of other programs. Also, ask about our volume 
discount pric.:cs for 10 or more of any one item. 

S3 shipping and handling pcr order (UPS-$4). MD residents, 
add 5% sales tax. No charges or COD's. Prices subjcct to 
change. Cali for items not listcd. 

COMPUTER WARE UNLIMITED 

P.O. BOX 1247 COLUMBIA, MD 21044 

301 /854-2346 

Il Professional List Services-PLS, Inc-for full details. Ask 1 
for Lee Racsly. (301) 439-1799. 1 � 

L-------------------���=================-�
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Better work with AppleWorks was the obvious goal of the 
many participants at both the 8 and 12 o'clock A WSIG ses
sions in Septembcr. 

The ongoing task of reviewing disks from the TA WUG 
meetings in New Orleans/Colorado is still underway. Anyone 
caring to review a disk(s) will provide a real service to the 
W AP library and its users. A one-line review, combined with 
a detailed evaluation of each program on the disk will suffice. 

Rumor bas it that another macro program (similar to 
MacroWorks?) will be announced next month. Compatible 
with Pinpoint or Fingertips? (No one knows-look in the 
next issue of InCider). 

ApplcWorks 2.0 upgrade ($50-sce your dealer for details) 
docs not cnable the use of a mouse. Apple says thcy will not 
produce a mouse-orientcd AppleWorks (yet!). (Comment: 
Third party competition will do a better job.) If anyone has 
obtained this upgrade-please bring it to a meeting for a 
training demonstration and a spccial prize! 

In order to properly run AppleWorks you must get the 
version 1.2 upgrade of ApplcWorks from a dealer. Earlier 
versions arc full of 'bugs' and 'undocumcntcd fcaturcs'. 

Memory expansion boards: Be sure to get boards that 
directly address the Apple standard mcmory-Apple Works ver
sion 1.2, 1.3 and 2.0 do. 

Beagle Bros. version 2.2 Macroworks is the latest version. 
You should not accept any earlicr version (1.0 or 1.1-you 
want to gct version 2.2 or higher-which didn't corne out 
until after May 26, 1986). Macroworks lets you replace a set 
of repctiûve strokcs with a Solid-Applc command-you bit 
the solid Apple along with a selected key and those numerous 
kcy-strokes arc entercd. (An A WSIG participant at the meet
ing said that Beagle Bros. MacroWorks was on super spccial 
at B. Dalton Bookstores at Sevcn Corners in Virginia.) 

There was a discussion of Sensible Speller and Grammar, 
reviewed rccently in A+ or InCider. Severa! users present 
cxpresscd favorable opinions, but warncd that use of these 
programs will not improve one's wriûng. Discussion revcalcd 
that the two programs actually modify AppleWorks Files. 
You savc the file to disk and get off AppleWorks; next, boot 
up thcse progmms; thcn boot up matcrial saved and no tif y the 
programs you want to check-the modificd file is savcd as an 
AppleWorks file for printing laLcr on. 

Sources of products werc discussed: W � docs not 
cndorsc products; howevcr, users at the meeti11g were not shy 
in sharing their cxperiences with products frdm certain pro
viders. For example, several users have AE Products; know 
how Lo use thcm, and will share lheir knowlcclge. 

Fontworks, Fontrix, Multiscribe, and Powcrprint werc dis
cussed: how Lo set up printers for thesc most useful programs 
was discussed. FonLrix loading into RAM was again 
discussed as another use of the incxpensive RAM that is now 
availablc on the AE and Chcckmate Technology Cards. Font
rix cnables the use of numerous screens (NOT 23 as reported 
last month, but from 30 screcns - a 5x6 screcn matrix- up to a 
480 scrccn-48 horizontal x 10 verLical, for instance) linked 
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together as Graffites and putting them all into RAM makes 
the program useable. Without the capability for loading it 
into RAM it is virtually useless because of lime involved for 
incessant disk access. The installation of RAM cards and the 
various patches required shortly became a part of the 
discussion that followed. 

Mailmerge with AppleWorks was ably demonstrated by 
Amy Billingsley and Gene Brown at the end of the meeting. 
Thank You, Gene, for bringing in and demonstrating your 
program and associated files! 

It was refreshing to note that Apple Works topped ail of 
the lists in both the SprcadShcct and DataBase Manager, and 
also WordProcessor categorics in the recent survey (ppl4, 
W AP Journal, Oct '86) for Apple /f s. It would have led in ail 
categorics for ALL Apples had not MacWrite bcen free with 
the purchase of Mac hardware in the past. Keep those cards, 
letters and phone calls coming, Gang. We have a G-R-E-A-T 
integrated program herc and want to make it even bctter in the 
fu�! � 

Octobcr marks the first spccial event for Music SIG. Wc 
aLtcndcd a musical play at Ford's Theatre and cnjoyed a 
symposium with the musicians afterward. The synLhesizcd 
instrumentation uscd in the musical was discussed and 
analyzed, and for our part wc fieldcd questions on the tcchnical 
sidc of computcrs and music-such as 'What happcns in the 
MIDI interface?' and 'What's coming up that's ncw in com
puters?' (boy, werc wc able to givc that one a blast, with the 
Apple IIGS rcccntly introduccd. 

Wc also had our usual 2nd Saturday-of-month meeting, on 
Octobcr 11 Lh in College Park, whcre we continued somc 
analysis of digital sampling. 

If you have callcd for information and it's taken a littlc 
whilc for somcbody to gct back to you, please try again. We 
have had somc growing pains (wc gct about a 20 percent 
increase in membcrship pcr month), and sometimes we lose 
track of our notepads. We are trying to get back to evcrybody, 
though. 

Our November meeting location has not yet been decided, � 
but the meeting will be on the 2nd SaLurday of November. 
Cali me (301)490-7484 or Gary Larson (202)337-4267 for 
information. (3 



APPLE 

DISCOUNTS 
SPECIAL: 

ME MORY BOARDS· $119 for first 64K
PLUS $7 .50 per additional 64K! 

MACINTOSH CORNER ■ 
• SS/DO DISKS, BOX OF 10 ..... $14.00 
• SS/DO DISKS, CASE OF 50 . . . . $60.00 
■ 10 OISK STORAGE BOX ........ $2.50 
• 36 DISK STORAGE BOX . . . . . . . . $9.00 
■ OS/DO DISKS, BOX OF 10 ..... $16.00 
• OS/DO DISKS, CASE OF 50 . . . . $70.00 
• IMAGEWRITER CABLE ........ $19.00 ® 
• MODEM CABLE .............. $19.00 ® 

5¼ INCH OISKETTES & STORAGE 
• SS/00, BOX OF 10 ............ $5.50 
• SS/DO, PAK OF 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . $13.00 
• SS/DO, CASE OF 100 ......... $46.00 
• SS/DO, CARTON OF 500 . . . . . . $205.00 
• 2-NOTCH/DSIDD, BOX OF 10 .... $6.50 
• 2-NOTCH/OSIDD, PAK OF 25 ... $15.00 
• 2-NOTCHIOSIOO, CASE OF 100 ..... $54.00 
• 10 DISKETTE CASES .......... $2.25 EACH 

5 for $10.00 
(IO'l!CIFY COI.OR C>OCO, - IIUCI(, � -

OAEY • ....,_ ftLL0W) 

• 75 FLIP TOP OISK CASE ...... $11.00 

PRINTERS 
• PANASONIC P1000I, 120 CPS . . . $239.00 • 
• CITIZEN 1200, 120 CPS ...... $219.00 
• CITIZEN MSP-10, 160 CPS .... $299.00 
• CITIZEN MSP-15, WIDE . . . . . . . $419.00 
• PANASONIC P3131, LQ ....... $289.00 
• NEC P6, LQ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $495.00 
■ OKIMATE 20 COLOR ......... $209.00 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
• 2400 SHEETS OF PAPER . . . . . . $29.00 
• STANDARD PARALLEL 

INTERFACE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $49.00 
• GRAPHICS PARALLEL 

INTERFACE CARO . . . . . . . . . . . . $59.00 
• MICRO BUFFER IN UNE . . . . . . . $89.00 
• f'RINTER STAND ............. $14.00 
• SWITCH BOX, 2 WAY ......... $49.00 
• SWITCH BOX, 4 WAY ......... $69.00 

DISKORIVES 
• FLOPPY DRIVE ............. $109.00 
• CONTROLLER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $49.00 

* DENOTES NEW PRICE 

0 DENOTES NEW ITEM

MONITORS. 
• 12-INCH COMPOSITE ......... $79.00 
• Hl RES COMPOSITE ......... $119.00 
• COMPOSITE COLOR ......... $139.00 
• RGB COLOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $299.00 

MODEMS 
• AVATEX 1200 EXT . ......... $99.00 
• 1200 EXT. PLUS PHONE ...... $169.00 
• US ROBOTICS 1200 EXT . ..... $219.00 
• PROMETHEUS 1200A INT . .... $269.00 
• US ROBOTICS 2400 ......... $419.00 

SOUND & VIDEO DEVICES 
• MUSIC SYNTHESIZER ..... $149.00 
• COMPUTEREYES ......... $109.00 

CHIPS 
• EPROMS 2716/2732/2764 . . . • . . . $4.00 
• EPROMS 27128/27256 .......... $7.00 
• 64K, SET OF 8 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . $9.60 
• 256K, SET OF 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $26.40 

GENERAL ITEMS 
• SUAGE PROTECTOR ........ $9.00 
• 6-0UTLETS WITH

SUAGE PROTECT .......... $25.00 
• CABLE GENDER

CHANGER ................. $9.00 
• CABLES (S OR P) .......... $19.00 

COMPATIBLE COMPUTER$ 
• LASER 128 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $395.00 • 
• VF PC, APPLE & IBM 

COMPATIBLE .............. $1080.00 
• VF PC, IBM COMPATIBLE ..... $725.00 

GAME 1/0 DEVICES 
• CH MACH II JOYSTICK . . . . • . . . $33.00 
• CH MACH Ill JOYSTICK . . . . . . . $39.00 
• 1/0 PORT EXPANDER . . . . . • . . . S25.00 
• 9-16 OR 16·9 ADAPTER ...•.... $9.00 

SLOT EXPANSION 
• 16K RAM CARO (FOR Il + ) . . . . . $69.00 
• 64K RAM CARO (FOR Il+) .... S159.00 
• MULTI-RAM, 64K MEMORY ... $119.00 
•MULTI RGB, 

640K MEMORY .............. $159.00 
• 320K MEMORY .............. $149.00 
• 512K MEMORY .............. $179.00 

(301) 652-4232

'ASSOCIATES 
8231 WOODMONT AVENUE, BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20814 

STORE HOURS: Monday through Thursday: 12 noon - 8 p.m. 
Friday: 12 noon - 6 p.m. ■ Saturday: 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

CALL FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE! 

• SERIAL INTERFACE CARO . . . . . $49.00 
• SERI-ALL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $99.00 
• SLOT 3 CLOCK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $65.00 
• Z-80 BOARD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.00 
• ACCELERATOR ............. $229.00 
• EDO 4 PLUS EXACT BIT 

COPY BO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $99.00 
• MULTIPLE•SLOT CHASSIS .... $149.00 
• SINGLE-SLOT EXTENOER . . . . . $29.00 
• QUICK-LOADER PROM BD .... $149.00 
• PROM BURNER ............. $119.00 

SPECIAL PERIPHERALS 
• COOLING FAN WITH 

SUAGE PROTECT . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.00 
• POWER SUPPL Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . $69.00 
• SHIFT KEY MOO KIT . . . . . . . . . . . $8.00 
• RF MODULATOR . . . . . . . . $39.00 

APPLE SOFTWARE 
• COPY Il + . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . $29.00 
• ESSENTIAL DATA 

DUPLICATOR ................ $35.00 
• PLUSWORKS (RUNS APPLEWORKS 

ON Il+ ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19.00 
• "WRITE CHOICE" 

WORD PROCESSOR . . . . . . . . . . $39.00 
• PRINT SHOP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.00 
• TURBO PASCAL, CP/M . . . . . . . . $56.00 

___ 
A_P_P_L_E _ll_c_c_o_R_N _E _R _ __.■ 

• SECOND DISK DR FOR lie .... $119.00 
•HOTLINK TO 

PARALLEL PRINTER . . . . . . . . . . $55.00 
• GRAPPLER C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $95.00 
• PRINTER OR 

MODEM CABLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $20.00 
• DISK DRIVE CABLE 

ADAPTER ................... $15.00 
• 9-16 GAME 110 ADAPTER ....... $9.00 
• MUL Tl-RAM ex, 256K . . . . . . . . $239.00 
• MULTI-RAM ex, 512K ........ $269.00 

UPS SHIPPING: $4.00 per order plus $6.00 
per printer or monitor. Computers: $30.00. 
10% surcharge per 30 days on 
purchase orders. 
PLEASE NOTEI PRICES CHANGE OFTENI 
PRICE ON DATE OF PURCHASE APPLIES. 
s _____________ s 

LONG-DISTANCE: CALL TOLL-FREE FROM 
ANY TONE-GENERATING PHONE: DIAL 

950-1088; (IF VOU RECEIVE A RECOROING, 
DIAL 800•446-4462 INSTEAD); WAIT FOR

TONE; DIAL 363-1313. 
s ____________ _ 
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As mentioned to you last month in this column, I spent 
three weeks of vacation time "Out West" in Utah, Nevada and 
Califomia. During that lime, I was able to visit with three 
Apple /// notables. The results of one of those meetings, an 
interview with Pair Software's Frank Moore is included in this 
month's Journal. I also spent time with Sun System's Bob 
Cook and had a chance to visit the "Father" of the Apple ///, 
Dr. Wendell Sander at his company, The Engineering Depart
ment, in the San Francisco Bay area. 

Dr. Sander's company is now working on an IBM plug-in 
for the Apple // called The Little Blue Card. He hopes to have 
it ready for market in the first quarter of 1987. The good news 
is that there is definite interest in producing a version for the 
///. And while many of you might wonder why anyone would 
be interested, look on it as another way to extend the life of 
our machines. The card would be an IBM XT emulation with 
640K of available RAM, socket for a math coprocessor, etc. 
Estimated cost would be about $500. You would probably 
have to buy an IBM-compatible disk drive, though since IBM 
machines read their data diff erently off disk than does the// and 
///. 

Dr. Sander also indicated that when SOS, the /Ifs

operating system, is finally releascd to developers he and some 
of the other former /// folks now working at The Engineering 
Department (most notably Dick Houston, who wrote SOS and 
ProDOS) would be willing to help with any problems. 

They still use /Ifs at The Engineering Department, by the 
way, and Dr. Sander says they like the fact that Ill EZ Pleces 
and AppleWorks files are compatible. Dr. Sander also says he 
likes the /Ils Business Basic bctter than any other Basic. It 
was also interesting to note that he did NOT blame Steve Jobs 
for the demise of the ///. Dr. Sander says it was, more than 
anything, market forces that really brought on the untimely 
demise of our beloved machine. If you would like to write 
The Engineering Department to urge them on the address is: 
271 East Hacienda Ave., Campbell, CA. 95008. 

Meanwhile, In Utah - I really didn't know what to 
expect when I travelcd to Logan, Utah to visit Bob Cook. 
But I found that Sun Systems was rcally a sight to bchold! 
The company is located in an old cheese factory and the only 
way you can rcally recognize the place is by the giant (fading) 
sign painted on the roof that says "Great Cheese." Sun 
Systems employs about 15 people, many of them technicians 
who were working on Apple ///s when I visitcd. You have to 
see this place to really bclieve it. There were pallets and 
pallets of ///s, monitors, disk drives, etc.-more software than 
I would care to count. 

It was Sun who actually providcd the Apple /// and moni
tor which we now have up and running in the W AP office. 
While I was there, Bob also providcd us with a grcat dcal of 
software, including Apple Writer 2.0, Cobol and a CP/M 
Softcard. I expressed to him our SIG's thanks. We will get a 
lot of excellent use out of that machine. 

It is Sun Systems, by the way, that has bccn working 
with The Engineering Dcpartment on bringing out a version 
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of the IBM emulation card mentioned earlier (it could corne 
out as early as the second quarter of 1987). Sun is also now 
discounting the Titan ///+/le cards for $199.00. Titan is 
offering the same price direct as well, since they have gone 
into Chapter 11. Titan is trying to reorganize, and part of that 
effort is an attempt to get rid of inventory, like the ///+/le 
cards. There are rumors they might bring out a new version 
of the ///+//e if they successfully get out of Chapter 11. 
Also, look for Sun to reduce the price of their ///s for the 
Christmas season. Bob Cook, the 31 year old owner of Sun 
also says they will soon begin selling used Apple //e's and 
512K Macs. Already bcing offered: Lisas, and //+'s along 
with the ///s. If it's any measure of success, Cook says Sun 
does about $10,000 dollars business each day they are open! 
The Apple /// ain't dead yet my fricnds, Sun Systems 
Recycling's address is: P.O. Box 4059, Logan, UT. 84321, 
(801)-752-7631 (Technical) and (800)-821-3221 (Order). 

The IIGS and the Ill - It was interesting to see the 
demonstration of the new Apple IIGS at last month's W AP 
General Meeting. Of greater interest was Apple User Group 
Evangelist Ellen Leanse who confirmcd that Apple is consid
ering a program whereby )[, ][ + and /// owners can tum in 
their machines for a rebate when purchasing a GS. The figure 
I have heard from two different sources now is $500 for the 
///. l'm not sure whcn this might be announced, but would 
suppose the Christmas holidays would be a good lime. 

However, dcspite all the GS's glitz and glitter, I agree with 
the Joumal's Editor, Bernie Urban that it will be worth more 
than a fcw moments thought bcfore dcciding to go ahcad and 
make the new purchase. For me, the Apple /// can still do 
everything I need to·cto. No, it doesn't have the 15 voices and 
the fantastic color graphies. And it docsn't run as quickly (but 
it might be able to with the same GS chip and a reviscd 
version of SOS). The bottom Une is I think it's great Apple 
is even thinking of doing this rebate program, but I do believe 
l'll hold on to this aging bcauty a while longer. 

You might be iriterestcd to note, however, that our Apple 
/// vendors are very involvcd with the new machine. On Thrce 
is porting over thcir Desktop Manager for the GS, with 
expccted relcase Novembcr first. Frank Moore's Pair Soflware 
is also working to port over somc programs to both the GS 
and IBM PC. And the Third Apple User's group leaders, 
Richard and Lavona Raon, beta testcd a GS and say they will 
be writing reviews of software for the machine. There was 
also an indication that our proposed /// convention in Chicago 
during the Fall of 1987 might include the GS. Time marches 
on for our community. 

During the Gencral Meeting, Apple also announced it is 
bringing out a number of pcripherals, including a SCSI inter
face card for the //e and GS. By the looks of the picture in 
last month's Journal, the card would appear to be short enough 
to fit into our machine. If that is truc, a driver can be writtcn 
for it and wc'll have the use of all those upcoming SCSI 
devices. That would primarily be hard disks, but thcre are 
more hardware items on the way. 

contd. 



Another Rumor - Apple bas been working on pro
posais for the release to developers of the source code to SOS, 
our machine's operating system. But the latest word is that a 

,-,...., bitcb bas developed. It seems Apple is involved in a lawsuit 
with a// clone manufacturer and Apple's lawyers are afraid that 
if SOS if released, it could burt their case (the defense could 
argue Apple gave that operating system out, so why not the 
/f s also?). Another fear: Apple is afraid if SOS is released 
someone might build an Apple I Il clone. Interesting that they 
should be afraid of the competition from a dead machine! 

Meanwhile, Over at On Three - There's a new edi
tor in charge. Lynne Denicola bas taken over for Val Gold
ing, who moves on to Shreveport, Louisiana and Softdisk 
Magazine. He is hinting at a possible Ill magazine on disk 
and bas even ordered a Ill to use. Softdisk, by the way is the 
homeport for Al Tommervik, the original Publisher of 
Softalk Magazine that carried many excellent articles on the 
Apple /Il.

Fall Meetings - Our September meeting was a huge 
success, thanks to Ed Gooding. Ed runs the /Ifs Company 
BBS system in Richmond, Virginia (804)-747-8752. After 
your Ill SIG officers filled him full of Prime Rib, Ed returned 
the compliment by presenting an outstanding program, 
including a demonstration of bis BBS. He also gave us a lot 
of software for our PD library. 

The October meeting featured Pacifie Technology Sys
tem's Richard Rowell, who showed us many of bis Ill EZ 
Piecesl Apple Works templates. There are a great many tem
plates coming onto the market and Richard bas a wide range of 

,--,,._ offerings that include everything from NFL schedules to 
entertainment information. Richard is a W AP member and 
bis company is based in Rockville (Address: Dept A, Box 
8005, Rockville, MD 20856. Phone: 301-231-9086). 

Now, for November, I am plcased to announce that Bob 
Consorti of On Three will be the guest speaker. Bob will be 
bringing bis bride of about three months as well. He is an 
expert Apple Ill programmer and bis company off ers some,,6f 
the best Ill software and hardware out at the present time. Bob 
promises to demonstratc bis Desktop Manager and other 
programs for us (including perhaps the new speller for Ill EZ 
Pieces), so this is a program you will not want to miss. We 
had 16 or so tum out for Ed Gooding and I would hope we 
could get even more for this meeting. As I mentioncd above, 
On Three plans to port Desktop and other programs over to 
the IIGS so any WAP members interested in seeing thcse 
programs are more than welcome to corne. 

At this point I should also mention that we will be 
meeting one week EARL Y in November and Dccembcr due to 
the Holidays. That means the third Wednesday rather than the 
fourth in November and Decembcr. Please be sure to mark 
the changes on your calendars. 

D.A.Datasystems Bows Out - In the mail the first
week of October, was a lettcr from Daryl Anderson of D.A. 
Datasystems. Daryl is bcst known for bis Powerkeys DM+ 
macro utility (like Sidekick and Pinpoint) and a set of 
excellent Business Basic programs called the Tools Times 

I""". Three. The lcttcr essentially says D.A. Datasystems, "due to 
the narrowing of the /// sales base" is going to sLop distribut
ing the company's software. This will give Daryl a chance to 
concentratc on programming. 

As an alternative, D.A. Datasystems has worked out an 
agreement with Pair Software's Frank Moore to distribute 
Powerkeys DM+, the modules and the Tools Times Three 
software. He also indicates Pair will distribute any new offer
ings bis company might corne up with (such as a new set of 
.RAM drivers for Titan Ill+// and /le owners). There was a 
rumor (another one!) that Daryl might move out to Califomia 
from New York, but there was no indication of that move in 
the letter. 

Despite these changes, Anderson indicates be will continue 
to support the //1: "Since I started in this business as an Apple 
111 programmer I look forward to the possibility that being 
unshackled from the demands of marketing will allow me to 
go back to just that-programming. I expect that at least 
75% of my time in the next 12 months will be involved in Ill
work. Maybe 1'11 even get a chance to attend to some of the 
larger projects that concems of 'saleability' have forced off the 
queue. In my opinion, the Ill remains one of the most power
fui and flexible micros available." 

In connection with this announcement, D.A.Datasystems 
is making ail of its software available at a one-lime special 
price. For example, you can now get Powerkeys DM+ with 
eight modules for $100. You can get all 17(!) modules for 
$150. The switch-over to Pair becomes effective November 
1, suggesting that this spccial off er will also end at that lime. 

The address for D.A. Datasystems is : 3792 Windover Dr., 
Hamburg, NY 14075, (716) 648-2462. 

Our New Apple Ill - As I mentioned earlier, our 
Apple Ill is up and running. It bas a CP/M card installed and 
we have plans to make available a wide range of software for 
people to use in-bouse. lt does not have a clock chip, how
ever, something we hope to remedy in the near future. Once 
the W AP library has becn rearranged, we will make ail the 
texts from the donated software available as well, hopcfully in 
our own section. We have reordered another copy of the 
tutorial videotape and it should be in-bouse by the lime you 
read this. I also hopc to ordcr a set of cassette tutorial tapes. 

Officers, etc. - After many years of faithful service to 
the Ill SIG, our Co-Chairman, Bill Rosenmund, bas dccidcd to 
retire. We will miss him as be delves dccpcr into the Macin
tosh universe and Desktop Publishing. I have agreed to stay 
on another year as your Chairman and Charlene Ryan has also 
agrecd to stay on as Sccretary. Anyonc intcrestcd in helping 
as Co-Chairman of the SIG should contact me directly. Al 
Lambert will continue to do the PD library while Jim Salcrno 
works on our tcxt and software libraries. We look forward to 
serving ail of you again in 1987! We still nccd a Sysop for 
the W AP Telecommunications System. I continue to take on 
those additional dulies but would love to have someone else 
volunteer. We value your input on how the SIG can bettcr 
serve you. Please let us know! 

Finally! - That should just about do it for this month. 
We'll have more information, news and goodies next time, 
including a great liule WPL program that will let you print 
out disk catalogs and a ncat 3EZPIAW printing tip. c:53 
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On our recent trip to California (in early September), my 
wifè Peggy and I had a chance to meet Frank Moore and his 
wife, Kathy. Frank publishes The Ill Magazine for Apple 
Ill users and also heads up Pair Software, a company that 
offers a wide range of public domain and a growing selection 
of Apple /// software (see details in this month's Apple /// 
column). In addition, he sells monitors, switchers and 
printers. 

Moore began his publishing career with The Ill 
News/etter in December 1984. He started it out of 
frustration. The Ill had been orphaned by Apple and at the 
time there were no othcr Apple ///-specific magazines being 
published (On Three was taking a one year hiatus). He 
promised the newsletter would be delivercd each week and it 
was. 

About a year Iàter, Moore switched over to a monthly 
format and The /// Magazine was bom. It currently enjoys a 
circulation of about 4000 subscribers (On Three has about 
7000). Frank holds down a regular job at a collection agency 
in the Sacramento area and conducts all his /// business out of 
a home office during his "free" hours. 

We enjoyed an excellent Chinese dinner and afterwards, I 
asked Frank a few questions for our W AP Journal readers. 
Our interview takes a look at what Pair Software is trying to 
do, the state of the Apple Ill community and what Frank 
Moore thinks is needed for ail Apple ///ers to keep getting the 
most out of their machine. 

W AP: How is Pair Software Doing? 
Very well ... we're coming out with several new products in 

the future. One I mentioned earlier was the SOS Driver 
Optimizer which we're going to be bcta testing fairly soon. 
That will be a new System Configuration Program. We have 
some other products in the works. Pair Software is taking 
some new directions too. Sorne of the software we currently 
off cr on the Apple /// we plan to port over to the Apple // and 
IBM computcrs. 

W AP: Why Are You Doing That? 
To increase the market for Pair Software. Just something 

for the future. There are some very, very good programs 
available for the Apple /// that I think could work on other 
systems, especially with things that are happening with the // 
series. 

W AP: How optimisitic are you that the Ill 
market will be sustainable for the next decade or 
so? 

As long as there's a market, we're going to continue to 
bring out products, espccially in portable languages like 
Pascal or Cobol or whatever, that can be done on the// or the 
Ill or on the IBM We'll bring thcm out for the/// also. 

WAP: How would you characterize the "state" 
of Apple Ill community? 

It's an aging community. There's no other way to rcally 
look at it. The Apple Ill computer is still very much "state of 
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the art." The IBM is just now beginning to get some of the 
features that the Ill has had for five or six years now. There is 
still a big sale item with Sun System Remarketing, and On 
Three is still doing a lot of business in it, so it's something 
that will certainly last quite a while yet I haven't seen any 
computer out so far that is so superior, that has so much 
better software that makes it worth giving up your Apple /Il, 
especially with people still writing good programs and 
developing software for it. Why bother? Why have to leam 
some inferior system when you can still get the things you 
need to use on your Apple /ln 

W AP: What do we still need for the machine? 
There are a couple of things. I would love to see some of 

the present software upgraded. Ill EZ Pieces needs to be 
upgraded. There would be a big market for that if someone 
wanted to take the time to dissassemble the program and fix 
some of the relatively minor bugs and put it back togethei:. A 
program like that could make someone more than a few 
thousand dollars. Another thing l'd like to see is a version of 
C for the Apple /Il. t seems to be a fairly popular language 
among the younger programmers and they are often the ones 
who set the trends. Basic was it during my day. Pascal came 
in the generation after me and it seems the younger ones 
coming up are using C. l'd like to see a version of C for the 
Apple /Il. Another thing l'ù likc to see is an upgrade of 
Business Basic. 

W AP: How about SOS (the operating system)? 
In general, the operating system is a preuy complete, 

pretty debugged system. There are a couple of things I would 
like to see added like multi-user abilities. Tuen you could add 
features that allow several systems to use the same peripherals 
at the same time and of course check themselves. That 
possibly could be done with SOS drivers, but l'm told SOS 
itself might have to be modificd. 

Certainly upgrading so it could be used with the 16 bit 
65816 chip. That would be an excellent idea. There's not a 
lot of software out thcre but somc people would start writing 
if it were available. l'd like to see possibly some additions, 
once SOS is (rcleased) to revise the SOS system so it can use 
ProDOS. The Apple Ill is Cully capable of identifying a 
ProDOS disk and knowing if it is a ProDOS disk. It seems 
to me SOS could be revamped a tad so that it- could actually 
use ProDOS system disks and run ProDOS disks and 
programs. Again, it would take somebody with the source 
code and dcsire to puzzle it all out 

WAP: What mistakes did Apple make with the 
Apple Ill? 

They made quite a fcw mistakes with the Apple /Il. First 
of ail, it was released prematurely. Whcn it was released, 
there was a lot of time spent in trying to get the machine to 
overcome a largely unfair, unwarranted and bad reputation. 
Apple, or I should say. the old management of Apple, made 
somc rcally bad dccisions on the Apple Il/. cont<l. 



Right from the start there was a lack 
of committment, possibly because the 
68000 chips were coming out. There 
was some view that these things are 
going to be some sort of wiz-bang tech
nology, which five years later is really 
just starting to catch on. The Apple /// 
at the lime could have been the machine 
Apple needed to push but they didn't do 
it. 

There were some bad decisions made 
in the marketing of the Apple ///. 
Apple decided they were going to use 
direct marketing instead of going 
through their dealer network like they 
always did. They tried to do that with 
some of their other computers too and 
it's something that was extremely 
costly to Apple. Again, this is the old 
managment making some very poor 
decisions. 

WAP: Should the Ill have 
been a /le with SOS? 

Yes . .it should have been the natural 
progression from the Apple //. It was 
overpriccd when it came out. I love it, 
but at $4000 per unit, it was Loo 
expensive. They should have realized it 
would take them a little longer to 
recoup their investment initially in the 
Apple ///. The Apple /// should have 
had absolutely full //+ capabilitics. 
SOS, not ProDOS should have bcen ùie 
operating system like they arc using in 
the //e with the ability Lo handle //+, 
DOS 3.3 and ProDOS software. The 
Apple /// should have bcen able to do 
Ùlat five or six years ago. If they had 
done that and put the price down to 
$2000 originally, Apple would have had 
an unstoppable computer. 

W AP: Where do we go from 
here? 

I see some development of software 
that some companies are putting out 
and bringing to fruition. There are quite 
a few different projects lcft. I men
tioned Pair Software and I'm sure oùier 
vendors are planning to (as they move 
into oùier fields) continue to support 
Ùle Apple ///, at least for the Lime 
being. 

And so long as thcy are doing Ùlat, 
and so long as computers themselves 
don't become so markedly supcrior to 
the Apple ///, it still has quite a lifelime 
left. When ùiey are able to start doing 
the work for you using verbal 
commands, its probably ùme to gct rid 
of it. 

A complete bibliography of both The /// Newsletter and The /// Magazine are 
available in hard copy form in the W AP office. You can get a subscripùon to The/// 
Magazine for $40 from Moore Enterprises, 3201 Murchison Way, Carmichael, CA 
95608. Œ 

FIRST TOTALLY 

PORTABLE 

APPLE //c 
Use it 

wherever you are/ 

• FREE Technical support
• FREE Appleworks support
• FREE Checkmate Tech software updates
• Toll-Free order line (Hl, AK & Q{ITSIDE CA)
• Open 7 days a week, (7am - 7pm PST)
<JPDATEI

The C-VUE is now 
compatible with the Laser 128! 
PORTABLE SYSTEM MACINTOSH 
C-VUE LCD Flat Panel• 
Prairie Power System 
512K Multiram CX 
Proclock lie (int) 
Cigarette Lighter 

299.00 
150.00 
225.00 
129.00 

Adapter 24.95 

Keyboard Ext Cable 
400 Watt S.P.S. 
MacNifty A-B Box (DB-9) 
Mac+ to IW Il Cable 
1 Meg Mac Master 

APPLE /le 

19.95 
420.00 

31.95 
29.95 

499.00 

Power Extension Cable 16 95. C-VUE Back Lighting 250.00 Power - Y - Adapter 18.95 Apple Back Ligl:iting 275.00 Promodem 300C 125-00 512K Multiram CX/C816 339.00 
APPLE //e ex 16 BIT (C816) KIT 109.oo
800 Watt S.P.S. 615.00 CPU /le Clock (Ext) 64.00 
Enhancement Kit 60.00 Unidisk 3.5 349.00 
Proclock lie 129.00 1 Meg Legend C' Card 299.00 
A-B Box (Ser/Par, 1 yr) 80.00 Locksmith 6.0 69.95 
Unidisk 3.5/Controller 399.00 Quark 10 Meg Drive 975.00 

;��� ��:�:�:� ��B �!;:gg • If you don't see it CALL {IS!
1024K Multiram RGB 280_00 • Next-day delivery availabl�
256K Dram Chip (each) 3.75 MasterCard and VISA accepted ... ,. 

FREE! Price Quotes on ail Apple Products & Peripherals 

Ordering Information: 
1-800-438-2883 (AK, Hl, & outside CA)

* 14-day
money-back 

guarantee 
(619) 27 4-1253 (within CA & outside a.s.) tc .. .-a, .. T«•-.. ; ... 

Ili..,... Prlces subject to 
ROGER COATS P.O. Box 171466, San Diego, CA 92117 change wlthouc notice 
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Below you will find the latest versions of many Apple Ill 
programs. If you have any updates to offer, please feel free to 
give me a call. Be aware that a good number of these vendors 
either do not exist anymore or do not support their Ill product 
line at this time. Additionally, Space Coast Systems just 
recently declarcd Bankruptcy. 

Product Vt[�inn 

Access Ill 
Access Ill Interp Version 
Access 3270 
Ag Disk Template 
Ag Disk Template 
Ag Disk Template 
Aladdin 
Apple File Ill 
Apple Speller 
Apple Writer 
Apple Writer-Super 
Art of Negotiating 
B P I Gen Accounting 
Backup Ill 
Basic GTO 
Basic Tools 
Basic Utilities 
Basic XRF 
Basic XT 
Budget & Financial Rep. 
Business Basic 
Business Graphies 
Calendar Pak Ill 
Catalyst 
Chcckbook Ill 
Cobol/// 
Copy Ill 
Crossword-Scrambler 
Data Base Ill 
Data Manager Ill 
Data Window 
Datafax 
Dcsktop Manager 
DcskTop Plan Ill 
Discourse (Catalyst 2.1) 
Disk Maker Utility 
Disk Window 
Draw On/// 
Easyterm Ill 
Electronic Mailman 
Font Generator Ill 

3.2(x) 
1.0 

2.6 

1.0 
2.0 
4.1 

2.0.0 
1.0 
2.02 

1.25 
1.3 
1.3 

1.23 
1.0 

2.1 

1.0 
5.0 

4.0.9 
1.00 
1.2 
2.1 
1.0.0 
1.0 

1.3 
1.0 

Font Pak for Font Generator 
Fontwriter 
Fortran Compiler 2.0 
Gencral Ledger SOA 
Graph 'n Cale 
Graphies Manager 
Great Plains Accounting 3.02 
Habadex 

Company 
Apple Computer 
(Various User Groups) 
Apple Computer 
Harris Technical Systems 
Harris Technical Systems 
Harris Tcchnical Systems 
ADI America 
Apple Computer 
Apple Computer 
Apple Computer 
Apple Computer 
Experience in Software 
Apple Computer 
Apple Computer 
DA DataSystems 
Pair Software 
DA DataSystems 
DA DataSystems 
DA DataSystems 
Statc of the Art 
Applc Computer 
Applc Computer 
Data Pak Software 
Quark 
Pair Software 
Apple Computer 
Digital Microware 
On Three 
Pair Software 
Micro Lab 
DA DataSystems 
Link Systems 
On Thrcc 
VisiCorp 
Quark 
Pair Software 
DA DataSystems 
On Thrce 
Sun Systems 
Pair Software 
Apollo Software 
Apollo Software 
Sun Systems 
Apple Computer 
State of the Art 
Haba S ysLcms 
On Thrcc 
Great Plains 
Haba S ystcms 
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HabaMerge 1.0 
ICE Drivers 4.0 
lnfonet 2.0 
Inkwell 
Inventory Control 
Inventory Management 3.0 
IRA Amortizations &Sav. 
Keystone Accounting Sys.1.0 
Kcystroke Data Base 
Keystroke Report Generator 
Lazarus 2.0 
Lexichcck (Spell Check) 2.0 
Mail List Manager 
Mail List Mgr. Interface 
Menu Ill 
Micro Courier 
Micro-Sei Drivers 
Modula 2 
Multiplan 
OMNIS 3 
Pascal Compiler 2.0 
PFS File 
PFS Graph 
PFS Report 
Pmove 
Post Master 
Power Cat 
Power Keys DM+ 
Power Print 
Printer Driver Ill 
Pscrccn 
QuickFile Ill 
Random Numbcr Ill 
RPS Ill 
Sandman 
Scrcen Director 
Selector /// 
Senior Analyst Ill 
Sort Directory 
SOStran 
Source Window 
Stock Portfolio System 
System Utilites 

1.1 

2.0 
1.0 
1.4 

1.2 
B.02
B.01
B.03
1.0 

1.2 
1.0 
1.3 

1.1 

1.0 

1.0 
1.1 
2.2 
2.2 
1.3 
2.1.4 
1.2 

Telephone Access Program 
Terminus 1.0 
The Applc Ill Card Machine 
The Apple Ill Fruit Machine 
The Retriever 1.2 
ThinkTank 1.0 
Thrce EZ Pieces 1.0 
Unprotcct Driver 1.0.0 
Versaform 1.3 re2 
VisiCalc Advanccd 1.0 
VisiCalc Format Aids Ill 2.0 
VisiSchcdule Ill 
Ward Jugglcr 
WOSBasc 

1.00 
2.6.4 
1.30 

Haba Systems 
Space Coast Systems 
Sun Systems 
Foxware 
State of the Art 
Great Plains 
CFS 
Keystone Software 
Broek 
Broek 
On Three 
Quark 
Apple Computer 
Quark 

Microcom 
Micro-Sei 
Pair Software 
Microsoft 
D.A. Datasystems
Apple Computer 
Software Publishing 
Software Publishing 
Software Publishing 
Apple Computer 
Pair Software 
DA DataSystems 
DA Datasystems 
DA DataSystems 
Sun Systems 
Sun Systems 
Apple Computer 

Apple Computer 
On Three 
BPS 
On Three 
Apple Computer 
Apple Computer 
Sun Systems 
DA DataSystems 
Smith Micro Softwar 
Apple Computer 
Sun Systems 
Quark 
On Thrce 
On Three 
DA DataSystems 
Living Videotext 
Haba Systems 
On Thrce 
Applicd Software Tech. 
Visicorp 

VisiCorp 
Quark 
WOS Data Systems 0 



EDSIG Çalendar 
Thursday, October 23, 7.30 p.m. "Using Appleworks 

in Teaching and Training Applications." 
Trinity College offers an M.A. program in "Computers in 

Education and Training". Dr. William Lynch, Director of the 
program, will briefly describe what Trinity offers, in addition 
to the evening's topic. Parking is availble next to the Library 
(first building on your right through the main gate), and on 
Michigan Avenue. Trinity is near the Brookland Red Line 
Metro stop, and several buses pass by it 

Thursday, November 20, at 7.30 p.m. "Text Proces
sing Fun" by Phil Shapiro. Examples of synchronized songs, 
speed reading exercises in Basic, and even a textual represen
tation of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony. 

Thursday, December 18, at 7 .30 p.m. "Toys for 
Christmas." Software ideas for the child with a Macintosh by 
Jessica Weissmann. 

EDSIG meetings are normally held at the Washington 
Apple Pi offices at 8227 Woodmont Avenue, Bethesda MD, 
but note the spccial location of the October meeting. 

Meeting Report 
Thursday, September 25. "InterVideo" by Peter Combes. 
The meeting room at W oodmont Avenue bccame a tanglc 

of wires as Peter Combes demonstrated two new authoring 
systems for running Computer Assisted Instruction with tape 
recorders and videodiscs. 

Peter has previously demonstratcd his "Inter Audio", a 
system for operating Tandbcrg tape recordcrs from Apple // 

computers, and has discussed the problcms of developing large 
assembly language programs on the Apple. He showed his 
latest production version of Inter Audio, with foreign charactcr 
sets (generated by DOS Tool Kit, accesscd from a main 
program running in auxiliary memory), suitable for 128K 
Apple //e's or //c's. Diana Jones, Language Laboratory 
Director of Montgomery College, talked about her expericnces 
using the system with learners of different languages, 
including English as a foreign language. Diana currently has 
two Tandberg tape recorders connected to Apples, and six more 
machines are currently being supplied to make eight 
interactive stations. Installation lime is fast-Diana usually 
takes 15-20 minutes, including the fitting of a Super Serial 
card. No configuration of the card is required, as the program 
automatically finds the card and sets the appropriate parame
ters. Reaction to InterAudio from both students and faculty 
has been very good, and two faculty memebrs are now 
requiring use of the system for their students. Diana 
dcmonstarted the ability of the system to makc prcscntation 
screcns, multiple choicc excrciscs, "fill in the blank" routines, 
and dicattyion and translation work. Diana has developcd word 
recognition and discrimination lcssons, and oral comprehcn
sion excrciscs. Hcr lessons included somc fascinating work 
based on "Pu -- der bar" (Winnie the Pooh in German). Tape 
stretch has been a problem in hcavy duty applications, but 
Diana has rcsolvcd the problcm by using high quality tape. 

Peter thcn demonstrated his bcta test version of the ncw 
authoring system bcing dcvcloped for the D.C. Heath 
publishing company. This system, often refcrrcd to as 
"lntcrVidco", will run the Tandbcrg tape rccorders, and will 
also drive Sony videodisc players. Peter showed the high 
precision and fast acccss of which the vidcodisc system is 
capable. (1} 

TlJi:ldc:.'.iZ\:l?ê(IÊÈ$©>J:;t: BÂSIC. PRIMER: A <s6okRe\/i�;, 
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Many parents and cducators have the bcst of intentions in 
wanting to teach the rudiments of Applcsoft Basic to children. 
Yet there is so much to teach, it's difficult to know where to 
begin. Jo Lynn Talbott Jones' book, The Applesoft Basic 
Primer, fills that necd quite well. 

The great strength of this book is that it assumes no prior 
programming experience. In fact, on page three the book 
actually says, 11 1) Tum on you monitor. 2) Use the ON/OFF 
switch at the rear of the left side of the computer to get power. 
" Such instructions may seem ovcrdone for the scasoncd com
puterphile, (no, I didn't say computer-file!), yct, thesc instruc
tions show laudable sensitivity to thosc persons who arc just 
starting out. Remcmbcr, thcre was a day when cven the great 
Woz had to turn on his first computer. (Or did hc perhaps 
bypass that stage?!). 

The book, thcrcforc, assumes that both the adult-tcacher 
and the child-student are total beginners to programming. 
Which, if you think about it, makes the adult assume the dual 
role of adult-teacher and adult-student As a result, the 
exercises in the book become a learning experience for both 

child and adult. Incidentally, any Apple ][+, /le, or /le will do 
for the programs in this book. 

The book is dividcd into twcnty short cxercises, each with 
a short program to be typed in, and a playful output to hear 
and watch. The programs typically have about eight to ten 
lincs, which can easily be typcd in by evcn the most 
fastidious of eight-year olds. The exercises cover the familiar 
sort of things which elcmentary programs cover: filling the 
monitor scrccn with the programmer's namc; gctting the com
puter to count by ones, two, thrccs, fivcs, and tcns, with the 
output flying across the scrccn of monitor; plotting points, 
lincs, and shapes using lo-rcs graphie routines; and other 
simple, but fun things to do. 

A big plus arc the lively illustrations thoughout the book. 
The author chose to include a Mickey Mouse looking creature, 
with a mischicvous grin, to adom the� of the otherwise 
plain looking prose. Any discerning kid knows that a book 
without illustrations is ail stuffy and adult-like. So, the 
illustrations serve the important purpose of making the book 
accessible and appcaling to children. (And the child within 

contd on pg 29 
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The fonctions and areas within the Apple are memory
mapped-that is, a given fonction or operation (or peripheral, 
for that matter) is �ociated with an address. The addresses 
are much like street numbers, except that they are numbers 
.Qillx, and every number from O to 65,535 is accounted for. 
People often wonder why a number like 65,535 is the magic 
top address-it seems like such an odd number-and that's 
what this month's article is ail about 

The addressing scheme on the Apple appears to be quite 
arbitrary, as long as you are counting in decimal notation. 
However, when you use the hexadecimal numbering system, 
everything bccomes much casier to understand and use. 
(Sound of readers tuming pages). No, really. There is 
nothing inherently diflicult about hexadecimal, it's just a 
matter of re-learning what you already know (more pages 
tuming). For those of you who are still left, the rest of this 
article will present the hexadecimal numbering system in 
terms that most anyone can understand, and you will have it 
licked within twenty minutes. That's pretty good when you 
consider that it takes four to five years to conquer the decimal 
system in school. 

A number system is based on counting. When we use the 
decimal (base 10) system, we count using the digits 0-1-2-3-4-
5-6-7-8 and 9. Yes, that's tcn digits. Whcn we start
counting, we go through 9 and then run out of digits, so we
start all over again at 0, while making a notation in the
column to the left of the number of times that we have run
through ail the digits. Therefore, 0

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
M 

/ \ 
make note of one start over again 

run-through hcre. in same column. 
An casier way to look at it is with money. The rightmost 

column can be pennies, the next column to the lcft can be 
dimes, the next one dollars and the ncxt tenners. And so 
forth. Each dime is a representation of Len pennies, each 
dollar a representation of tcn dimes, etc., so that we have a 
decimal monetary system that looks like the reprcsentation 
below. 

Hexadecimal numbering works in the same way. The 
only difference is that instead of ten digits (0 - 9), we have 
sixteen (0 - F). Before we worry about the extra digits, how
ever, let's look at another base system with which we are 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

88888= 
88888 

eeeee= 
eeeee 

Dollar 

Figure 1. 

familiar - base 5. 

e 

Dollar 

Ten 

Dollars 

As you can see, the numbering works the same way (up to 
quarters, that is). A nickel is a representation of five pennies 
and a quarter is a reprcsentation of five nickels. We count 
them the same way in base 5, where the rightmost column is 
pennies, the next column to the left is nickels and the 
leftmost column is quarters. The numbcr 124 in base 5 is the 
equivalent of one quarter, two nickels and four pennies-39t 
in decimal. 

=8 

= 

Figure 2. 
In hexadecimal, there are 16 digits, as notcd above. The 

same equivalents would exist in a hexadecimal monetary 
system, and I have taken the liberty to add to America's wealth 
with several new monetary units: the desix is a coin worth 
sixteen pennies; the hcxadollar, worth sixteen desixes, and the 
sixtcen hexadollar Federal Unreserved Note. The layout 
appears below. 

The only thing that remains is to add a name to the 
missing digits. Computer types that came along before me 

contd. on pg 20 



This is the first of monthly reports on the activities of the 
W AP Stock SIG. Given this is a maiden voyage, a review of 
recent meetings and decisions will bring members up to date 
and provide a flavor for the diversity of interests that typifies 
current meetings. 

Robert Wood, who ably directed Stock SIG for the past 
several years, bas decided to step down and allow others to 
carry the burden of leadership. Accordingly, Harley Wilbur 
initially chaired the August 14 meeting.· Stock SIG members 
formed a nominating committee which advanced the names of 
Ron Grognet and Ben Fogle to co-chair Stock SIG for the 
next six months. The August meeting participants unani
mously elected the duo who agreed to serve through the 
Spring. At that time, members will consider a second 
election as needed. The group further elected Andrew Thomp
son to serve as secretary and keeper of the membership list 

Participants discussed the direction which future Stock 
SIG meetings can take. There was concensus that the meet
ings wiU reflect the broad interests of the participants, 
including: 

• application of computers to stock market concems;
• a report from the existing mutual fund stock sub-group;
• issues pertaining to stock market timing, including the

members' insights and methods for cycle analysis; participants 
expressed hope that Bob Wood would continue to share bis 
cycle research findings; 

• outside speaker(s), options trading, market fundamentals
as appropriate and available; 

• reports from additional Stock SIG sub-groups when and
if formed. 

Suggestions for future programs should be directed to 
Grognet (296-5444) or Fogle (469-5822). 

FOUR REPORTS WERE PRESENTED AT 
THE JULY MEETING 
1. MUTUAL FUND SUB-GROUP
Several members asked for an update on the mutual fund

sub-group which has been meeting in homes and a library 
since April. This sub-group resulted from a survey taken of 
the interests of participants at the J anuary and February 
meetings. Thompson reported that the J uly 31 meeting 
discussed: 

a. how the group could support Wood's request for other
members providing leadership as described above; 

b. Wilbur's tentative method for maximizing investments
by switching among top performing Fidelity select fonds 
based on their recent performance; 

c. Thompson's method for switching among new Fidelity
select fonds based on the Magellan Fund's shifting investment 
priorities; 

d. issues related to general market timing.
The mutual fund sub-group will meet 8 p.m., in Room A 

of the Bethesda library at 7400 Arlington Rd. on October 30, 
November 26, December 23 and January 29. Participants 
have agreed to work toward setting up and monitoring 3 
distinct model mutual fund portfolios described respectively as 
containing: 

• high flyers or aggressive funds, including active
switching; 

• conservative-growth funds, low emphasis on switching;
• income oriented funds.
2. PROFIT STALKER TWO
Ron Grognet presented his findings on this software

program use� with the Mac. PST uses stock accumulation 
and distribution data to generate an oscillator in order to 
identify market toms such as in the Standard & Poor indices 
or other futures trading vehicles. Specifically, PST generates 
a graphie display that "is extremely sensitive in calling market 
tums, which, whcn used in conjonction with cycle analysis, is 
helpful for day trading." 

This program takes a diffcrent approach in that it does not 
rely on following a trend such as a 39 week moving average. 
It's more existential and less theoretical than cycle analysis as 
such. 

3. BAND PASS FILTER
Irv Lowen presented his current research on this statistical

tool which purports to increase the degree of probability of 
identifying major market turns by reducing the "noise" 
inherent in the oscillators used in cycle analysis of moving 
averages. He found that the filter bascd on 24 trading days 
gave thè maximum profit (74% accuracy) by signaling tums 
at market highs and lows. "A problem is that the program 
gives a thcoretical forccast which has approximately a one day 
lag lime after the market's turn bas been made and confirmed." 
The rcfinemcnt process continues. 

4. MULTIVARIATE AND CYCLE ANALYSES
Harley Wilbur presented the results of statistical analyses

using among other tools the "trin," the ratio of ratios between 
the daily number of stocks which advanced and declined on a 
given day and between the corresponding volume of stocks 
which went up and down. By identifying the market's 
direction, Wilbur's prognostication attempts to answer the 
question: when should I buy or sell mutual funds? It provides 
forecasts based on trin moving averages for various time 
periods ranging from 10-day to 50-days. "Although the 20-
and 30-day averages are bearish right now, the 50-day average 
does not confmn this." 

Participants formally thanked Bob Wood in absentia for 
his expertise, dedication and years of service in promoting 
Apple members' knowledge of cycle analysis and consistently 
providing the glue which bas kept the Stock SIG together. 

THE SEPTEMBER STOCK SIG MEETING 
CONVENED on the 11th and began with a report on the 
August mutual fund subgroup. 

1. MUTUAL FUND SUBGROUP
Harley Wilbur and Andrew Thompson presented updates

on thcir exploratory mcthods of investing in Fidelity Select 
Funds. Wilbur and John VanHorn explained their research 
findings into market timing trends. Wilbur presented bis 
market timing projections based on several trin measurements 
and the mutual fund subgroup meeting concluded with a 
discussion of the rccent market projections made by nationally 
known gurus. contd. 
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2. THE WAR MACHINE
Ron Grognet demonstrated the advantages and technical

capabilities provided by "The War Machine," a software 
program designed by Richard Bachelor for use with the Mac 
and other systems. Grognet and other members said the 
program allows short term traders in futures and options to 
accurately identify market toms. The program requires the 
input of 105 data entries which the program then uses to 
determine a host of indicators such as relative strength, 
moving averages, oscillators, stochastics, trendlines, volatility 
and rates of change. One of the fine advantages it proportedly 
provides is that it allows traders to graphically chart both long 
and short term trends on a split screen and thereby better 
maintain a balanced perspective. 

3. SINGLE AND DOUBLE BAND PASS
FILTERS

lrv Lowen presented the results of research into creating 
single and double filters to reduce error in calling market 
turns. Lowen reported 74% accuracy when using a single 
filter to identify highs, lows and market turns. Whcn he uscd 
two filters bascd on 20 and 74 days' data, Lowen found 
improved accuracy in whcn to buy and scll options. 

THE OCTOBER MEETING convencd on the 
traditional 2nd Thursday of the month. 

1. MUTUAL FUND SUBGROUP
Thompson reported on the method the O'Malley's Fidelity

Watch newsletter uses for constructing two model portfolios 
of Fidelity funds. Fred Hassler commented on recommen
dations made by the United Mutual Fund Selector. Jerry 
Dotter and Ben Fogle explored applications of the W ar 
Machine software for possible use with charting projections 
for mutual fund prices, especially with sector funds. 

2. IMPLICATIONS OF NEW TAX LAW FOR
INVESTORS

Marilyn W. Lowen of E.F.Hutton presented projections 
for how the new tax law will impact stocks, bonds, real estate 
and capital gains, ail of which provide background data for 
membcrs' computcr-based research and discussions. 

A. STOCKS - Given the dccreased pcrcentage in tax
which corporations will pay in 1987, from 46% to 34%, there 
is an expectation that cash flow, earnings and prices will 
increase. The consumer and service sectors will benefit but 
suffer increased competition. Capital intensive heavy 
industries would stand to lose, but contrarian thinking can not 
be ruled out 

B. MUNICIPAL AND CONVERTIBLE BONDS
will be winners and interest rates will corne down further, 
Lowen said. Business borrowing and construction will slow 
and investors should skeptically examine so-called tax-free and 
gov't backed bonds. Real estate may do well because future 
building will slow. 

C. STOCK SALES, bascd on gains and losscs for
1986 vs. for 1987, providcd considerable grist for mcmbcrs' 
mills. John VanHorn providcd a chart and Lowcn suggestcd 
guidelincs for when it's bcncficial to scll or hold short and 
long tenn gains and losses. 

3. Bob Wood then presentcd his earlicr market cycle
forecasts as having been validated by recent market action. 
Using proprietary software Wood described the current market 
as bcing in a short-term, mini-bear downward pattern. Cycle 
analysis, Wood said, is better at projecting the timing of 
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market turns than at projecting at which price on the S & P 
500 those turns will occur. John V an Horn's cycle analysis, 
using Fourier analysis, curve fittings and filters agrees with 
Wood's very short-term projection, but sees a market rise 
toward the end of the year. Members commented that the last 
time Wood's and VanHorn's projections sharply diverged, one 
saying "up" and one "down," the market went nowhere. 

4. Irv Lowen gave members an update on bis current
use of 22 and 70 day band pass filters. He reported he has 
found that the system's accuracy is further enhanced by daily 
adjustment of the filters due to changes in the spectural 
response. 

Monthly meetings will continue to convene on the second 
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Apple Pi office. Apple Pi members 
interested in further information or getting their name and 
address or phone number on the Stock SIG's list should call 
Thompson at (301) 270-6790. 0 

Button-Down Apple conte!. from pg 18 
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Hexadollar 

Slxteen 

H•xadollars 

have taken care of that, adding the highly imaginative 
numbers A through F. Therefore, our hexadecimal numbering 
system consists of the digits 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-A-B-C-D-E 
and F. How do we count using this system? The same way 
as bcfore. The numbcr 124 which we used prcviously 
represents 1 hexadollar, 2 desixes and 4 pennies. To translate 
that into dccimal, 2 desixes = 16 x 2 = 32 pennies, and 1 
hexadollar = 16 desixes = 16 x 16 pennies= 256 pennies, so 
that 256 + 32 + 4 = 292 pennies. A little bit harder problem 
is a numbcr like B93, which translates into decimal like this: 

Numbcr hcxadollars dcsixcs pennies 
B� B 9 3 

B = 11 x 16 =lli 
185 x 16=2200 

2963 
ln order to do hexadecimal to decimal translations quickly, 

it is merely necessary to remember (or write down) that the 
columns are powers of 16. This is the way it's done in deci
mal, where the columns are powers of 10. lt works like this: 

co1umn 4 co1umn 3 co1umn 2 co1umn 1 
Base 10: lOx lOx 10 lOxlO lOxl 1 
Base 16: 16x16x16 16x16 16xl 1 
If you work with hcx for a little while, it will become 

pretty easy, and then you'll see why 65,535 is not such a 
strange memory address boundary aftcr all. In hex, it's FFFF. 

When we get togethcr again, we will bcgin to take a look 
at where everything is in the Apple-in hex. (l} 



Operant Systems 
HARDWARE --

DOT-HATRIX PRINTERS-
Epsan FX-85 (160 cps, S2 cps NLQ 1odeJ ................. 435 

FX-286 (200 cps wide carriage upgrade of FX-1851. 629 
LX-80 (100 cps, 16 cps NLQ ■odeJ ................• 279 
LQ-BOO/LQ-1000 (180 cps, 24-pin tl.Q aodeJ .... 629/859 

Okidata 192-Plus (200 cps, tl.Q ■ode) ................... 869 
193-Plus (182 calumn version af abaveJ ......... 549 
292/293 (200 cps draft, 100 cps NLQ, 18-pinl (call) 

Tashiba 821 (216 cps draft, BEST print for the buckJ ... 519 
351 (288 cps, wide carriage version of abauel. 1099 

NEC P5/P6/P7 Pinwriter (24 wire high-quality ■atrixJ (calll 
Citizen KSP 20 (200 cps ma\rix, Epson-caapatible) •..... 849 
Panasanic 1091 '120 cps, Epson-co1pat.ible "Best Bug") .. 259 

1080 UOO cps , as abaue). .. . .. . . .. .. • .. . .. . .. 219 
OAISYWl-m & LASER PRINTERS-

Epsan DX-20 (20 cps daisywheel, Diablo ca■patibleJ .••.. 869 
Citizen Preaier 85 (85 cps, fastes\ far the aoneyl .•.•. 499 
Canon Laser Printer (8 pages/1in, Diabla ca■patible) •. 1995 
Silver-Reed BOO C40·cps, Diabla-co■patiblel .•...••..••. 759 

600 (25 cps daisywheel, wide carriage) •.••• 569 
HEC Elf (16 cps, par & ser interface, NEC/Diabla e1ulJ. 419 

8830 (55 cps daisywheel, built l1ke a tank) .•....• 1175 
Diabla 635 (55 cps daisgwheel, replaces 680 ■adell .•.•. 825 
Qu■e LetterPra 20 (20 cps daisywheell ....•......•••.••. 449 

HODEHS-
Hages S1art1ade11200A (1200/300 card far JC+/JCe) ... (call) 

Hicra1ade1 J[e (300 baud card far JC+/JCe w/sftl. 145 
�1art1ade1 2400 (2400/1200/300 baud, RS-232) ..... 599 
S1art1ode1 1200 (1200 baud, RS-232, auta-diall ... 389 
S1art1ade1 800-(300 baud, as abaue) .............. 145 

Novation Apple-Cat II (300 baud, 1200 upgrade availJ ... 209 
Proaetheus Pra1ade1 1200 11200/300 baud, RS-232) .•..•.. 289 

Pro■ade■ 1200A (1200/SOO card w/ software) .. 209 
US Rabatics·Password (1200/300 baud, auto-dial/answer). 229 

Courier 2400 (2400/1200/300, autodial/ansJ. 429 
Anchar Autaaation Express (1200/300 loaded w/ featuresl 219 

Uolksmodem 12 (1200/300 baud, RS-2S2J 139 
Lightning 24 (2400/1200/800, RS-2321. 825 

Zoa1Hode1 ]Ce Plus (300 baud card w/adv software> ...... 119 
DISK DRIIJES-

Applied Engineering half-hi floppy (for JC seriesJ •.•.• 119 
Contraller for 2 drives ............. 55 

Corvus hard disks ................................... lcalll 
CP/H & 6S02C SYSTEHS-

Applicard (6 Hhz Z-80, 64K ta 192K RAH, 70-col videaJ .. 129 
Hicrosaft Softcard ]Ce (Z-80, 80 col & 64K on one cardJ 265 

Softcard II (includes CP/H 2.2 and HBASICJ .•• 289 
Titan Acceleratar ]CE (8.6 Hhz 6502C copraœssarJ •.•.•• 229 
Speed Deaon (6502C high-speed capracessor) •.••.•.••..•. 169 
Applied Engineering Z-Ru II (256K and CP/H for lCcJ .•. 259 

HOHITORS
TransWarp (3.6 Hhz 6502C, 256K RAHJ 225 

Aadek 800G/SOOA 112" green/aaber anti-glare, 18Hhz).125/139 
NEC JB-1201/1205 (green/uber anti-glare screen, 20HhzJ 145 

JB-1260 '12" green, 15tfhz., bes\ value for 1oneyl .... 99 
INTERFACES & BUFFERS & CLOCKS-

Pkasa/U printer interface (superior graphies) ....... (calll 
Quadru Hicrofazer (BK ta 128K parallel bufferl ........ 139 
Grappler+ printer interface (parallel w/ graphies) ...... 85 
Buffered Grappler+ (16K to 64K buffer plus graphies) ... 149 
Prac\ical Peripherals SeriALL (for 1ode1s or printers). 109 

VIDEO BOARDS

Graphicard (parallel w/ graphies). 79 
Printerface (std par w/a graphicsl 59 
ProClock (PRODOS co11patiblel; .... 109 

Videx Ultrater1 (up ta 160 colu1n/'18 line display ! !I .. 209 
Hicratek BO-col card (w/641( RAH, AppleWorks-coapatiblel. 99 
Applied Engineering Ra1Works III (641(-8 1eg + 80 col). 139 

Uiewaaster (80 col for II+I ........ 119 
HEMORY EXPANSION-

Hicra\ek 16K RAN card ................................... 79 
Legend "5" card (256K \a 1 ■eg, runs Appleworks an JC+l 209 
Applied Engineering RaaFactar (256k-3 ■eg for JC+/lCe) 189 

-- SOFTWARE 

WORO PROCESSING-
Wordstar 3.3 lincludes 6 ahz Z-80 Applicard) ....... 159 
Ward Perfect (new version w/speller & aorel ......... 95 
Bank Street Writer or Speller ....................... 49 
pfs: Write )Ce ..................................... 79 
HouseWrite .......................................... 79 
ScreenWriter Professional (w/speller, ............... 85 
Ho■eWord w/ HoaeWard Speller •....................... 49 
Sensible Speller IU (D05 or PRODOS ver&ions availl .. 79 

SPREADSHEETS-
Hultiplan (state-of-the-art spreadsheetJ ............ 70 
SuperCalc Sa (spreadsheet & graphies for the ]Ce/c) 135 

INFORMATION HANAGEMENT-
dBASE II (the best Apple database, requires CP/H) .. 299 
pfs: File, Repart, or Craph.. .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . 79 
The General Hanager 2.0 ............................ 149 
Thinktank (electranic outlinerl ..................... 89 
DB Haster 4+ (latest version) ...................... 185 

BUSINESS & ACCOUfTING-
Oallars & Sense (ac:caunting w/graphicsl ............. 79 
Hanaging Your Honey (accounting + invest1ent 191\l. 115 
Peachtree Back ta Basics Accaunting CGL/AR/AP> ..... 115 
BPI Accaunting CGL/AR/AP/PAY/INUEHTORY) •.....•. each 225 

COHKJNICATIONS-
Ascii Express Prafessional (best 005/PROOOS pragru) BO 
Crasstalk (bes\ progra■ for CP/Hl .................. 125 
Co1puServe Starter Kit (password & 5-free hours) .... 25 

ODOS & ENDS-
Print Shop/Prin\ Shop Ca1panian/Libraries ...... 36/29/18 
Newsroo1/Clip Art Collectian ...................... 85/19 
Pinpoint ............................................ 45 
Typing Tutar III. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86 
Kensington Syste■ Saver Fan (w/surge protectorl ..... 66 
Kraft Joystick / Hayes Hach III .....•............ 35/39 
KoalaPad Graphies Tablet (with graphies saftwarel ... 85 
Curtis E1erald Surge Protec\or (6 autlets & cord) ... 45 
Flight Si■ulator II. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 

Microsoft Warks Cfinally ... J ...............•..... (call) 
Ward (what Hacllrite should have been) .... 119 
Excel (best Hac spreadsheet availahle) ... 245 
Basic interpret.er . . . . . • . • . • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . 99 

H Char\ (presentatian business graphies) .... 85 
A File ..............••.••........•......... 119 
C Hultiplan .•..•....•......•............... 119 
X HacEnhanœr (has the parts Apple fargot,. 175 
N filevision (graphies database syste1) •...•......... 109 
T Odesta Helix 2.0 (database for the serious userJ ... 239 
0 Dallars & Sense Caccounting w/graphicsl •............ 95 
S Sidekick w/Phonelink ................................ 65 
H Ia1ega Bernoulli Drive (5/10/20 1eg re1avahlel .. (calll 

ReadySetCo ( page pracessar) . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125 
Hippa C ..............•.............................. 99 
Kensington Hac Syste1 Saver (fan & surge protector). 75 

Surge Protectar (replaces power cardl .... 39 
i::a:::=s==:a::i:====im::i======== ==== =-- :::: 

CALL FOR PRICES OF ITEMS NOT LISTED 

-- Please Co■pare Our Prices --
If you find a lower price, give us a chance ta be&t it. 

Feel free to call for answers to technical questions. 

TO OROER: 
or 

Call Jeff Dillon at ( ao 1 l 4S4-0405 

Write ar visit: 

OPERANT SYSTEMS, 7676 New Haapshire Ave, Suite 812 
Langley Park, Hd 20783 

Md. sales add SI tax. UPS shipping is available. 
All i\eas carry full 1anufacturer 1 s warranties. 

iz===a======================-=:z= 
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Attendance was lighter than usual at the October 2nd 
GameSIG meeting (perhaps because some of our regulars were 
engaged in their own versions of "AutoDuel" and "Roadwar" 
on the Beltway). No new software was available for demon
stration, but Ron Wartow shared some recent correspondence 
(see the letter from Accolade elsewhere in this issue), and 
talked about bis retirement as chairman; then the ceremonial 
eraser and magic marker were passed to his successor, Tom 
Johnston. Tom distributed packets of information on recent 
games, and members talked about a few of the newer (and 
racier) programs, such as lnfocom 's "Leather Goddesses of 
Phobos." The conversation also turned to Apple's new IIGS 
(named, we presume, for GameSig), and what it is likcly to 
run. According to Ron, there do not scem to be many excit
ing new games for the Apple II series on the immediate 
horizon; howevcr, some fantastic new role-playing adventures 
for the Macintosh, with full animation, should appcar around 
Christmas or the . beginning of next year. Reid Hutchinson 
volunteered to field future hotline questions from perplexed 
war-gamers. The meeting closcd with Tom's suggestion that 
the members collaborate in writing our own "GameSIG 
Adventure"; watch this column for further developments.Ed 

ROADW AR 2000 is a science-fiction role-playing war
game from SSI ($40 list). The prcmise: it is the year 2000, 
and the United States is in bad shape. The population bas 
bcen dccimated by biological wcapons, and nuclcar warhcads 
have wiped out a few citics. lnvading troops have entcred the 
country all along the Atlantic and Pacifie coastlines and 
through Mexico. The invaders haven't made much progress, 
though, since fallout from the A-bombs has mutatcd the 
biological weapons, forming a bacterium which attacks the 
aggression center of the human brain and tums its victims 
into psychopathie killers. The roads are controlled by vicious 
gangs with names like the "Hot Rod Lincolns," the "Redneck 
Yahoos" (who drive pickup trucks and seem to be based in 
Texas), and the deadly "Muthuh Truckers" who ride nothing 
but 18-wheelers that can squash your cars flat without even 
slowing down. Ali in ail, not a very cheerful setting. This 
isn't the glittering high-tech anarchy of 11AutoDuel", but 
something more like the barren wastelands of the movie "The 
Road Warrior.11 

Play takes place on a bcautifully drawn map of the United 
States, and includcs parts of Canada and Mexico. Thcre are 
120 towns and cities, and 15 types of terrain, including 
mountains, farmlands, and oilfields. Y ou play the leader of a 
small motorcycle gang (I call mine "Hall's Angcls"), and start 
with 8 men, 1 car, and a few days worth of food and gas. 
Your first goal is to build your gang up into something that 
can survive, by looting the nearby citics for abandoncd 
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Note: Go to it gang! The next regular meeting will be on 
Thursday, November 6th, at 7:30 PM in the WAP Office. 
Meanwhile, we received the following for review: 

AMNESIA (Elcctronic Arts for the Apple II serics, 64K, 
$44.95): Interactive text-adventure by acclaimed science-fiction 
and mystery author Thomas M. Disch. You awaken without 
clothes, money or memory in a Manhattan hotel, and must 
discover your identity and eliminate your problems before they 
eliminate you. Ftlls four disk sides. 

vehicles, more food and gas, spare tires, guns, ammo, and 
medical supplies. While doing this, you will run into crowcls 
of people. If you are fairly strong, some will offer to join 
you; otherwise, they will attack you for your supplies. You 
can have up to 15 vehicles and 1500+ gang membcrs, 
provided you like combat that takes the rest of your life to 
resolve. I spcnt most of the game with two vehicles (a bus 
and a trailer truck) and 80-100 gang members. There's no 
penalty for staying small; the rival gangs you run into are 
almost always your size or smallcr. Aftcr you have started to 
conquer towns and cities, you'll be contacted by a US 
govemment agent, who will ask you to report to the Govem
ment Underground Biolab. When you get there, you are asked 
to track down and bring back eight scientists, the overall goal 
of the game. 

There are two types of combat, foot gang encounters and 
road gang encounters. Foot gang combat occurs only within 
cities, and is handled automatically; you fire a round, they fire 
a round, etc. until everybody on one side is dead. Foot gang 
encounters include invadcrs, the National Guard (who only 
attack when you loot a town they contrai), cannibals, the 
Mob, and so on. After several encounters in a given town, 
you will have crushcd the leadership, and will be given the 
opportunity to Lake over. Once you've Laken over, you can � 
loot to your hcart's content without bcing attackcd. 

Road gang encountcrs can occur anywhcre, and can be 
resolved in thrce differcnt ways. "Abstract" resolution basic

contd. 



ally involves everybody accelerating to top speed and ramming 
each other. Not recommended! Even when you win, you get 
a lot of damage to your vehicles. "Quick" resolution is also 
run completely by the computer. It takes a liule longer, but 
causes much less wear. Vehicles will only ram when they can 
do it without taking much damage, so combat consists of 
vehicles driving past each other with the crew shooting 
through the windows. A vehicle crashes and bums when the 
interior crew (the people not standing on the roof) are ail 
killed, or when ail the tires are shot out. 11Tactical0 combat 
puts ail the vehicles on a map, and lets you control everything 
yours do. Unfortunately, there isn't a whole lot of room for 
tactics. After a few encounters, I learned the trick of pulling 
up behind an obstacle and shooting broadside; 26 people can 
shoot broadside out of a bus in one round. Enemy vehicles, 
driving directly towards you, have to shoot through the front 
windows and are limited to 5 shots at the most This strategy 
works so well that I wound up never doing anything else. 

Scattered around the map are various "specials" you can 
find, such as brake shops, underbody shops, and the like, 
which will make ail your vehicles more efficient, and repair 
shops, which will fix structural damage done during combat 

THE DAM BUS1ERS (Accolade, Apple II series with 
64K) simulates a World War II bombing mission to knock 
out German dams. The whole mission is composed of three 
parts: takeoff, "channel crossing," and bombing run. Simpli
fied versions of the last two can be done as preliminary 
practice. You fonction as the whole crew, choosing the 
various positions as necessary. Although the concept is good 
and the play is interesting, weaknesses in the documentation 
and operation require a great deal of lime and patience. I found 
it tao difficult to complete the mission-so much needs 
attention during the final run and, in any case, it doesn't seem 
to be possible to get the naviga14onal fccdback to fly the 
circular approach for the bombing run as dircctcd. 

The documentation omits othcr csscntial information. For 
example, it ncglects to say that the practicc segments have 
bcen condcnscd to excludc a necd for most of the crew's 
fonctions, and that trying to perform them only scrcws you 
up. It also neglects to say that, when you're first taking off 
for the mission, you must set the flaps first, thcn the boos
ters, and then the throttles in order to get off the ground. Pic
tures of some con trois are quite inaccurate. Fortunately, there 
is a nearly complete demonstration of the mission (completely 
undocumented} which starts if you wait too long to make your 
mission choice. 

There's some downright wrong information given. The 
escape key (not the space bar) pauses the action. You cannot 
make repeat tries aftcr missing the dam with a bomb. The 
number of flak hits is not shown on the damage scrccn. 

There are a numbcr of bugs in the game. With an engine 
on fire, I couldn't get at the fire extinguisher. Aflcr the crash, 
the status scrccn showed all engines intact. At one point, I 
couldn't get the navigator's map propcrly until I tricd pushing 

./ 

A few of the towns and cities have special features. When I 
first entered Orlando, Florida I was told that I was passing the 
ruins of a large amusement park and my men wanted permis
sion to try out the rides. The program wanted a yes or no 
answer, and after quite a bit of thought as to what was safest, I 
wound up guessing wrong. (Growl, mutter ... ) 

I think the game suffers somewhat from a lack of balance. 
By the time I had the first few scientists, I had my gang built 
up as strong as I wanted. The rest of the game (2 weeks) was 
devoted to driving around and around, waiting for the 
remaining scientists to introduce themselves. As I said, there 
are a number of specials, but not a really large number. 
Because of this, the game tends to drag after the beginning, 
and I know a few people who got bored and gave up on it 
without finishing (which is a shame, because the "Congratu
lations-You-Won" section of the program is very enjoyable}. 

BOTTOM LINE: Actually, this is more of a war game 
with role-playing elements than a role-playing game. I sort of 
enjoyed it (say, 6 out of 10, just a litlle above average), and I 
thinlc war game fans might like it even more. But if it's 
straight role-playing you're looking for, you won't find a lot 
of it hcre. � 

the button that sets the map cursor. Whcn barrage balloons 
get to the lowcr half of the screcn, you can't destroy them, 
though they're right in your sights. You're dead. 

A numbcr of "local color" items are provided, which secm 
to have no opcrational significance-and anyway, I'm not sure 
what to make of "Allied bombing raids near LONDON," 
among other cities. The graphies are good, but uneven in 
quality. The image of the plane on the navigator's scrcen 
appears to move only horizontally and vertically. It docs 
actually shift diagonally, and sometimcs makes instantancous 
right angle tums, pcrhaps trying to correct errors such as 
showing the plane heading south whcn the dam can be sccn 
straight ahcad, wcst, by the pilot Thcre is a single graphie to 
show the dropping of the bomb, hcadcd right toward the dam, 
whethcr it's actually falling long, short, or off to the side. 
The color f caturcs for maps and contrais are touted, but I was 
glad to sec that color was not actually nccded. The message 
about bcing dcmotcd to kitchen duty and the accompanying 
tune you gct evcry time you crash (rcgardless of how well you 
did) are quite irritating. 

The game badly needs bcttcr provision of lcvels of 
difficulty than is providcd by the two simplified practice 
segments. An improvcd version would be very enjoyable. As 
is ... well, if you get it chcap enough ... aftcr ail, you may 
get an overwhclming urge to BUST the DAM disk! <1} 
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The following letter, dated September 2, 1986, was sent to 
Ron Wartow of Washington Apple Pi by Mike Craven, 
Editorial Designer with Accolade: 

11We wish to thank you and Mr. Payne for your courteous 
l�tter allowing us to respond to David McCracken's negative
review of our Apple version of the Dam Busters game. 

"In some respects, it is difficult for any game publisher to 
defend themselves against such a negative review since the 
'review' itself is a subjective presentation of a single indivi� 
dual's point-of-view and emotional reaction to a product. This 
places a greater responsibility on the publisher of the review 
to develop and maintain credibility with its reading audience. 
In order to do this, a 'single' reviewer should have outstanding 
acknowledged credentials in the areas of game design and/or 
evaluation. A safer and more equitable approach (used by a 
number of publications) is to have at least three very compe
tent reviewers each independently evaluate the same product 
In this manner, the reading audience can obtain a much more 
balanced perspec,tive. I should note that this philosophy 
applies equally to all games . . .  in that it is just as dangerous 
to publish a glowing, positive report on a mediocre game 
(although the publishers and designers of the product would 
not tend to complain). I would also stress that these 
comments are a matter of objective philosophy and are not 

intended to be directed in any negative manner toward Mr. 
McCracken since I am unfamiliar with bis qualifications and 
in no way wish to judge him. 

"Whether I agree with the review or not, Mr. McCracken 
probably stated what he honestly felt. Sorne of his 
frustrations with minor bugs or discrepancies in documen
tation are probably valid. We at Accolade try to detect and 
avoid such problems in an effort to continually improve the 
quality of the products we publish. I should note that it is 
easy for an individual to take a positive or negative stance on 
a myriad of subjects in life . . . then find and emphasize the 
corresponding elements which support bis or her cause. They 
avoid presenting opposing elements since it weakens their 
'argument.' My major criticism of Mr. McCracken's review 
was its clear lack of objectivity in not also seeking o.ut and 
presenting the positive elements of the game instead of 
presenting only negative elements to support bis 'argument' 
against it. It is these positive attributes, which he failed to 
present, that have made 'Dam Busters' a popular game with 
the general public in having been well accepted with good 
sales across the combined C-64, IBM and Apple versions. 

"I again wish to express our appreciation for the oppor
tunity to voice a response. I hope that I have been 'objective' 
and fair in my review of the review." 
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Prologue - Recently I gave my 8-year-old granddaughter a 
program called "Story Tree", to go with the Apple ][+ which I 
had given her earlier when I got my /le. Story Tree reminded 
me in a very simple way, as I played the game with her, of an 
interactive fictional program that I had purchased years ago 
called "Softporn Adventure". It too was interactive, but cer
tainly not to be shared with one's grandchildren. I have 
collected very few "game" software programs over time. 
Dungeons and dragons do very little for me, but I do read 
good, non-BEM, science fiction, so when I hacard about "The 
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy" by Infocom, I thought it 
might be fun. It is. 

Review - The program is packaged ncatly in a box which 
includes the program disk in DOS 3.3, and also some fanciful 
trinkets which are alluded to in the game. Also included is a 
well-written Instruction Manual which contains an overview 
of the game, tips for novices, the methods of interaction with 
the story, and the commands that the story understands. 

There is a wide variety of ways to get from the begin
ning of Hitchhiker to the end of the story. The interactive 
participant helps shape the way his variation is written. I 
must admit that I haven't reached the end yct, but l'm gctting 
there. What makes it very helpful for me is the ability to turn 
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my primer on, and give the ptogram the SCRIPT command. 
The printer then follows right along with the screen, and I 
have all my successes, as well as all of my trips along blind 
alleys right thcre on paper to refer to when the programs 
informs me that I have becn "killed", and I want to start again. 
Also, anywhere along the line, before having been "expired", 
one can save a story position to a text file disk and corne back 
to it later. This also makes the blind alleys of gaming more 
endurable, for me at lcast. Incidentally, the software bouse, 
Infocom, informs the playcr/uscr in its instruction manual, 
that thcre is a hint booklet that can be ordered separately for 
those who rcally nccd to pcck a litüe. 

Hitchhiker is quitc a smart program. It recognizes over 
800 words, according to its publisher, and it insists that the 
player communicate with it in decent English. It tells the 
player in no uncertain terms if it doesn't recognize a work, or 
if there is a noun or verb missing in the player's input. 
Despite this, the story line proceeds through "tangue in 
cheek", with a grcat dcal of fun, from puzzle to puzzle, as the 
player movcs along. I congratulate Infocom on Hitchhiker, 
and I must admit to having a grcat deal of enjoyment in �

playing it (5} 



Few of us who saw the January 1986 W AP meeting on 
desktop publishing will forget the cartoons showing Gena and 
Bernie Urban working frantically each month to put out the 
W AP Journal. (Bernie had ten arms to get ail the work done 
and Gena spent a lot of time wearing her editor's green 
eyeshade.) Gena and Bernie love getting articles for the 
Journal from everyone, and virtually everything submitted 
gets printed, although not always right away. There are 
several ways to make the hectic process of J oumal preparation 
a bit easier for them. 

Submit Both a Disk and a Printout: Gcna and 
Bernie are happy to receive your articles in any fonnat, 
whether Apple II or Macintosh. They prefer that we authors 
submit our articles in both machine-readable and hardcopy 
fonnat, the former because re-keying articles, even short ones, 
takes time and the latter bccause (a) it ensures that the editors 
can see any special fonnatting or layout you have in mind, 
and (b) it makes proofreading much easier. I have seen 
studies, incident- ally, that confrrm the Urban's experience: 
most people do find it easier to proofread articles on paper 
than on a screen, even a screen with black letters on a white 

� background. (Ed. Note: Besides, you can proofread hardcopy 
white comfortably rocking in the rocking chair.) 

Please label your disk with your name and article. Once 
detached from the hardcopy, unlabeled disks are easily 
mistaken for blank ones-to be initialized. Mac owners are 
asked to use 400K disks, since they can be read on either a 
512 or+ (Gena uses a 512 and Bernie a+). 

If you Have an Apple II: Please submit your article 
as a text file, either DOS 3.3 or ProOOS. Before it is 
transferred to the Macintosh for editing it will have to be in 
DOS 3.3 format, so if convenient, please convert your 
ProDOS text file to a DOS 3.3 file. Howevcr, this can be 
done by the editors if you do not have the utility to to this. 
AppleWorks files should be saved as an ASCII text file, not 
the "nonnal" binary AppleWorks file. This is an option with 
the Apple Works print function. 

If You Have a Macintosh: Those who have Macin
toshes can take a few extra steps to make life easicr by putting 
portions of the articles into the fonnat that they will 
ultimately appear in the Journal. These steps are actually 
rather simple-they involve for the most part just knowing 
the Joumal's typeface and size conventions. These conven
tions are discussed here in terms of MacWrite format; Micro
soft Word works just as well. 

The Title: The tille of an article is in all-caps (except 
for subtitles, if any) 24-point Helvetica (not bold). Helvetica 

� is the LaserWriter equivalent of the Geneva font, but Helvetica 
prints much faster and more attractively on the LaserWriter 
than Geneva does. Set the Ieft margin and indent markers on 
the ruler above the title ail the way to the left, i.e., move 

them to the 1-inch marker. 
The Author: The "by" is in boldface 14-point Hel

vetica. Your name is in 18-point Helvetica, but is not 
boldface. This is not intended to give your name less promi
nence-far from it! The reason is that boldface 14-point 
Helvetica more closely matches the width of the letters of 
plain 18-point Helevetica. 

The Text: Immediately after the Return that follows 
your name, insert another ruler with the left margin at the 1-
inch mark (i.e., where it was in the previous ruler), and the 
indent at the 1 3/16-inch point. If you count the 1-inch 
marker as the first tick mark on the ruler, 1 3/16 inches is 
between the second and third tick mark. Paragraphs will then 
be automatically indented 3/16 of an inch. There are no line 
spaces bctween paragraphs. 

After the ruler and before the text of the article, insert a 
single Return. Though the text of the articles will finally 
appear in 10-point Times, this font is not recommended for 
typing your article or for the submitted hardcopy, as it is very 
difficult to read on the screen or as printed by the Imagewriter. 
Times is the LaserWriter version of the New York font 
Leave your article text in Geneva 12 with the right margin at 
the T' mark. The editors will convert the text and set the 
right margin as the Iast process, after any changes they may 
find necessary have been posted. 

Special Characters: Typesetters use special characters 
that nonnal typists do not The designers of the Macintosh 
character set had the foresight to build these characters into the 
Macintosh evcn though desktop publishing did not exist when 
the Mac was dcsigncd. You can use these spccial characters to 
add that "professional" touch to your Journal articles. If you 
don't, of course, few people will be the wiser, so don't worry. 
The most common of these are the open and close quotation 
marks-" and "-instead of the dual-purpose ". The " key is 
Option-[, which is located right above the " key; the " key is 
Shift-Option-[. Similarly, you can use ' and ' instead of '. 
The' key is Option-] and ' is Shift-Option-]. 

Another difference between typset characters and typc
written characters has to do with the hyphen. The Macintosh 
has three types of hyphens. The standard one we are 
accustomed to is the "-" key, located to the right of the 0 
(zero) key. If you were typesetting an article and wanted to set 
off phrascs-like this-you would use an em dash, which on 
the Mac is Shift-Option-hyphen. The Mac also has an en 
dash, Shift-hyphen. And although one would expect an en 
dash to be shorter than a standard hyphen, an en dash in the on
screen version of the Times font is longer than a standard 
hyphen. Just to confuse matters further, many word proces
sing programs, including MacWrite and Microsoft Word, will 
not split across a line words scparatcd either by an em dash or 
an en dash, which a typographcr would do (usually after the 

contd. on pg 39 
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The first thing we will do this month is see how we are 
going to have this program help us reconcile our checkbook 
to the bank statement. So let us get started. Type "LOAD 
CHECKS 1/85". 

3400 HOl\Œ: INVERSE : HTAB (6): PRINT 
"RECONCILE TO BANK STATE1\1ENT11: 

NORMAL : VTAB 23:CH = 1:BU = 0: 
POKE 34,1 

3402 IF NS = - 1 THEN 152 
3405 INPUT "ENTER STARTING BALANCE 

FROM BANK STATE- :MENT - ";BAL 
3407 S1 = 9999:OUT = 0:L% = 4 

The first thing we do is clear the scrcen and print a title at 
the top, set our checks and budget flags, and set the scrolling 
window under our tille. As usual, we check to make sure we 
have any data to reconcile before we go any further (you never 
know what some user somewhere will try to do to crash the 
program). Finally, we ask the user to INPUT the starting 
balance from the bank statement. This figure is stored in the 
variable BAL. 

Remember that the largest check number we allow is 
9999, so we set S1 to that number. We also initialize the 
new variable OUT to 0; it will be used to keep track of the 
outstanding checks and deposits, items that have not cleared 
the bank yet. 

3410 HOl\Œ: GOSUB 170:B = - 1 
3415 PRINT 11STARTING BALANCE--";: 

T% = 37:C = BAL: GOSUB 70 
3416 GOSUB 45 
3417 FOR R = 0 TO NS: IF CN%(R) < > 0 AND 

CN%(R) < S 1 THEN S 1 = CN%(R): 
NEXT R: GOTO 3422 

3418 NEXT R 
3422 Dl%= 1: FOR R = 0 TO NS: IF CN%(R) > 

Dl% THEN Dl%= CN%(R) 
3423 NEXT R 
3424 IF S1 > Dl% THEN 3500 

We are now ready to go, so we print the column headings 
and the starting balance. Then we tell the user to wait while 
the Apple searches the data base for the first check we nced to 
deal with. 

The first thing we do is determine what. tqe lowest check 
numbcr in the data base is. (Do you see now �why we set S 1 
to be 9999 to begin with?) Next, we deteimine what the 
highest check numbcr in the data base is and put that value in 
Dl%. (We should have been using S1 %1 ail along as our 
variable, since we are only dcaling with integcrs whcn we are 
dealing with check numbers. If you want to go back and find 
ail the S l 's and change them, you can.) If there are no checks 
in the data base, we will end up with S 1 equal to 9999 and 
Dl% equal to 1, so we take care of that possibility in line 
3424. (We uscd linc 3500 last month whcn we wcre 
balancing the checkbook.) 

3428 FOR R = 0 TO NS 
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3430 IF CN%(R) = S 1 THEN GOSUB 180: 
GOSUB 16:C = AMT(R}:T% = 29: GOSUB 70: 
GOTO 3441 

3435 NEXTR 
3436 S1 = S1 + 1: IF S1 < = Dl% THEN 3428 
3440 GOTO 3500 

Now we work through the data base looking for the low
est check number. If we don't get a match, we ask for the 
next record. Once we have gone through the entire data base, 
we increment S 1 and search for the next match as long as S 1 
is not greater than the highest check number. Once it is, we 
go to line 3500 again. When we do find a match, we print it 
out on the screen and then GOTO line 3441. 

3441 IF R(R) = 1 THEN PRINT II PAST MO" 
3445 VTAB 22: HTAB 3: PRINT "I-llT <->> 

IF ALREADY RECONCILED; HIT 
<RETURN> IF CHECK/DEPOSIT LISTED 
ON STA1El\1ENT; <ESC> IF NOT; <E> TO 
EXIT.";: VTAB L%: HTAB 33: GET C$ 

3446 IF C$ = "E" THEN CALL - 958: 
GOTO 1500 

3447 IF C$ = CHR$ (27) OR C$ = CHR$ (155) 
THEN 3455 

3448 IF C$ = CHR$ (13) THEN 3451 � 
3449 IF C$ = CHR$ (21) THEN R(R) = 1: 

PRINT 11PAST MO": GOTO 3459 
3450 GOTO 3445 

We use the array (to keep track of whether or not a check 
has bcen reconcilcd to a bank statcmcnt before. If it has, we 
set it cqual to 1, if not, to O. Of course, evcry variable equals 
0 unlcss anothcr value is assigned to it, so if we have never 
dealt with the record before, R( has the value of O. 

If the record bas alrcady bcen reconciled, we indicate that 
-by printing out "PAST MO". Next, we print out the
instructions. Pressing "E" exits this routine and retums us to
the Main Menu. Pressing the right arrow (CHR$(21)) takes us
past the next few lines, leaving nothing changed, either to the
reconciliation flag or the balance.

3451 CALL - 868:SS = 0:R(R) = 1:BAL = 
BAL - AMr(R):C = BAL:T% = 37: 
GOSUB 70: GOTO 3457 

Hitting <RETURN> sends us to line 3451. To indicate 
that the check is listed on the bank statement, we make sure 
there is nothing to the right of the cursor, set the SS flag to 
note that we have made (or are going to make) changes to the 
data base, and set the rcconciliation flag (RO to 1. We 
subtract the amount of the check from the balance, /8J1d print 
that numbcr. 

3455 PRINT Il -------11:R(R) = 0:OUT = 
OUT - AMT(R} 

Hiuing <ESC> scnds us Lo line 3455. To indicate that � 
the check bas not clcarcd the bank, wc simply print some 
clashes, wc make sure our array variable is set to 0, and the 
amount of the check is subtractcd from the balance of 
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outstanding checks. 
3457 VT AB 19: PRINT "SUM OF DEPOSITS 

NOT CREDITED ON STA1E- l\ŒNT 
(+) & CHECKS STILL OUT (-)";: CALL 
- 868:T% = 37:C = OUT: GOSUB 70

3458 PRINT "CHECKBOOK BAL. AT 
CHK #";CN%(R);" IS--";: CALL 
868:T% = 37:C = BAL + OUT: GOSUB 70 

We next print out the sum of (a) the deposits which are 
not credited on the bank statement and· (b) the checks still 
outstanding. If the sum of the deposits is greater than the 
sum of the checks, the sum will be positive. Otherwise it 
will be negative. 

Theo we print what the checkbook balance should be at 
the particular check we are dealing with. Of course, this 
balance will not be accurate until all outstanding checks and 
deposits are accounted for. But once you get to the bottom of 
the bank statement, the number in the "BALANCE" column 
should agree with the bank statement, and the checkbook 
balance at that point should agree with the balance in your 
own checkbook. 

3459 L% =L% + 1 
3460 GOSUB 45 
3461 IF L% < 18 THEN 3435 
3465 POKE 35,18: CALL - 922: POKE 35,24: 

L%= 17 
3466 VTAB L% 
3467 GOTO 3435 

Finally, we increment the line number (L%), print our 
"wait" statement, check to see if we are at the bottom of the 
data· "window" yet. If not we go back for the NEXT R. 
Otherwise, we perform our little trick of scrolling everything 
up one line, and then ask for the NEXT R. 

DELETING RECORDS 

Once we have reconciled our records to the bank statement, 
we can delete them from our data base. We do not want to 
delete any records that have not yet been reconciled, otherwise, 
we won't have a complete data base with which to reconcile 
our records. On the other band, we need to delete the records 
which are not current, since we only permit a total of 300 
records in our data base. 

3600 HOl\tJE : INVERSE : HT AB (7): PRINT 
11DELE1E RECONCILED RECORDS": 
NORMAL :VTAB 5:CH = 1:BU = 0: 
POKE 34,1 

3602 IF NS = - 1 THEN 152 
3605 PRINT "THIS ROUTINE DELETES ALL 

DATA WHICH YOU HA VE INDICATED 
AS HA VING BEEN RECONCILEDTO 
YOUR BANK STA1EMENT IN ROUTINE 
#12 AND WHICH ARE NO LONGER 
NEEDED INASMUCH AS THEY PERTAIN 
TO PREVIOUS MONTH'S BUDGETS." 

3610 PRINT : PRINT "HIT <RETURN> IF YOU 
WISH THIS ROUTINE TOPROCEED; 
HIT <M> IF YOU WISH TO RETURN TO 
THEMENU. 11 

As usual, we first print a tille at the top of the screen and 
then protect il We also make sure there is data in memory; 
otherwise, we just go back to the Main Menu. Finally, we 

print a word of explanation on the screen and ask the user if 
they wish to procecd. 

3615 GET C$: IF C$ = "M'' THEN 1500 
3616 IF C$ = CHR$ (13) THEN 3620 
3617 GOTO 3615 

If they do not want to, they press <M>, which takes them 
back to the Main Menu. Pressing <RETURN> allows them 
to continue. 

3620 L% = 16: GOSUB 45:C = NS + 1 
3621 C = C - 1 
3622 IF C = - 1 THEN PRINT "": GOTO 3500 
3623 IF MO% = 1 AND MO%(C) > 6 AND 

CN%(C) = 0 THEN 3630 
3624 IF MO% = 1 AND MO%(C) > 6 AND 

R(C) = 1 THEN 3630 
3626 IF MO%(C) < MO% AND CN%(C) = 0 

THEN 3630 
3627 IF MO%(C) < MO% AND R(C) = 1 

THEN 3630 
3628 GOTO 3621 

Again we print the "wait" message on the screen since 
deleting takes quite a bit of time. We are going to do things a 
little differently this time. Unlike before, when we started 
with the item we wished to delete and moved everything down 
to overwrite the preceding record, this time we are going to 
start at the top of the data base and work our way down. I 
decided to do things this way because most of the items we 
will be deleting will be at the bottom of the data base, that is, 
the oldest records. When you delete record # 1, if we started 
there, we would have to move the entire data base down one 
record. On the other band, if we have already deleted half of 
the data base by the time we get to record #1, it should not 
take quite as long to move everything down one record. 

So we start at the top by setting C equal to NS + 1 and 
then subtracting one. If, when we subtract one from C, we end 
up with -1, then we issue a CR (print a null string) to void 
the semi-colon in line 3635 and then GOTO line 3500 to 
print out the message that we have reached the last of our 
records. 

Otherwise, we run some checks on the record to see if we 
should delete it or not. If we are not dealing with a check 
record and it is a record pertaining to a past month, then it can 
be deleted. Also, if it is a check record, but it bas been 
reconciled to a bank statement and it pertains to a past month, 
then it can be deleted. If the current month is January, then 
the number of the past months is higher than the current 
month. Thus line numbers 3623 and 3624. If the record 
passes the checks, then the program GOES TO line 3630 
where the overwriting of the record to be deleted takes place. 
Olherwise, it GOES TO line 3621 where C is decremented and 
the checks on the next record down the list are run. 

3630 FOR Rl = C TO NS 
3632 CN%(Rl) = CN%(Rl + 1):DT%(Rl) = 

DT%(Rl + l):MO%(Rl) = MO%(Rl + 1): 
VEN$(Rl) = VEN$(Rl + 1):AMf(Rl) = 
AMf(Rl + l):CT%(Rl) = CT%(Rl + 1): 
R(Rl) = R(Rl + 1) 

3633 NEXT :NS = NS - 1:SS = 0 
3635 VT AB 18: HT AB 1: CALL - 868: PRINT 

"YOU NOW HA VE ";NS;" RECORDS 
contd. 
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ONFJLE."; 
3640 GOTO 3621 

After we delete a record, the total number of records (NS} 
is decremented, the change flag (SS) is set to zero, and so the 
user knows progress is being made, we print a message 
showing how many records now exist in the data base. Theo 
we go back to line 3621 where C is decremented, and we do it 
ail again. 

WHAT TO DO WHEN THE MONTH IS 

ENDED 

You should save the work you have done so far under the 
program name, CHECKS 1/85. We are going to leave this 
program for now and discuss the last program module, which 
we will call EOM PROCED. I am going to show you this 
module now and then corne back to CHECKS 1/85 later since 
the last two options from the Main Menu, #17, Year-to-Date 
Detail, and #18, Year-to-Date Summary, use files created by 
the EOM PROCED. module. 

The user can use the option #6, Close Out End of Month, 
at any lime to see how well they are doing to keep track of 
their income and expenditures. However, its serious purpose 
is to record their transactions for the entire month and save 
them to disk, so they can later print out yearly reports. Also 
the user can compare their income and expenditures with their 
budget to see how well they did, and to make any adjustments 
needed to carry them forward to succeeding months. So let us 
see what happens when they choose this option. 

0 FOR J = 0 TO NC:TL{K,J) = 0: NEXT 
1 IF Q% = 15 THEN PP= 1: GOTO 7000 
2 IF Q% = 16 THEN PP= 1: GOTO 7100 
5 GOTO 5000 

Line 0 has meaning if we have gone into this module once 
bcfore during the currcnt session, left it and then have corne 
back, for we may have placed values into the array variable 
TL(K,J) which would no longer be valid, so we want to set 
everything back to zero. We will deal with this variable in a 
bit 

Lines 1 and 2 direct us to printing routines selected from 
the Main Menu. The variable PP will be used to keep track 
of things as we go through the program to direct us just to 
those lines which are rcquired for these printing routines. 
Otherwise, we are dcaling with the end-of-thc-month option, 
#6, which we are going to discuss next. 

5000 HOME : INVERSE : HT AB (8): PRINT 
"CLOSE OUT - END OF MONTH": 
NORMAL: VTAB 3:CH = 0:BU = 1: 
POKE 34,1 

5005 IF NS = -1 THEN 152 
152 VTAB 24: FLASH : PRINT "NO DATA IN 

MEMORY": POKE 216,0: FOR C = 1 
TO 200: NEXT C: NORMAL: GOTO 1500 

5007 ONERR GOTO 19999 
19999 Y = PEEK (222): IF Y < > 5 THEN 

POKE 34,0: POKE 216,0 
20000 IF Y = 5 AND AC < > 0 GOTO 152 
20001 IF Y = 5 AND AC = 0 GOTO 6000 
20002 IF Y = 254 THEN RESUME 
20003 IF Y = 9 THEN HOME : VT AB 10: 

FLASH : PRINT "DISK IS FULL": 
PRINT : NORMAL : PRINT "REMOVE 
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CURRENT DISK, INSERT ANOTHER 
INITIALIZED DISK, THEN 1RY AGAIN.": 
GOSUB 28: RESUME 

28 HrAB 1: VTAB 24: PRINT "HIT ANY KEY 
TO CONTINUE";: GET C$: HOME : 
RETURN 

21000 X= PEEK (218) + PEEK (219) * 256: 
PRINT "ERROR AT LINE ";X: 
PRINT "ONERR CODE= ";Y: END 

The first thing we do is print a title at the top of the 
screen, as usual, and protect it from the scrolling window. 
Also, we set our budget and checking flags. Then we make 
sure we have data in memory to work with. (You have seen 
ail of this before.) 

Finally, we set up our error handlers. AC is the variable 
that holds the actual cash on hand at the beginning of the 
month. This variable is saved in our Budget Reconciliation 
File. If we open this file for the first lime, there won't be any 
data in it, so we are taken to line 6000. We will cover this 
next month. 

5010 PRINT "THIS ROUTINE AUTOMATICALLY 
CALCULATES THE TOTAL ACTIVITY 
FOR CURRENT MONTH -- (";M$;")." 

5015 PRINT : PRINT "TOTALS ARE GIVEN 
FOR EACH BUDGET CATE- GORY, 
AND DIFFERENCES ARE PASSED 
ALONG TO THE NEXT MONTH." 

5020 PRINT : PRINT "TOT ALS ARE ALSO 
TRANSFERRED TO A YEARL Y 
ACCUMULATED REPORT." 

5022 PRINT : PRINT "HA VE YOU ENTERED 
ALL THE CHECKS YOU HAVE 
WRITTEN?": PRINT : PRINT "DO YOU 
KNOW YOUR CHECKBOOK BALANCE 
AT THE END OF THE MONTH?" 

5025 PRINT : PRINT "HIT <RETURN> IF 
YOU WISH THIS ROUTINE TOPROCEED; 
HIT <M> IF YOU WISH TO RETURN 
TO THE MENU.":L% = 24 

5028 T% = 10 
5030 INPUT C$: IF C$ = "M" THEN 1500 
1500 PP = 0: POKE 34,0: HOME : PRINT 

TAB( ll)"HO:ME MONEY MANAGER": 
VTAB 18: INVERSE : PRINT "PLEASE 
WAIT": NORMAL : GOSUB 10060 

10060 POKE 60,LN + 8: POKE 61,HN 
10070 POKE 62,LO: POKE 63,HO 
10080 POKE 66,8: POKE 67,2 
10090 RETURN 
1502 POKE 976,76: POKE 977,191: POKE 978,157 
1503 CALL 43089 
1505 CALL H2"ENTER DATA" 
5031 IF C$ = 

1111 THEN 5033 
5032 GOTO 5030 

Next we print a message to the scrcen concerning this 
option. We also warn the user that somc information is 
needcd before thcy will be able to proceed. If lhey do not wish 
to continue, thcy can press <M> to rcturn to the Main Menu. 
If they press <RETURN>, the program continues with line 
5033. 
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Lines 1502 and 1503 are optional. You should not type 
them in if you do not have a 48K Apple. They are in the 
program here because I was having problems at one point 
getting the program to continue after requesting that data be 
printed on the printer. What w� are doing is POKEing the 
nonnal values for a 48K system into location $3DO, which 
contains the location from which DOS is restarted. 

Then we CALL 43089 to restore our DOS books. It 
solved the problem I was having. However, I think the 
problem was caused in the first place by improper 
programming. I learned that for DOS to work properly after 
directing PRINTing to a printer rath�r than to the screen, you 
can not just issue the command from within the program: 10 
PR#l. You must pass the command through DOS, like this: 
10 PRINT CHR$(4);"PR#l". Otherwise, DOS may be 
disconnected. This is explained in full on pages 100-102 of 
TheDOS Manual, copyright 1980, 1981. Hopefully, I have 
corrected ail of the lines by now that would cause me this 
problem. 

5033 K = MO%:AE(K) = 0:INC(K) = 0 
5034 PK$ = M$ + " BUDGET DATA":FR$ =

"BUDGET RECONCIL. FILE" 
5035 IF PP THEN PRINT : INVERSE : 

PRINT "PLEASE W AIT -- DOING SOME 
CALCULATING": NORMAL : GOSUB 5040: 
GOTO 5250 

The first thing we do upon proceeding is to initialize some 
variables, setting K equal to the number of the current month, 
sctting the array variable AE(, which will hold the total actual 
expenditures for the month, equal to zero, and setting the array 
variable INC(, which will hold the total income for the 
month, equal to zero. We also define two new string vari
ables, PK$, which is the concatcnation of the name of the 
current month with " BUDGET DATA" and FR$. We will 
also be using some of these lines of the program when we are 
printing out a summary of the month's activity by category 
and when we are printing the end-of-month summary. We 
will use the flag PR to indicate whethcr or not we are in a 
printing routine (PR=l) or in a routine which prints to the 
scrcen (PR=0). 

Well, l'm afraid it is bcst that we stop here. Hopefully, 
we will be able to cover the rest of this program module next 
mon th. We have a good introduction to it so far, but we 
should gct into the mcat of it ncxt month. Save what you 
have done so far by typing "SA VE EOM PROCED". (1s 

Applesoft Basic Primer contd. from pg 17 

each of us.) 
If you know anything about Applesoft Basic, this book 

isn't going to teach you anything ncw. But if you're just 
starting out, the book is a pleasant and painless introduction 
to Applesoft basic. The book literally takes you by the band, 
so all you have to do is nod your head and follow along. It' s 
education at its finest! 

By the way, there is an accompanying diskette you can 
buy for $17.00, but the diskctte would secm to be quite 
unnecessary in light of the simplicity and brcvity of cach of 
the programs listcd in the book. (1s 

==================================== 

COMPUTER DEN Ltd. 

307. or more off on all software far
all APPLE computers, including Mac 

C. Itoh Color 180 CPS . <3>. $470.00
Panasonic 109i ••••••••••••• $245.00 
Epson FX-85F/T •••..•.•.•.•• $360.00 

FX-286F/T ···••aa••··· $560.00 
JX-80 .................. $489.00 
LQ-800 ••••••••••••••• $550.00 

PrinterMate <Stand> •••••••• $16.00 
Ribbons ••• call for discount prices 
Paper 20#. 2500 sheets •••••• 22.0'Q 

20#�microperf. ···••==• 24.00' 
Rainbow Packs •••••.•• call 

Grappler + . . . . . . . . ..  =••·••=•=• 80:�0 
Buffered Grappler+ • .. • • .. • .. • • • 156. 75 
Serial Grappler+ <Imagewriter> 83.50 
Grappler C .................... 83.50 
Hatlink · · • • · • • • • • • a • • • • • • • • • •  51.75
Print it! Interface••••=•••· 160r00 
JVC FORTIS 12 11 amber monitor . 80.00
XTRON Comcolor 1411 Composite monitor 

color switchable to green. 140.00 
TAXAN COLOR MONITOR. (1) ••••• 245.00 
ShuffleBuffer (64K> • <1>�-=•• 250.00 
Printer Stand: short--25. long--30. 
Disk holder for 3-1/2" ••••••• 10.00 
Di sk hol der for 5-1 /4 11 • ,, . . .. .. ,. 

10 .. 00 
Alphabits Card .......... e••••· 75.00 
SuperSprite Graphies Pkg. (1). 275.00 
Koala Pad Touch Tablet ........ 80.00 
Koala Pad Adapter far II •••••• 6.00 
Micro-Sei Disk Drive. A2 •••• 165.00 
Mac Enhancer (Microsoft> ..... 186.75 
MACBCOOL <Cool your MAC> •••• 125.00 

<SurQe Surpressor & Fan>
Verbatim -- Maxell d isks 

5-1/4" SS --13.00/10 --120.00/100 
DS --17.00/10 --lô0.00/100 

3-1/2" SS --15.00/5 -- 29.00/10 
DS -- 31.00/10 

Head Cleaning kits � 0 - ■ E a s a • r • •  1.20
FingerPrint (FX Series) • n • • - �  52.50 
Record Master (Complete Data Base
System, 40 or 80 col.) c••·� 40.00 
SPECIAL WHILE THEY LAST: 
THINK TANK - 85 TVPING TUTOR - 17 
DAZZLE DRAW - 38.50 , Scholastic Ed. 
Series -22.00 
COPV II PLUS for II, IIe, IIe 28.00 
COPV II MAC•••••••••••••••••• 28.00 
DAVID-DOS II••••••••••••••••• 32.00 
NEW! COMPLETE LINE OF MACCESSORIES 
BV KENSINBTON: Mausewar - 7.50,
Mause Pocket - 8.00, C eaning Kit
W/Pocket - 18.75, Dust Caver - 10.00 

This ad is written a month in 
advance. Since prices are subject 
to change, please call for current 
pricin9. We attempt to meet all 
advert1sed prices. 

COMPUTER DEN Ltd. 
11716 KEMP MILL ROAD 

SILVER SPRJNG� MARYLAND 20902 
301-649-6868

Call to order 
Sunday - Thursday, 10 A,ME - 9 P.Mr 

Free delivery to Crystal City 
UF'S shipp1ng 

Quantity Discounts Available 
==================================== 
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(Ed. Note: Bruce Hicks, one of the authOl'S of dus pack
age, is a long-time W AP member. The review originally to 
be performed by W AP somehow went astray, and rather than 
delay the process any longer, we requested that he provide us 
with his own review.) 

The Book: IIe BASIC Palot · Gnphlq (or the
Apple II Fami)y. by Bruce lllcks and Sylvia Baron, John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc. 198S. $16.9S (with MC Painting 
software, $39.95. The Program Diskette and User's Guide: 
MC Painting - Your cp1gr wnrphnp Cor the 
ApnJe II. II+, IIe and IIç. by Bruce Hicks, John Wiley 
& Sons, Inc. (1985). These are available from John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc. Eastern Distribution · Center, 1 Wiley Drive, 
Somerset NJ 08873 (201) 469-4400 or from your bookstore 
or computer store. 

The purpose of the book is to introduce Applesoft BASIC. 
The reader and user develop their knowlege of it through 
computer graphies, thus making it a provocative, enjoyable 
thing to do rather than just a course on BASIC. A serics of 
simple, interactive graphies programs show you how to have 
fun wilh art while painting your way to more advanccd 
graphies programming skills with the MC Painting system 
on the diskette. This new system is an Applcsoft BASIC 
program which fully exploits LORES Apple graphies and its 
16 colors. It includes multi-color block-printing and a large 
variety of comptuer-assisted color changes within designs. 

The 40 diff erent tools in the MC Painting sytems enable 
you to create the rich color graphies by "painting" on a color 
TV or monitor screen while using a mouse, joystick or 
paddles. These programs together with the companion book 
and Guide offer a carefully coordinated approach to learning 
color graphies programming through BASIC. 

The aulhors' experience in teaching led them to emphasize 
the combination of many-co1or graphies and Applesoft 
BASIC. They therefore chose Apple 16-color LORES graph
ies as the primary graphies mode, and gave Apple HIR.ES 
graphies, with its six colors, a smaller role. (Double LORES 
and double HIRES graphies, with thcir 16. colors are not 
supportcd by Applesoft BASIC.) 

Special fcaturc of the MC Painting system include the 
ability to: 

• Pick up a color on your brush from any part of your
screen, not only from the palette. 

• Select a sub-region of the screen and use all of the MC
Painting tools within it, and wilh easier control of the 
Joystick or mouse. 

• Continuously display the x,y coordinatcs of the brush.
• Obtain information (while "painting") about the action

of your keys, and the state of scvcn imponant painting tools. 
• Map colors easily, transforming lhem sclcctivcly in 72

differcnt ways. Each mapping can be in ail or part of your 
screen, along a diagonal or along a brush stroke, for spccificd 
initial and final colors and exccutcd randomly or non-ran
domly. (Color mapping can be programmed in Applcsoft 
LORES but not in Applcsoft l-IlRES.) 
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• See the disk catalog and save or load painting while in
your program. 

System Requirements: Apple II (with Language Card), or 
II+, IIe or IIe. One disk drive, 48K RAM. Joystick, two 
paddles or Apple mouse. Color monitor or color TV plus RF 
modulator. (Color controls on a TV or monitor greatly 
enhance the artistic range of the MC Paintings.) 

The materials are designed for use in the home and in 
schools Gunior high to college) and for self-study or class use. 

Wiley & Sons are to be congratulated for their collabora
tion with the authors in defining the scope and purpose of the 
book and in producing a book with excellent typography, 
color plates and layout. The Index is unusually complete. 
The Glossary and References nicely supplement the text 
material. 

The book emphasizes color and design; develops and 
describcs, step by step, an MC (MicroComputer) Painting 
program in BASIC; supplies a base for discussion of a few 
artistic principles and a number of mathematics concepts 
(random numbers, rounding, selective mapping and its logic); 
provides several means for readers to add their own painting 
tools to the program; stresses several modes of internai and 
extemal documentation; and makes connections wilh anima
tion, with computer-assisted instruction and with large color 
���� � 

The 26K MC Painting program on the diskette and the 
accompanying User's Guide extend the MC Painting program 
discussed in the book. On the diskette, in addition to the MC 
Painting program in BASIC, are 24 paintings that illustrate 
artistic capabilities and design elements, especially for 
LORES, and space for more than 30 of the uscr's LORES 
paintings. 

The diskeue is user-friendly for any of the Apple II family. 
lt gives the user full information and control while keeping 
the MC painting on the screen. It also includes many 
additional features which define colored motifs and larger 
colored zones, and block printing wilh them; use the diskette 
for making, saving and loading these motifs and zones, 
without losing the painting on the screen; supply ground 
colors automatically; paint full or broken lines and diagonals, 
wilh spccification of non-integer steps to give variety; and 
simulate accurately, with the joystick, mouse or keyboard, the 
horizontal and vertical game contrais (paddlcs). 

Something funny happened on the way to the store! 
Sorne stores list the book alphabetically (sic) under the letters 
"II". The standard refcrence work, "Books in Print", lists not 
only "Ile BASIC Paint" but also a second book "BASIC in 
Color'' by Hicks and Baron. "BASIC in Color'' does not exist 
as as a book, but at one time was an altemati ve tille of "IIe 
BASIC Paint" @ 



For this installment, let's look at books which cover 
assembly language programming on the 65816 chip that is 
the heart of the new //GS. Three other books are also worth a 
quick mention. 

The 65816 books 
The best book of the bunch is"65816!65802 Assembly 

Language Programming" by Michael Fischer (Osborne 
McGraw-Hill 1986 $19.95), 694 pages. It includes far more 
useful examples than the other books. Its examples include a 
bubble sort, BCD multiplication, and hex to ASCII and 
ASCII to EBCDIC conversion routines. Special commands 
for the Merlin, Orca/M and S-C Assemblers are covered. The 
book is clearly written and offers programming insights rather 
than a rehash of the chip spec sheets. Honorable mention 
goes to "Programming the 65816" by David Eyes & Ron 
Lichty (Brady 1986 $22.95) 607 pages. Although it could use 
more examples in the discussion of the various groups of 
instructions, it contains an excellent stand-alone application, 
DEBUG 16, which is a complete debugger package. 

In my view, 'The 6502, 65C02 and 65816" by Hendrix 
(Weber Systems Inc 1986 $17.95) 242 pages, is an inadequate 
introduction to the 65816. It offers only 12 cursory pages to 
cover both the new 65816 op codes and addressing modes. 

I also would stay away from "Programming the 65816" by 
William Labiak (Sybex 1986 $22.95) 370 pages. Like othcr 
Sybex books, it offers plenty of white space by covering each 
opcode on a separate page. It could use more examplcs. Jim 
Little also has commcnts on this book ... 

First and formost there is at least one error in the exam
ples of code, the first one that I found was on page 60. A 
program fragment contains the following: 

LDA ADRl LOAD OPl IN A 
ADC ADR2 ADD OP2 TO OPl 
STA ADR2 SA VE RES AT ADR3! 
One or the other is wrong. 
Next is the large center section which lists the op code 

names of the instruction set. Page 114 lists the notation 
used, but does not define ail the symbols. Neither + nor - are 
defined, and since - may be a dash, a negative operator or a 
subtraction symbol, this is a significant omission. Similar
ly + may be an operator or an addition symbol. Notation of 
the register set with lctters is necessary, but a bit more than 
the list might aid the first time user. Symbols for or and 
and �e usually shown as u and �, not v and A. To my 
surprise on page 114 the or and the and symbol definition are 
reversed. All rcmaining examplcs of the use of and and or 
symbols are reverse of the definition. This is inexcusable. 
About 90 pages are used for this section. Appendix D also 
contains the code list with a lot more information than this 
section. Unfortunatly small type and a very tight column 
setting make appendix D a red eyc spccial. Sorne of this stuff 
could have becn profitably added to the wide open spaces of 
the middle of the book. 

One new operation code is intriguing, COP, which is 
listed as co-processor. Because the motherboard of the IIGS is 

without spare socket spaces, this might be added later on as an 
expansion card. Somewhere over the rainbow is still hope of 
multiply and divide instructions! 

The next problem is with the exercises included. Most of 
the readers of this type of book are studying independently. 
With no answers given to any of the excercises, it is difficult 
to gauge progress, or correct errors of understanding. 

Example program segments are used to show some possi
ble ways of solving the problem of how to multiply two 
numbers. Nothing in the examples given would even add two 
floating point numbers. Further, the example of a floating 
point number would be useless if connected to an Applesoft 
program. Applesoft uses five not four bites for floating point 
numbers. In fact I saw only one op code that was not an 
ordinary 6502 code. It would be difficult to write a program 
segment with this book and band assemble the code. No 
references to more advanced works are given. 

A Teletype machine receives 4 pages of references in the 
index. This particular device has not been manufactured for 
many years, and suggcsts that some old code was dusted off to 
fill some space. 

No source for a workable assembler is given. One section 
mentions that such aids exist (a brand name), but not whcrc 
one finds this particular beast. 

In bricf not much bang for the 22.95 buck cost. 
Volume 4 of Inside Macintosh 
Yes, it is finally here! Addison Wesley bas published a 

new paperback supplcment to Inside Mac to cover the 128K 
ROMs and other MacPlus fcatures. This is not substantially 
different from the preliminary versions which came with a 
recent software supplement. The $24.95 list price is a bit 
steep for a 326 page paperback. But if you want your 
programs to use the List Manager, the SCSI interface or the 
Hicrarchical File System, this book is a must read! One 
cannot help but wonder why publication of the Hardbound 
Inside Mac was not delayed to incorporate this material. Also, 
the obvious syntax errors in the book's Pascal examplcs are 
inexcusable and leave the reader wondcring about possible 
substantive errors. 

On the esoteric front ... 
Another Modula-2 book has entered the market from a 

renowncd author. Niklas Wirth, who invcntcd both Pascal and 
Modula-2 bas rewritten bis famous Algorithms & Data 
Structures to incorporate Modula-2 programming examplcs. 
He covers: linkcd lists, rccursivc programming (the 8 quccns 
problem), and othcr data sLructurcs. Prcntice Hall publishcs 
this 288 page book for the heady price of $34.95. There arc 
less expcnsive texts available that are bettcr-suitcd for the 
casual studcnt. 

Ellis Horowitz's "Programming Languages - A Grand 
Tour" is also worth browsing. (3rd ed. 1987). It is a collec
tion of papcrs that covers the spcctrum of computer lan-
guagcs. Œ
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AtM, Boojum Systems, Inc., 1327 High Road, #J3, 
Tallahassee, FL 32304. Price, $50. 

Description: 
This Apple II to Mac package consists of disks for the 

Apple II and for the Mac. Using these in combination allows 
you to convert any Apple II screen display (text or hi-res 
graphies) to MacPaint documents on the Mac. Transfer of the 
image is accomplished using a communication link between 
the two machines (by connecting the serial interfaces). 

This package is NOT: 1) A complete set of conversion 
utilities, per se. 2) Communications software. 3) A utilily 
for transferring files or programs bctween the machines. 4) A 
package to transfer MacPaint documents from the Mac to the 
Apple Il. 

Operation/Use: 
The Apple II is run with any program that places a hi

resolution (or double hi-res) picture, a 40 column text display, 
or (on the /le and /le ONL Y) an 80 column text display, on 
the Apple II scrccn. The two machines should be 
interconnectcd by a serial cable (in the "usual11 manner for 
transferring data between the II and the Mac). On the Mac, 
you next bring up a text capture telecommunications program 
such as Red Ryder or Mac-Terminal. Next, on the Apple Il, 
one of the Apple II to Mac programs is used to send to the 
Mac a memory dump of the appropriate part of Apple II 
memory. The text received by the Mac is then saved to the 
Mac disk as a tcxt file. Now the conversion program is used 
on the Mac to con vert this into a MacPain� document. Which 
is the "appropriate" program to use on the Apple II? That 
depends on whether you arc using DOS 3.3 or ProDOS, and 
what hardware you have. Sorne of the utilities work only 
with a Thundcrclock, or with a mouse (on the Apple II, that 
is). Other utilities are intended for use only with a Super 
Serial Card (or the /le). There are also somc "standard" 
utililics that will work with ANY serial interface that can be 
activatcd for output with a PR#n command. 

A Test Run: 
The following dcscribes a very gcneral test that Bernie 

Urban and I performed to confirm the opcration of this pack
age for hi-rcs graphies. On an Apple II+, we displaycd the 
"Donald Duck" picture which is part of the graphies collection 
on W AP disk #117. Next, the serial interface was activatcd 
using a "PR#211 command, and the HR.PRINT utility pro
gram supplied on the Apple II Lo Mac 5" disk (slightly modi
fied, as explained later) was run. Connected to the Apple II 
serial port was a laptop computer set for text capture mode 
("OOWNLOAD"). When the transfer was complcte, a CP/M 
communications program on the Apple (Modem 740) was 
bootcd, and the text was uploaded back from the laptop onto 
the Apple II disk. Why did we go through this complicated 
scqucnce? Becausc the ncxt stcp was to send this file to the 
W AP TCS and cmploy the XMODEM protocol to assure 
error frce transfcr. The next day, al the W AP office, wc uscd a 
Mac and modem to call into the TCS, and downloadcd this 
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file, with Red Ryder and, again, XMODEM protocol. This 
received file was then converted to a Mac image using the 
Apple II to Mac 3.5" disk utility. 

This may seem like a complicated way to test a very 
simple concept. But it illustrates the several distinct elements 
of this set of programs. The first thing that happens is that 
the Apple II image map in memory is converted by one of the 
utilities into an ordinary ASCII text stream. Although the 
normal application is to transmit this text stream out through 
the serial port, it actually could be sent to a printer or be 
written onto a disk file. Also, with the right modifications, 
the Mac would not have to be close by; modem transmission 
could be used. (More on this latcr). 

Discussion: 
The really "bard" part of this process occurs in the Mac, 

where the text file which represents the Apple II screen image 
is converted to Mac format. Ail that happens in the Apple II 
is that the appropriate part of memory is sent out in ASCII
izcd (hex dump) form. Of course, different parts of memory 
are uscd for hi-res, double hi-res, 40 column text, and 80 
column text, so the correct utility must be used. As 
mentioned bcforc, the 5" disk cornes with a set of programs; 
which one you nccd to apply depends both on what kind of 
image you wish to transfcr and what your equipment comple
ment is. 

One criticism is that not evcry user will immediately 
understand which program should be used (however, the 
program which is uscd wilh the Apple II mouse is fairly 
automatic). The program's author also uscd a feature in the 
HR.PRINT utility which unnecessarily makes it incompatible 
with the II+: be looks at location SC0lC to detcrmine 
whether hi-Res page 1 or 2 is active. This technique is used 
only by the /le and /le. So the routine had to be modified 
slightly for the II+, to force it to transmit hi-res page 1. To 
Boojum's credit, though, the source code for Apple II utilitics 
is supplied on the disk, making modifications easy for anyonc 
with a passing familiarity with 6502 asscmbly language. 

The author also mentions that thcse routines could be 
modified to write the text to a disk file. In our opinion, such 
"write to disk" utilities should be supplied in the package. 
Why? Because that would permit the use of a communi
cations package such as AE-PRO, either in conjunction with 
the direct cable connection or wilh modems. In fact, since the 
sophistication in the programs lies in the Mac end anyway, 
the conversion utilities in the Apple II should be (and pcrhaps_ 
are) in the public domain. In fact, they consist of nothing 
more than a fairly convenlional "hex" dump of memory, 
except that in the case of graphies, ilie propcr interleaving of 
the image lincs must be pcrformed. It's a little surprising that 
the author chose to convert to tcxt at ail; he could have 
transfcrred the memory image in binary form, and modificd the 
conversion routine in the Mac accordingly. The biggest 
problem with convcrting to text is that it doubles the length 
of the transmission (cvcry byte in mcmory is rcpresented by 

contd. 



two ASCII characters). 
What's it good for? 
This set of programs is particularly useful in the Desktop 

� Publishing environment It permits a Mac DPub user to 
accept graphies prepared on an Apple II. Users with both 
machines will also be able to convert their old Apple II 
graphies to the Mac. 

Apple II to Mac also has provision for sending over text 
screen images. At first glance, thi makes very little sense. If 
text material is prepared on the Apple II, it can be transmitted 
as text using well known communications techniques... Ah, 
but what this program does is different. It does not simply 
transfer the text. It transfers the screen image. Included are 
fonts for the Mac which simulate as closely as possible the 
Apple II 40- and 80-column screen fonts. Not terribly useful 
for transfer of text material, per se. But it could be useful to 
illustrate an actual screen image from an Apple II program 
within a Mac document. This could be great for program 
review articles in this Journal, for example. There is one 
catch: many commercial programs are copy protected and/or 
"RESET key protected". In other words, it may not be 
possible to run the Apple to Mac utility program while the 
program under review is operating on the Apple II. There are 
well known ways around this (remember the absolute RESET 
ROMs and the memory cards with attached pushbuttons ... ?), 
but it adds another stumbling block in the way of what could 
otherwise be a very useful feature. 

Recommendation: 

The author should revise the procedures for Apple II/li+ 
� compatibility. A "write to disk" option should be addcd to all 

the utililies. 
If there is a problcm with putting even the "standard" 

utilities (particularly HR.PRINT and DHR.PRINT) into the 
public domain, then someone in W AP should undertake the 
relatively trivial job of writing equivalent conversion utilities 
(on the Apple II only, that is!) for W AP member use. Such 
utilities would permit authors of Journal articles who use the 
Apple II series to submit graphies as well as texL Further
more, thcse graphies could be submitted for publication eithcr 
on disk or via uploading, when the Journal uploading system 
is in place. 

(Ed. Note: The developcr of this package is Rick Chap
man, a W AP mcmber, who tells us that he is planning to 
extend it to the IIGS. <� 

�----------------�
1 @ease NoteD 1 
1 -------- 1 

1 The meeting dates for November and December are:I
1 November 15 1 

L 
December 20 .J ----------------

Smart Computer: 

The Generic PC, 
Built with Care 
and Intelligence 

by Bud Stolker 

In the IBM PC-compatible world there are good computera and there are 
great computera. The generic PC's we are custom-building for clients 
fall into the latter category for several reasons: 

• Software included. You must see our systems to understand how 
well-equipped a PC can be. We modestly claim that our bard disk 
installations are the best in the country, and probably the world. What 
you can't do with the programs we provide may not be worth doing. Ail 
programs and menu options are customized for your needs and your 
particular hardware, without charge. And software upgrades are al
ways free for clients. 

• Easy to operate. Each PC cornes with a customized start-up disk or
bard disk menu system, as well as a peraonalized user's guide that
fully explains your iJdrticular mix of hardware and software. The
three-level help system with pop-up messages and explanatory 
graphies keeps you firmly in charge. As you cruise effortlessly from 
one program to another, help screens describe what's happening and 
tell you what you can do next. Full details on ail hardware and 
software are integrated into the menu system, and are available by 
keyword search. And our help system is an open one; we tell you how to 
expand and further customize it. 

• Strongly supported. We provide personal training at no charge, 
and offer telephone and in-person support for our clients days, eve
nings, and weekends. Liberal replacement policy: If you're unhappy 
with your keyboard or video system, we'll swap it out and give you full 
credit toward another during the warranty period. (Certain restric
tions apply). Fast on-site service: We are the first and, we believe, the 
only supplier of generic PC's to have an area-wide service agreement 
with TRW, the nation's leading independent provider of computer 
maintenance and repair. 

• Priced Jow. Check our component prices against those of mail
order vendors. You'll find we're as cheap or cheaper, yet we offer fully 
tested and guaranteed components of the highest quality. Check our 
prices and features with those of the low-ball discountera. You'll find 
we are comparable, and we easily beat them dollar-for-dollar on value. 

We're on your side. We are committed to our clients, not to name 
brand manufacturera, greedy franchise operators, or pushy sales man
agers. Landmark Computer Labs is a consulting firm, not a retail store. 
Our primary interest is in satisfying your personal computing require
ments, and in giving you the greatest payback for your hard-earned 
buck. 

So call when you're ready for a PC, and let's talk about why a custom
tailored personal computer is the best buy you can make. 

Landmark Computer Laboratories 
Suite 1506 

101 South Whiting Street 
Alexandrla, Virginia 22304 

Telephone (703) 370-2242 � SourceMall TCB076

IBM l'C. PC XT. and PC AT o.re ,-r111■nd lr..t.m■ru or lnt.tm■llon■I Huai- Muhlllff Col'IJOl'■tlon. 
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So I order Mouse Desk 'cause it gives me a Mac-type 
desktop on my /le, and I can get it cheap. The ad says it bas 
"i-cons", and you copy files by dragging their i-con 
somewhere, and other neat Mac-type stuff. And, see, I can use 
it with my RamWorks 512K expansion card, shifting files 
around in real lime, and all that 

When I get it I keep booting it, and the dang thing can't 
find my ram card. I try everything for about four nights, and I 
am stuck. See, I got the Ram Works disk, and the Mouse 
Desk disk, trying to work them together. There's clues in 
both, but I can't figger it Then I remember Dave Weikert's 
seventeenth law of computer jiggering-when ail else fails, 
try to find the manual. Three hours later I find the Mouse 
Desk manual, right by my /le lid, which I ain't seen for about 
six months. Suddenly, I am real happy. 

Hey, this "manual" is a 12 page booklet, a four page 
pamphlet, and a one page addcndum. The manual is real USA 
documentation-it's like written in Sanskrit by an imbecile 
on a broken typewriter with a faded ribbon. Honest, the last 
three words on the last page (page 12) are " ... see page 19." It 
keeps talking 'bout a 'ram disk' so I figger they know how to 
fix it, but I can't dope it out 

I mean, the disks say things like "copy these four 
programs to a blank disk, in this order,11 not what to call this 
disk, or where or when to put it. By now I have a couple of 
ideas on where or when they can put it. I mean, I'm fooling 
with the RamDisk disk (which cornes with no, count 
'em-NO-written documentation) and the Mouse Desk disk 
with its Three Stoogcs documentation, and swapping disks, 
flipping disks, and copying programs in and out of blank 
disks, back-op disks, the ramdisk, and my cat's water dish. 

See, I gotta know what tille the programs arc lookin' for, 
or when to boot (load / run / - / inscrt / catalog / flip / copy / 
trash) the disks, and the "documentation" don't help. No 
malter what scheme I try, ail I get is dumpcd out into the 
monitor (a blank screen with the mean message "3912 - A=40 
X=EE Y =FF P=35 S=EA") and no cursor. No malter what I 
do, I keep getting stuck in the monitor. This I don't know 
how to cope with! After thrce more nights of screaming I 
give up, and call the Mouse Desk people. So, get this ... the 
phone corn pan y says, "That num ber bas been disconnected." 
THEY WENT OUT OF BUSINESS! 

Well sir, I got no shame, so I calls RamWorks. I mean, 
hey, their card won't run with my software. Right away they 
want to know why I am calling them about somcone else's 
product I lie, "Because you've always bccn sooooo helpful in 
the past" It's like my lucky day, 'cause some squcaky kid 
gives me a "patch" over the phone. It's a nifty patch, short and 
lean. I try it, and natch it dumps me back into the monitor. 
The next day I calls RamWorks again, lie about their being 
helpful, etc, etc, and some twenty-year old says, "Oh yeah, 
that patch dumps you into the monitor." Theo he tells me a 
patch for the patch, and says, "If this dumps you into the 
monitor (oh boy) type in 'blah blah,' thcn.say '-MD.System."' 

He knew his stuff, 'cause when I tricd bis patch it dumpcd 
me into the monitor, just like he figgcred. I was happy tho, 
'cause I finally talkcd to someone who kncw what was gonna 
happcn ncxt. OK, so l'm rcady to ty�ïn 'blah blah' and say '
MD.S ystcm' except I'm all lockcd-up in monitor, and havcn't 
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the foggiest idea where or how to type 'blah, blah' and say '
MD.System.' Theo I remember Dave Weikert's eighteenth 
law of computer jiggering-when the manual doesn't help 
(and it won't), call a smarter friend. OK, this is easy, 'cause 
ail my friends are smarter than me. My friend Paul says corne 
over, and he's real good 'cause in 20 minutes it's ail fixed. I 
mean, he even thinks in New Wave ProDOS or something. 
The first thing he did was get me out of monitor (type 3D0G 
[retum]-that's a zero, not an oh-and you are in basic). 

Now, l'll bet you wanna know how to get your Mo use 
Desk to ta1k to your Applied Engineering RamWorks carcl. 
Well, since you've been so patient l'm gonna tell yoq: 

1. Back-up both your Mouse Dcsk disk (last version was
1.6) and your Applied Engineering Desktop Expander disk, 
whatcver your version is titled. (The latest is May '86, ver
sion 5.2.1.) Work only with the back-ups! 

2. Boot the Desktop Expander (back-op) disk, exit to
Basic, and type: 

CREA TE PRODRIVE.SYSTEM,TSYS [return] 
BLOAD PRODRIVE [retum] 
BSA VE PRODRIVE.SYSTEM,TSYS, 

A$2000, L3071 [retum] 
3. Use your favorite·technique (Filer, Copy ][ Plus, an ink

eraser or a cold chisel) to delete from the Mouse Desk (back
up) disk the program called ProOOS. 

4. If you have version 1.6 of Mouse Desk, open the
DESK ACCESSORIES program (on the back-up disk) and 
delete CAL,CULATOR and APPLE PUZZLE. If you don't 
you will run out of space on the final disk, and these are 
stupid programs anyway. 

5. Copy, in this ordcr, onto the Mouse Desk (back-up)
disk from the Dcsktop Expander (back-up) disk: 

BASIC.SYSTEM 
PROOOS 
PRO DRIVE.SYSTEM 

6. Boot this disk (the Mouse Desk (back-up) disk), exit to 
Basic, and carefully type the following program: 

10 PRINT CHR.${4) 11-PRODRIVE.SYSTEM" 
20 PRINT CHR$(4) "PREFIX/MOUSE.DESK.1.6" 
30 PRINT CHR$(4) "-MD.SYSTEM" 

Theo type SA VE STARTUP [retum] 
7. (If you have some other version of Mo use Desk (like

1.5) use that version number in this program.) 
This new disk is named "Mouse.Desk.1.6" (or "1.5") and 

should work fine. Now, two things: First, the Applicd Eng
ineering catalog has a disk callcd "Ram Drive /le" which they 
wanna scll you for $29. This is not a special disk-it's just 
the latest version of the Desktop Expander disk, which any
body who bought an AE card rccently has. It's really deceilful 
of thcm to sell it by saying what thcy do in their ad. Second, 
if you can find a copy of Mousc Dcsk, buy it! I mean, it's a 
great toy, and rcally speeds up many of your utilities-type 
things. If you run several disk drives on ProDOS, and/or a 
ram disk or bard disk, it can be your "controller." I love to see 
a1l those i-cons on the screcn at once. 

Weil, that's my story. Bambi barely bcat Godzilla, and 
only 'cause Paul and two young wizards at Applicd Engi
neering bailcd Bambi out when the going got tough. 

How did you spend your summer? @ 



lIGS 
CHARLES DON HALL ON 09/16 TO ALL 
I take it that the /le can't be upgraded to the GS? (Snarl, spit). 
I made the last payment on my /le two months ago. Looks 
like l'm going to have to try to sell iL I see that //e's are now 
on sale for $19 .98 apiece, so you can get them at Crown 
Books for $14.98. 1'11 ask $9.98 for mine. Anyone 
interested? By the way, does anyone have a price breakdown 
on the pieces of the GS system ... i.e. does the $999 model 
corne with disk drives? 

ERIC RALL ON 09/16 TO BRUCE FIELD/ALL 
My impression of the new IIGS is, in a word, UNBELŒV
ABLE! lt make an IBM look like a slide rule. Why anybody 
would want a Mac or an IBM after seeing this machine is 
beyond comprehension. The ENSONIQ ehip produces music 
and voice with incredible clarity. It makes a mockingboard 
sound like a feeble attempt at noise. The graphies are 
everything the Mac should have been. If I could scrape the 
money up I would buy it in a flash! When the machine 
started playing jazz, while simultaneously rotating that 
multifaceted, multieolored object, I knew this was THE 
MACHINE! What did you think? 

TOM VIER ON 09/18 TO PAUL SClil..OSSER/ALL 
How about GS for Good Smokescreen? They added sound and 
more color, but not enough Super-Res to compete with the 
Mac in dPub and CAD and other graphies intensive uses. The 
added capabilites will look great in TV ads, but I don't think it 
will change the fact that serious applications mostly are 
released for the PC, with the Mac a distant second. The game
sters will have fun though. It's still a great improvement over 
the /le and should generate a lot of interesting new hardware 
(like ASTs video sampler). 

CHIP LENKWICZ ON 09/18 TO MICHAEL MCCLANE 
As Tom stated Apple plans only to allow an upgrade for up to 
1 meg of memory for the /le. Have seen some info about the 
IIGS here and on the Apple Pack. It sounds nice, but I really 
doubt that many of us will really be able to take advantage of 
all that it offers. With the increase of memory for the /le, the 
only thing that I would want for it is a faster CPU (is AE 
reading this, an I don't mean putting in the 16 bit chip either). 
I would hope for something along the line of Transwaxp or the 
Accelerator boards for the /le. It bas been said before, those 
that do big number crunching will enjoy the IIGS; those that 
want graphies similar to the Amiga and the Mac will li.ke it; 
but the majority of us, for whom Appleworks VI .x is 'near' 
perfect, will bang on to our $1000 or more dollars ... 

KIM BRENNAN ON 09/l4 TO ALL 
Personally, I feel that one of the best features of the new 
machine are the ROMS. With the new QuickDraw stuff in 
ROM, programs will be more sophisticatcd while taking less 
room than possible on the rest of the // line. Yes, you too 

can be talking about DAs (Desktop Accessories) like ail those 
Mac people. Cruising the various Apple dealers in the metro 
area, not one yet bas a GS to show. Aaaargh! The excite
ment bas captured my mind. Talking with some of the people 
at the dealers does show that there is considerable interest in 
the GS. Saturday seems too far away. 

BRE'IT PARKS ON OOfl,5 TO IlM W ARFIELD/ALL 
Save vote here on the IBM compatability. The leases on 1/2 
of our Apple fleet here are about to expire, and with ail the 
business oriented software being written for the IBM world, 
and Apple telling the business world to take the Mac or leave 
it, l'm going to end up switching. l'd love to stick with the 
Apples, and the change over is going to be a little traumatic 
l'm sure, but I really can't see any choice. Unfortunate to say 
the leasL Another ail Apple shop clown the chute. 

LEE RAESLY ON 09/26 TO BRETT P ARKS/ALL 
Hey, Brett, HANG ON! rn bet you dollars to donuts that 
before January there will be a Board for the IIGS that will run 
IBM software on that machine. There is a prototype one for 
the /le, but it was far too cumbersome, and it died this 
summer (when they switched to working with the IlGS!) I 
also have an all Apple shop (1 ][+, 4 //e's and 2 //c's-all 
expanded to 1 MEG RAM or more, all with CP/M, etc.). 

BRETT PARKS ON 00/17 TO EDMON J. DONNELLAN 
I sure would li.ke to see "impressive new applications" pro
grams, especially business oriented applications. However, 
since Apple bas as much as corne out and said they have no 
interest in selling anything but the Mac to business, l'm not 
going to hold my breath. 

EDMON J. OONNELLAN ON 09/18 TO BRETT PARKS 
Yet Apple seems to have very little influence on what its 
machines get used for. Look how little success they had in 
selling the Mac to Big Business until they made it a better 
machine. Certainly no // will ever be in contention as a 
Fortune 500, 1000, or 1776 business system; it isn't boring 
enough and couldn't generate sufficient outrageous software 
overcharges. The idea of accounting programs makes my 
eyelids droop. My point is that the ncw // is powerful enough 
to make it ideal for small to medium sized businesses, and if 
enough entrepreneurs write software to take advantage of this, 
it will help make the // line revive and grow. 

LEE RAESLY ON 09{l6TO TOM O'HAGAN/ALL 
The answer to me seems clcar. Buy a stripped IIGS, cost 
$999. The upgrade is $499. For that you will get a 
motherboard only. It uses your present /le keyboard, and the 
currcnt power snpply. Thus, you end up with ONE computer. 
The upgrade is donc by a dealer, since Apple requires the /le 
motherboard rcturncd. But, if you buy the 11OS, you now 
have TWO computcrs. With the /le box going for $740, you 

contd. 
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should be able to sell it for $300 - $400. Thus making you 
upgrade cost $599 - $699. A considcrable savings! 

BRUCE FIELD ON 09/28 TO LEE RAESLY/ALL 
Lee and I have been having fun with a difference of opinion on 
this one, so l'll throw in my two cents worth. My feeling is 
that the market for a base /le (used with no drives) is going to 
be somewhere in the basement. Frederick Computer is adver
tising a 128K /le CPU for $600. Thus if you move ail your 
peripherals, except the extended 80-col card, to the GS you've 
got a nice doorstop that isn't worth much. If you upgrade your 
/le you get to keep a keyboard you're familiar with and you 
get ALL the functionality of the GS. You can even plug in a 
detached keyboard later if you wish. Apple doesn't currently 
sell the keyboard but there are supposedly third party vendors. 
Of course if you have a bunch of disk drives, or go out and 
boy new drives (see the remarks earlier on this board for some 
cheap drives) then you'll have two computers for doing the 
massive data rcduction and lettcr writing functions that 
running a home requires. (I shouldn't talk, I have 3 computcrs, 
but I mostly use only one. Should the GS be a fourth?) 

LEE RAESLY ON 09/29 TO BRUCE FIELD/ALL 
Sure, Bruce, the GS should be the fourth, and maybe fiflh too! 
As for our "running disagreement", you are making an 
assomption that I am not! You are assuming that any buyer 
is AT LEAST as knowledgeable as you, or at the worst, as 
knowlcdgcable as me. Not so! Whcn a basic, strippcd ][ + 
can sell in the Washington Post for $1600 (and actually 
SELLS!) then my price of $500 for an e box (pcrhaps with 
512K Aux card!) is most rcalistic. It all depcnds on whcre 
you advcrtise it, and who your market is. 

THOMAS V ALLEE ON 09/28 TO ROCKY RAGANO/ALL 
If I understood the Apple persons corrcctly you have a choice 
of using either the phantor.i slot fonction or the card you plug 
into a slot but not both of them. Course it's early yet. My 
impression is that the accelerator would not work. The 
question came up but I forget the exact answer. The IIGS at 
the PI demo had a 4 Meg memory board in it. This is one 
rcason why some of the demos were so ncat The Apple 
enginccr said that 1 Meg chips were casting Apple 25 bucks 
cach. Your cost, about 70 bucks a chip if available. For some 
lime it will be chcapcr to upgrade to one meg using 256K 
chips. That does'nt answer ail your questions but it docs covcr 
a couple points of intcrest. 

KIM BRENNAN ON 09/29TO THOMAS V ALLEE/ALL 
Yes, it is an eilhcr/or scenario wilh regards Lo slots. How
ever, wilh careful management you can still probably make 
use of ail slots. For example you might have your printer 
connccted 10 the slot 1 port and have a MIDI interface in the 
actual slot. You would not be able to use both at the same 
lime but I seriously doubt there would be an occasion that you 
would want to. Because you can call up the slot manager at 
nearly anytime (1 think) you could switch betwecn slot and 
port as you nccd it. 

EDMON J. OONNELLAN ON 09/30 TO KIM BRENNAN 
Kim, do you know yet anything of how lhey arc implcment-
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ing this? On the /le, for ex ample, the "slot" 1 and 2 serial 
ports use $C0x8, $C0x9, $C0xA, and $C0xB (if I recall 
correctly) for the 6551 registers-theoretically, this would 
leave 12 addresses per "slot" available for other 1/0 use. Is r-"", 
this how the GS is set up? Would it be possible to address a 
port and a peripheral card in the same "slot" directly? Is there 
provision for switching ROM's (i.e., the Apple's built-in port 
ROM's with ROM's from added peripheral cards) into the 
same $Cx00-$CxFF space? If there is any way at ail to use 
all the ports and ail the slots at the same lime, it would be 
truly mind-blowing! 

TOM VIER ON 09/30 TO KIM BRENNAN/ALL 
You should also be able to put cards in physical slots that 
have disk drives phantomed in them. Disk 1/0 and character 
I/0 are not mutually exclusive. 

KIM BRENNAN ON 09/30 TO EDMON J. OONNELLAN 
From what I have rcad the actual location of the Rom ports is 
$E0Cx00 and the GS uses 'shadowing' so that the cards in the 
slots or programs think the Rom ports are at $00Cx00. 
NOTE that is a 24 bit address, not noise. So, I really doubt 
that it would be possible to use a port and slot simul
taneously. Of course, some clever programmer might set out 
just to prove me wrong. But if that happcns I sure won't cry. 

KIM BRENNAN ON 09/21 TO ALL 
While reading the revicws of the Apple IIGS in the Library I 
noticed somcthing. The Programmers Workshop for the GS 
is based on the Orca/M assembler. The final version of the �
workshop (according 10 the review) will have both C and 
Pascal in addition to the assembler. Having used the Orca 
system for almost a year I am glad that Apple bas decided to 
base its workshop on it. I only hope that the documentation 
that Apple providcs will be clcarer 1han The Byte Works. I 
think I want the new machine ... change that I KNOW I want 
the ncw machine. 

AE Strikes Again! 
DALE SMITH ON 09/23 TO ALL 
Applicd Engineering bas relcased their newest versions of Z
RAM, now callcd Z-RAM Ultra 1, 2, or 3 and introduccd thcir 
first memory expansion for the IIGS, called GS-RAM and GS
RAM Plus. Z-RAM Ultra: Ultra 1 is a /le memory 
expansion (up to 512K) only. Ultra 2 bas up to 1 Meg 
memory expansion plus a ProDOS compatible, bauery backed 
up clock-displays timc/datc in ApplcWorks and lime/date 
stamps ProDOS files; does not use the Thundcrclock com
mand set!! Ultra 3 is likc Ultra 2 but with a Z80B processor 
for CP/M. They'vc also added a 16-bit 65816 upgrade that 
just replaces the 65C02 wilh the ncw processor! ! How'd thcy 
do that??!! GS-RAM: GS-RAM and GS-RAM Plus go into 
the GS's RAM/ROM mcmory expansion slot. The GS-RAM 
uses 256K chips to give up to 1.5Mcg on the main board and 
can be upgraded to a GS-RAM Plus for a "small charge" or 
expanded with a piggyback board to 8Meg. The GS-RAM 
Plus is the first board to use lMeg chips and give 1 to 6 Meg r---. 

on the main board and up to 8 Meg with a piggyback board. 
No priccs wcrc given for the GS-RAM. The Z-RAM prices 
sccm to be in about the samc ballpark. If my memory hasn't 

conld. 



failed me, list $459 for Z-RAM Ultra 3 with lMeg. 

fl:llSd 
PAUL IŒLBUAGH ON 09/30 TO ALL 
Just wantcd to add a plug hcre for the ProSel (Program 
Sclector) disk which Tom Vier and others mentioned a few 
weeks back. I called Glen Bredon on CompuScrve with a fcw 
questions and he came right back within hours. The ProSel is 
$40 now and has solved all kinds of problems for my system 
which has one 3.5 and one 5.25 disk drive. It is the best $40 
l've EVER spent for a program (with the possible exception 
of Strip Poker, release 1.0). Mine came on a 3.5 disk 
(version 2.6) with loads of documentation ready to durnp to 
printer. l've given it HEA VY use for a week and still find all 
sorts of applications. This guy gets my Don Lancaster "Guru11 

award. If you think you are going to be running 3.5s (with or 
without a companion 5.25) this is a must. His address is 521 
State Rd. Princeton, N.J. 08540. 

nos 3.3 for Uni 3.5 
BRUCE FIELD ON 09/06 TO CHIP LENKWICZ/ ALL 
Chip, I don't have any experience with it but Nibble off ers 
UniDOS a DOS 3.3 alternative that is designed to work with 
the Uni 3.5. 

CHIP LENKWICZ ON 09/07 TO BRUCE FIELD/ALL 
Have seen the ad, but it does use lK of mcmory. That may 
cause problcms with some ML programs or utilitics. Was 
trying to find out if any Uni 3.5 DOS 3.3 utiltics wcrc bcttcr 
ovcrall for cornpatibility. 

Apple s--> InM 
JIM IŒLLOCK ON 09/04 TO ROBERT LANGSTON/ALL 
You can use a null-modcm cable bctwccn the IBM & APPLE 
serial ports and the comm programs on the two machines to 
transfer any text/data files. Note: I have Dbase II v 2.43* and 
Multiplan on both machines. Database & index files creatcd 
undcr DBII on the Apple run as is on the PC, as do Multiplan 
sheets. If you have a problcm with the MP files, you can 
save thcm on the Apple side as SYLK files (using the 
Options sclection under Transfer), transfer thcm. to the PC, 
and then load them as SYLK files in l\1P on the PC and save 
them as Normal MP format files. 

CLIFFORD SA YRE ON 09/07 TO ALL 
The problem bctwecn APPLE and IBM is not languagc as 
most of the discussions on this board have rcfcrrcd to tcxt or 
ASCII file transfer. Program files can be convcrtcd to ASCII 
and transfcrred. Howcvcr, thcy will not run without cditing 
the statcmcnts that arc incompatible bctwccn APPLESOFT 
and IBM (Microsoft) BASIC. The file transfcrs of ASCII 
programs arc uscful bccause only 10-20% of the code has to 
be edited-typically graphies and filc-handling commands. 
Editing 20% of the code in a program is much casier than 
typing 100% in from scratch. The file transfcrs of ASCII 
programs from a word processor arc uscful bccause it mcans 
that your could write stuff on SCREENWRITER, transfcr it, 
and then pick it up with an IBM WP program. Again, il 
saves a lot of rctyping. 

Open Apple 
THERON FULLER ON 09/12 TO ST ANLEIGH P ALEN 
"Open Apple" is a small monthly magazine published by 
Tom Weishar, who used to write the column "DOS Talk" for 
Softalk magazine. It contains a wealth of technical application 
information for Apple // users. It's available by subscription 
only. Well worth the money. 

TOM VIER ON 09/12 TO ST ANLEIGH P ALEN/ALL 
Open-Apple has more info in one issue than all the Apple 
mags have all year, altogether. It's $24/yr. and their address 
is: Open-Apple, P.O. Box 6331, Syracuse, N.Y. 13217 

Avatex 1200 Baud Modem 
LEE RAESLY ON 08/31 TO BRETT PARKS/ALL 
Brett, The Pi itself has a group purchase on the 300/1200 
Avatex (which is essentially fully Hayes compatible) for $87. 
I have one, and have had no problem with it (Right, Bruce 
Field?) Cali the Pi office 10 AM - 2:30 PM Montlay through 
Friday. Take Care, Now! (Ed Note: The price has just becn 
revised upward by the manufacturer.) 

KIM BRENNAN ON 08/31 TO LEE RAESL Y /ALL 
Lee, having upgraded from a Hayes Smartmodem 300 to an 
A vatex, I can spcak with some expcricnce. The A va tex is not 
quite totally Hayes compatible. Ccrtainly Pinpoint does not 
qui te think that it is a Hayes modem. Howcvcr, the diff crcnccs 
arc not enough to make me go back to 300. For me it's 1200 
�moow oo. � 
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Before I get questions, perhaps a wor<l is in order about the 
title of this column. I was originally a member of the 
Suncoast Tampa Apple Group (STAG) in Florida, before 
moving to the DC area in January of 1983. While VP of 
STAG, I knocked out my first "Cumber's Corner" column in 
the SunCoast Apple News (SCAN) published by STAG. 
This column continues the tradition. The subtitle stems from 
a conversation I had with "The Woz" in 198�n informing 
The Original Designer that I had purchased my Apple II (NOT 
a "+", but an original Il) in December of 1978, and that it 
bore serial number 10671, The Man himself said, "Oh, that 
makes you one of the pioncers!" So on to other things ... 

Notes on the Apple //GS 
The Apple //GS! So much necds to be said that I hardly 

know whcre to bcgin! The introduction of this machine is 
potentially as auspicious as the introduction of the Macintosh 
in January of 1984! Since I am predominently a programmer, 
I will concentrate on the software end of things. I had the 
lucky opportunity to accompany Arthur C. Lundquist 
(President of ClintonComputer), Robert Moore (Hardware 
Development Manager, //GS), and John Worthington 
(Software Development Manager, //GS) down to Clinton's 
show at Wild World, so this article is an amalgamation of 
things learned from the Pi meeting, the Clinton roll-out, and 
conversations with the Big Chiefs of the GS! Many thanks to 
ail concerned ... and Clinton DOES put on an interesting "roll
out" show! 

We've ail heard rumors of an Apple //X. for some years. 
Actually, the //X. project was sevcral years ago, and was 
cancelled because the 65816 CPU chip was not available (at 
that lime) either reliably, nor at financially viable prices. The 
//GS is a CO:MPLETEL Y different machine that has been 
under development for some two years. During its 
development, it was known as "CORTLAND", "COBRA", 
"GUMBY", "RAMBO", "VEGAS", "COLUMBIA", and 
(appropriately) "PHOENIX". It seems that almost every 
department at Apple knew it under a different code name ... 
which kept the press guessing as to what sort of machine their 
"leaks" were dcscribing! Developmcnt consumed over 314 
MAN-YEARS of development time, and, at 500,000 hours, it 
is the most well-tested machine Apple has ever marketed! 
Now that is saying something: my Apple II didn't have to go 
to the shop for some 5.5 years after I first took it home ... and I 
do NOT do my own hardware work! The GS may be even 
better! 

First, the "bad" news: thcre will only be 50,000 GS's 
produccd before January 1, 1987 ... if that many, and most of 
these will be shippcd in Dccembcr! The good news is the 
features on this little wonder. Besidcs the Mcga II chip (that 
reduces ail the circuitry of an Apple /le to a single chip) there 
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is a ROM chip that contains the Standard Apple Numeric 
Environment (SANE) and offers up to 20 digits of accuracy; 
unfortunately, Applesoft doesn't access it directly ... but an 
ampersand (&) function will be available to do so. Also 
aboard is the Ensoniq synthesizer chip (Apple has sole rights 
to the microcomputer use of this exquisite chip!) with 64k of 
separate, dedicated memory: this means that graphies and 
sound can operate simultaneously without slowing either one, 
and sound quality is EXCELLENT ... a 15-piece jazz combo or 
a voice that CANNOT be distinguished from a human being 
without instrumentation, and I wonder if it can be discovered 
then! 

Graphie quality is not quite as good as that in the movie 
"The Last Starfighter" ... but then "Starfighter" was done on a 
multi-million dollar Cray XMP Supercomputer ... but it is 
CERT AINL Y good enough for color slide and video work: 
heck, l've seen worse graphies in multi-million dollar rock 
videos that made a mint for their creators! This brings up 
another point: the sound and graphies can be sent DIRECTL Y 
to a VHS, Beta, or other video recorder. Where the � 
Macintosh/LaserWriter founded the new industry of "Desktop 
Publishing", the //GS (which can also connect to the 
LaserWriter and do dPub!) opens the new industry of "Desktop 
Video" (dVid) when linked to a home video recorder! THIS is 
why the GS may rank with the Mac in importance! 
Remember, you heard it here first! Developers wishing to get 
in on the ground floor with the GS should contact Neal 
Ansdcn (the "Software Evangelist") at 20525 Mariani Avenue, 
Cupertino, CA 95014 for details on the developers' programs. 
The graphies are so good that Apple refuses to scll an NTSC 
monitor for the GS, but insists on thcir new RGB monitor to 
allow true graphie representation ... however, the video can be 
channeled out the NTSC port to allow video recording. 
Really, nothing I could say about the graphies would really 
describe them: they must be seen on an RGB monitor ... and 
this is why we were discouraged from videotaping the 
meeting-a simple NTSC video does NOT do them justice! 
If you haven't seen and heard the GS, a trip down to your local 
Apple dealer for a demo (even if you are a Macintosh person) 
is DEFINITEL Y worlh a clean shirt and a shave! 

Applications programs are a combinatio.n of the 20,000+ 
programs already available for the // series (including the 
oldest, 1976 software, some of which were originally uploaded 
to disk from cassette tape), and the few new items (and over 
150 future items) crcated exclusively for the //GS. 
Immediatcly available is a new, improvcd version of Apple-
Works (Version 2.0 wilh a "list" price of $250) and probably � 
Paintworks Plus (dealers have demo versions of it and are 
waiting dclivery of the production software "any day now"), 
which docs "MacPaint" type drawing (including Mac "Quick-
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draw" routines) in 4,096 COLORS! Soon to be released are 
the " A-Squared" digitizer, and (reportedly in November) Music 
Construction Kit (dealers have demo copies), which allows 
you to play those 15-piece combos ... and an unconfirmed 
report says you can input a sound ttack into MCK and it will 
create the score therefrom (?)! As for better reproduction than 
the built-in speaker can produce, Bose is marketing a small
but-powerful shelf speaker specifically to go with the OS. 
There are over 150 vendors presently working on additional 
OS software! 

Then there are the programming languages. Pascal and C 
will not be available until sometime next year. Before you 
gripe, have a heart for these folks: for two years they have 
worked 12+ hour days, no vacations (Christmas Day ONL Y!), 
and few weekends off ... they are about burned out and have 
earned some rest! Assembler for the 65816 should be out 
within about 30 days. Applesoft is still the language of 
choice for the // series. They didn't re-write Applesoft for the 
OS (it's essentially the same as the Applesoft on the original 
Apple li and II+), but a "kit" of ampersand (&) routines will 
be available to tap advanced features of the 65816. The 
suggestion bas been made (several times and from several 
sources) that since they made a "Prodos 16" they should also 
make an "Applesoft 16" that would integrate the advanced 
features NA TURALL Y (WITHOUT having to use "amper
sands' functions), would allow more sophisticated number 
formatting (aligned decimals and commas in large numbers), 
and have an interpreter for program development, with a "full" 
compiler (to native 65816 binary code) for the completed 
program, if desired. Whether or not Apple takes the hint may 
be up to us users. 

The basic product is A2S6000 Apple IIGS CPU (which 
cornes with keyboard, mouse, four manuals, 3.5" System 
Disk, and 3.5" Training Disk) for $999 "List" price. Choice 
of monitor(s), disk drive(s), memory size, modem, and printer 
(not to mention software) will increase this. 

There are four standard "packages" available. The "Starter" 
package (PKS2OS01) consists of the CPU (A2S6000), an 
800k (3.5") disk drive (A2M0106), and a monochrome 
monitor (A2M6016) for $1,527 "list". The "Color Starter11 

(PKS2OS02) swaps the monochrome monitor for the ROB 
monitor (A2M6014), boosting the "list" price of $1,897. The 
"Professional" (A2P6004) retums to the monochrome 
monitor, adds a 140k (5.25") disk drive (A9M0107), and a 
256k Memory Expansion board (A2B6002) for a "list" price 
of $1,995. The "ROB Color Pro" swaps the monochrome 
monitor for the ROB Color monitor, at a "list" price of 
$2,325. 

Part number A2M2058 is a 256k chip set for the Memory 
Expansion board The board cornes with 256k and will take 
three more chip sets ("list" is $89.95 per set), for a total of 1 
M�g on the expansion board and 256k on the motherboard ... 
grand total of 1.25 Meg ... and a fully populated memory 
expansion board for $398.85 "list"! 

The Hard Disk Upgrade Kit (PKS2GSHD) consists of 
Apple Hard Disk - Platinum (M2620), SCSI Card (A2B2087), 
SCSI Cable (M2556), and SCSI Terminator (M2559) for a 
$1,508 "list" price. 

Additional "floppy" disk drives are also availablc. anothcr 
800k (3.5") drive lists for $399, while another 140k (5.25") 

drive lists for $299 ... though you can insert a controller card 
for another // series machine (even the original "Disk II" 
controller card for II or II+) in slot 6 of the OS and it will run. 
The 800k (3.5") drive is the favored OS drive, and this seems 
as if it's making life pifficult for the DOS 3.3 crowd, because 
there is no easy way of converting DOS 3.3 to the newer 
ProDOS standard required by the 3S' drives. However, 
according to Mr. Worthington, "Nibble" magazine bas 
available a program for transfering DOS 3.3 to a 3.5" disk! I 
wonder if it also works to shift DOS 3.3 to a Hard Disk. 

Imagewriter II and Apple Personal 300/1200 Baud Modem 
prices are standard. Obviously, the buyer should shop around, 
because some stores (including Clinton Computer) can give 
you a better price on some of these items. 

What's my PERSONAL reaction to the "new If'? l've 
recognized for some lime that my venerable old II ( on which I 
am writing this column) is getting VERY "long in the 
tooth", and upgrade paths are SE VEREL Y limited. rve been 
waiting to see what the next in the series would be, because I 
am bard against the "edge of the envelope" on my present 
"mind appliance". So I am saving my coins to get one of 
these "Oh, WOW!" OS machines ... so I can put "Grandpa 
Chip" in honored retirement and get about dPub and dVid! 

Apple has another mega-winner! ûs

Journal Formatting contd. from pg 25 

dash) without hesitation. Sorne word processors, such as 
MacWrite, will not evcn split words after a standard hyphen, 
although Microsoft Word will. In preparing text for the 
Journal, it is perhaps best to use only standard hyphens and 
the em dash ("-") and let the editors insert spaces after 
hyphens to split words across lines. 

Don't hyphenate any words at the end of lines, as this will 
change in the final copy, and the editors would have to go 
through the article (or at least the rest of that paragraph) and 
take out ail the hyp

�
ens that now appear in the middle of 

lines. Correcting th· problem by means of a Global-Search
and-Replace would n t be easy since some people would use 
the standard hyphen bctween syllables, others would use an en 
dash, and a few might not get the word and use an em dash. 
So the easiest thing to do is just to let the editors take care of 
this in the final format. 

You, the Authors: Washington Apple Pi is fortunate 
to have such a wealth of information submitted each month. 
It has bcen a long time since the cditors have had to worry 
about having enough material, and that's a good feeling. It is 
you, who writc for the Journal, that makc it so successful. 0 
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Fall USUS Meeting 
Don't miss the fall national meeting of the UCSD p

System Users Society to be held November 1-3 in Green
wich Connecticut Modula-2 is the theme for the meeting. 
Call 718-851-3100 for further information. The meeting will 
be at the Showboat Inn, 500 Steamboat Rd. (800) 243-8511. 

CAi Group Programming Project 
I am pleased to report that the SigMac Programming 

Group (which now meets on the first Wednesday of the month 
in the W AP office) is starting a group programming project 
Everyone will pitch in to write a public domain system to 
author computer assisted instruction. I have contactcd several 
membcrs of EdSIG who have agreed to consult on the design 
of the system. The program will be written in T.ML Pascal 
and can provide valuable experience is using most Mac ROM 
calls. The project should prove to be a fun vehicle for "hands
on" learning. 

Pascal Tutorials for Il and Mac 
Don't forget that W AP's four Saturday introductory Pascal 

tutorial begins November 8. It's not too late to sign up. (1 
appologize that the syllabus for the third session was 
accidentally dropped from last month's article. Take my word 
for it, Session #3 is worth attending! We will cover: Scalar 
Types, Loops (while ... do, repeat ... until, for ... do) 

Branching and Arrays.) 
See the back of the Journal for registration form. 
TML Pascal Version 2.0 
Version 2.0 of TML PascaJ has just begun to ship. It is a 

marked improvement over version 1.0 and is well worth the 
$35 update fee. The main improvements are: (1) separately 
compiled units, (2) HFS and SCSI support, and (3) objects. 
T.ML has cured the dcficiencies which I noted in my last 

rcvicw of 1.0. 
• Speed. The compile to execute cycle is improved

grcatly by the use of units. In version 1.0, the interfaces for 
most Mac Toolbox calls had to be includcd and compiled with 
your program each Lime you used the compiler. Now, all of 
the include statements are replaced with uses Maclntf; . In 
addition, TML can preload the symbol table for the Mac 
interface unit when initializing the compiler. For example, 
one moderate sized program takcs 1:20 to compile undcr 
version 1.1, but only 24 seconds to compile under 2.0. The 
reason for this is thatl.1 spent 0:49 compiling the interface 
code, while 2.0 spent only 0:08 loading Maclntf. However, 
the program took 34 seconds to link under 1.1, and takes 38 
seconds under 2.0. 

• Sets. Sets may now contain 256 possible values.
This allows for set of char. 

• Linker. TML supplies its own linker. This linker
drops unused routines from your final program. Apple's 
linker which came in version 1.0 had some strange bugs. 

Language extensions 
The biggest change is the addition of objects to the lan

guage. This allows a programmer to invcnt a ncw data type 
(or family of data types) and specify a group of procedures 
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(called methods) to act upon instances of the new types. If 
two or more method procedures are given the same name, the 
correct procedure will be executed depending upon which 
subset a given object bas been created from. In a sense, 
objects are pointers to complex data types which the user 
cannot access directly. A common example in normal Pascal 
is a file variable. Users don't know how a file is stored in 
memory, but can still use it by calling read, write, rewrite 
and reset. This addition gives TML some of the power and 
flexibility of Modula-2. 

TMI.; also improvcs looping contrai structures. Built-in 
procedure Cycle skips to the end of the loop to begin the next 
iteration in the loop. Leave transfers contrai to the statement 
immediately following the loop, without any further 
repetitio11s of the loop. 

Object Pascal Example 
The following program is my first attempt at using Object 

Pascal. I believe that it is easier to follow than the graphie 
example included on the T.ML disk. Although Object Pascal 
features are thoroughly embedded in the syntax of the lan
guage, a new unit Objlntf must be used to implement these 
features. (Note that your program will compile and link 
successfully without the uses Maclnft, Objlntf statement, but 
will not execute.) In order to make these units accessible, 
you must first (1) use the new Set Paths desk accessory to 
point to your Pascal Folder, (2) compile Maclntf.Pas and then 
(3) compile Objlntf.Pas. The following program illustrates
overriding methods (eg Print, AbsVal) and the syntax for
invoking methods to act on objccts.

Program MathObj (Input. Output); 
uses Maclnû, Objlntf; { nccdcd for Objcct Pascal} 
type numbcr = OBJECT 

val: real; 
nan : boolcan; {nota number flag} 
Procedure Mult(a:number); 
Function Abs Val: real; 
Procedure Assign(a,b:real); 
Procedure Print; 

END; 
complex = OBJECT (numbcr) 

i : real; 
Proccdurc Mult(a:numbcr); OVERRIDE;{scalar 

multiplication} 
F unction AbsVal: rcal; OVERRIDE; 
Proccdure Assign(a,b:r eal); OVERRIDE; 
Proccdure Print; OVERRIDE; 

END; 
{Methods for numbcr objects•0••••••••••••••••••••••••} 

Procedure Numbcr.Mult(a:numbcr); 
begin 
SELF.nan:=a.nan or SELF.nan; 

SELF.val:=a.val•SELF.val 
end; {Numbcr.Mult} 

Proccdurc Numbcr.Print; 
bcgin 
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if nan then 
Writeln('Not a number') 

else 
Writeln('=',val) (Note: implied WITH SELF around 

method} 
end; (Number.Print} 

Function Number.AbsVal: real; 
begin 

Abs V al:=abs(val) 

( note that the object name must be omitted} 
end; (Number.AbsVal} 

Procedure Pau; 
var s: string; 
begin 

Writeln('Press RETURN to continue'); 
Readln(s) 

end; {Pau} 
Procedure Number Assign(a,b:real); 

begin 
if b<>0 then {is it complex?} 

nan:=true 
else 

begin 
val:=a; 
nan:=false; 

end 
end; {Number.Assign} 

{Now redefine procedures to work on complex numbers******} 
Procedure CornplexMult(a:nurnber); 

var prod: number; 
begin 

SELF.nan:=a.nan or SELF.nan; 
SELF.v al:=a.val* SELF.val; 
SELF.i:=a.val*SELF.i 

end; (Number.Mult} 
Procedure Complex.Print; 

begin 
if nan then 

Writeln('Not a nurnber') 
else 

Writeln('=',val,' +' ,i,T) 
end; { Complex.Print} 

Function ComplexAbs V al: real; 
begin 

Abs V al:=sqrt(sqr(val)+sqr(i)) 
end; {ComplexAbsVal) 

Procedure Complcx.Assign(a,b:real); 
bcgin 

val:=a; 
i:=b; 
nan:=falsc; 

end; (ComplcxAssign} 
{You can also dcfine non-mcthod proccdurcs to 

work on abjects} 
Function CompMult(a,b:complex):complex; 

var prod: complex; 
begin 

New(procl); {declare variable and thcn make the object} 
prod.nan:=a.nan or b.nan; 
prod.val:=a.val*b.val-a.i*b.i; 
prod.i:=a.val*b.i+a.i*b.val; 
CompMult:=prod 

end; {CQll)pMult} 

(********** the main program ***********} 
var cl, c2, c3 : complex; 

ri, r2 : number; 
begin 

Writeln('this is a test of simple abjects'); 
Pau; 

New(cl); c1Assign(2.0,3.0); {cl:=2+3i} 
WITH cl DO Print; 

New(c2); c2.Assign(0,2.0); { c2:=2i} 
WITH c2 DO Print; 

New(rl); rl.Assign(5.0,0); 
WITH rl DO Print; 

New(r2); 
WITH r2 DO 

begin 
Assign(-10.0,0); 
Print 

end; (WITH} 
Pau; 

Writeln(The absolute value of cl is',cl.AbsVal); 
Writcln(The absolute value of r2 is',r2AbsVal); 
( test scalar multiplication} 
r2.mult(rl); Write('S*-10 '); r2.Print; 
cl.mull(rl); Writc('5*(2+3i) '); cl.Print;

{ test complex multiplication} 
{ c3 is just a handlc, don't need to call new to allocate 

an abject -- CompMult allocates the abject for the user} 
c3:=CompMult(c l ,c2); 
Writc('( 10+ 15i)*2i'); c3.Print; 
Pau 

end. 
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His response was "eat the swordfish then hold the bones 
over your head and say the word 'crackerjack'." I haven't tried 
this but whcn it cornes to swordfish, Ron knows his anions. 

Author: Bruce Field 
Work: On Row Wartow 
Source: Q & A- November 1985 Wap Journal, p 14 
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Certificate Maker, from Springboard Software, is the latest 
addition to the world of Apple ] [ desktop publishing. lt 
provides exactly what the tille promises, a fast, easy way to 
develop and print certificates for almost any occasion. 

The program runs on the][+ (requires 64K), the /le, and 
the /le. Two double-sided 5 1/4 11 disks are included in the 
package. The program itself is contained on the front of the 
first disk. The other three sides contain templates that are 
used to create certificates. 

The documentation that cornes with the program is clear 
and comprehensive. You can be up and running only a few 
minutes after destroying the shrink wrap. Anyone who has 
suffered through a few sessions with Newsroom will 
appreciate the advances Springboard has made in the "user 
friendliness" area. Setup for your printer/interface combina
tion is easily accomplished by a one-time selection from a list 
of 51 printers and 53 interface options. 

The operation of the program is simple and straight
forward. When you boot the program disk you are presented 
with three options: Name File, Make Certificate, and Exit 
Since "Exit" is probably pretty clear, this discussion will 
cover the other two options. 

Making a certificate is as easy as 1, 2, 3 ... 4. You select a 
template, select a border, select a font style, and fill in the 
blanks. There are 24 borders, 5 font styles and over 200 
templates available as of this writing. The program off ers the 
option of choosing borders and fonts from other disks 
(indicating possible future additions?). 

The key to the value of this program is the templates. 
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The Desktop Publishing Special Interest Group held its 
regular monthly meeting on October 1st at 7:30 PM in the 
PEPCO Building at 1900 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW. More 
than 20 attended, ranging from prof essional publishers, 
graphie artists, and consultants to interested amateurs (like 
this columnist). Since we were not able to demonstrate new 
software, the meeting was devoted to questions and answers, 
announcements, and discussion. Members sharcd problems 
and advice on the use of Microsoft Word, Pagemaker, and the 
LaserWriter (as well as whcre one can obtain the rcd and blue 
"cookbook" and "tutorial" books). Ron Moore again mcn
tioned the upcoming classes on Postscript language, and 
Chairman Tom Piwowar distributed information on the 
Washington De�ktop Publishing Confcrence, scheduled for 
October 20th, and co-sponsored by Washington Apple Pi. 

� Judy Treible provided examples of the information graphies 
soon to be more generally available from the Knîght-Ridder 
Graphies Network, while others talked about printing courses 
being offered in the area. Stuart Silverstone reported on the 

They range from the serions to the laughable, from the 
sublime to the ridiculous. There are certificates to commemo
rate sporting successes (and failures), children's good (and bad) 
behavior, workplace performance (or lack of same), and many, 
many more occasions. ln short, there seems to be a certificate 
for just about anything. There are also "generic" templates 
that let you design your own with only minimum format re
strictions. Many of the templates also include a graphie appro
priate to the message being delivered. My personal favorite is 
the award for being "Outstanding in Your Field". Naturally, 
the graphie depicts an individual out standing in a field. 

The Name List option pennits the user to develop, edit 
and use a list of names in situations where a group of people 
will be prescnted with the same certificate. 

With regard to print quality, the user manual states: "The 
graphies resolution of your printer will have an effect on the 
appearance of your certificates. A graphies resolution of 120 
by 72 dots per inch provides the best quality." Thus, while 
no Mac/Laserwriter entrepreneur needs to lose any sleep over 
new compctition, the print quality will be more than suf
ficient for the infonnal need the program was intended to fill. 

Ail in all, Cerûficate Maker provides to Apple ] [ users a 
good compromise between the simplicity of Print Shop and 
the flexibility of Fontrix. If you need to print certificat.es and 
you want to fill the void between these two programs, 
Certificate Maker is a rcasonably priced alternative that bcars 
looking into. 

Springboard Software, Inc., 78808 Creekridge Circle, Min
neapolis MN 55435, (612) 944-3912. List price, $49.95. cf} 

Seybold Desktop Publishing Seminar, where lots of IBM 
layout programs were shown. 

Among the products for the Macintosh were three of the 
new large scrcen monitors (Radius, Megascreen, and Levco's 
Prodigy), a ncw Mac keyboard, upgradcd versions of Ready
SetGo and MacPublisher (to be callcd "Letrapage" in its latest 
incarnation), as well as newer programs such as Ragtime, 
SupcrPaint, GraphicWorks, and CricketDraw. Members were 
shown brochures from Dumbarton Oaks produced with the 
Macintosh and LaserWriter. using the new font editing 
technologies. Finally, Mary Stanley dcscribed the initial 
desktop publishing programs (such as Persona! Publisher) 
now available for the IBM, but the general consensus was that 
they do not yet approach the quality of what is alrcady 
available for the Mac. 

The next meeting of the dPub SIG will be at the same 
place, but at diffcrent lime: Friday, November 14th at 7:30 
PM. We hope to sce you then, when Tom expects to 
demonstrate some important new programs. cf} 
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To the Members: 
Appearing below are a Balance Sheet as of May 31, 1986 

and a Statement of Revenues and Expenses (operating state
ment) for the year that ended on May 31. The operating state
ment includes the budget for the year and shows the difference 
between planned and achieved amounts. It is arranged to show 
the contribution to margin, or gross profit, of each of the Pi's 
major activities. Thus, although there was a major negative 
variance in expected group sales, the short fall in gross profit 
was only $1,500. The overall deficiency of $27,071 is more 

than accounted for by shortfalls in membership and disketeria 
revenues, and by higher titan anticipated costs in these two 
areas. The Pi board addressed the contribution problem in 
membership by raising dues. The increase, however, was too 
late in the year (April 86) to have a significant impact. Ex
penses, with SIG and meeting expense as minor exceptions, 
were well under budget 

Edward J. and Priscilla N. Myerson 
Co-treasurers 

WASHINGTON APPLE Pi, Ltd. 
BALANCE SHEET at May 31, 1986 

CURRENT ASSETS 
Cash 
Inventories 

TOT AL CURRENT ASSETS 

FIXED ASSETS 
Furniture, Fixtures, and Equipment 
Accumulated Depreciation 

TOTAL FIXED ASSETS 

OTHER ASSETS 

TOTAL ASSETS 

ASSETS 

$61,786.92 
20,337.94 

$26,331.37 
(10,973.93) 

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE 

CURRENT LIABILITIES 
Accounts Payable 
Other Current Liabilities 

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 

FUND BALANCE 
Fund Balance June 1, 1985 
Excess of Expenses over Revenue for 

Year Ended May 31, 1986 

TOTAL FUND BALANCE 

TOT AL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE 
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$1,592.73 
570.06 

$123,888.43 

(27,071.37) 

$82,124.86 

15,357.44 

1,497.55 

$98,979.85 
========= 

$2,162.79 

96,817.06 

$98,979.85 
- - -

contd. 



GROSS MARGIN 
Membership Revenues 
Cost 

Contribution 

Publication Sales 
Cost 

Contribution 

Group Sales 
Cost 

Contribution 

Disketeria Sales 
Cost 

Contribution 

Other Revenues 
Cost 

Contribution 

TOTAL MARGIN 

EXPENSES 

OFFICE EXPENSES 
Salaries Managerial 
Salaries Other 
Payroll Taxes & Ben 
Rent 
Postage Office 
Other Office Expense 

TOTAL OFFICE EX 

MEETING EXPENSE 
SIG EXPENSE 
PRINT LIBRARY 
DEPRECIATION 
ACCOUNTING & LEGAL 
SHOW EXPENSE 
OTHER EXPENSE 

TOTAL EXPENSE 

EXCESS (DEFICIENCY) 

WASHINGTON APPLE Pi, Ltd. 
ST ATEMENT OF ACTUAL and BUDGETED 

REVENUES and EXPENSES 
For 12 Months ended May 31, 1986 

Actual 

$114,627.40 
95.421.23 

$19,206.17 

25,044.72 
11 559 4Q 

$13,485.32 

44,398.31 
34 700.43 
$9,697.88 

58,014.62 
28 719 §1 

$29,295.11 

14,860.43 
2 968.43 

$11,892.00 

83,576.58 

33,066.00 
14,865.50 

3,915.31 
14,200.00 

6,354.53 
9,513.77 

$81,915.11 

5,714.24 
5,489.80 
1,470.99 
4,899.64 
5,919.35 
1,145.47 
4 093.35 

$110,647.95 

(27,071.37) 
------------

Budgeted 

$123,900.00 
88,644,00 

$35,256.00 

19,416.00 
5,926,00 

$13,440.00 

113,027.00 
101 ,784,00 
$11,243.00 

72,000.00 
26,076 00 

$45,924.00 

19,057.00 
2,760,00 

$16,297.00 

122,160.00 

36,180.00 
17,604.00 

4,752.00 
14,400.00 

9,840.00 
9,528,00 

$92,304.00 

5,040.00 
4,860.00 
2,916.00 

8,808.00 
744.00 

6 252.00 

$120,924.00 

1,236.00 
=========== 

Varj51nce 

($9,272.60) 
Ul,272123) 

($16,049.83) 

5,628.72 
(5 583 40) 

$45.32 

(68,628.69) 
67,083,67 

($1,545.02) 

(13,985.38) 
(2 643,�1} 

($16,628.89) 

(4,196.57) 
(208 43) 

($4,405.00) 

(38,583.42) 

3,114.00 
2,738.50 

836.69 
200.00 

3,485.47 
1423 

$10,388.89 

(674.24) 
(629.80) 

1,445.01 
(4,899.64) 
2,894.65 

401.47 

$10,276.05 

(28,307.37) 
------- -
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In the September Mac Q&A, I said that "Gato didn't work 
on a Mac+ because of their copy 'protection' scheme." In 
reply, Patricia Herringer of Spectrum HoloByte wrote to say 
that Gato 1.3 didn't work on the Mac+ even without copy 
'protection'. She insisted the fault was due to Apple, and "to 
correct these bugs, Apple bas corne out with a new System 
version (3.2). 

"What we have had to do is request that the user send in 
the original disk so that we ·could erase it (removing the copy 
protection) and copy the new System (scaled down to fit on 
the disk) along with the original GA TO program. If there had 
been no bugs in the ROM, installing the new System would 
not have been necessary and version 1.3 of GATO would have 
worked fine on the Mac Plus (with or without copy protec
tion). Starting with ORBITER, we had decided not to copy 
protect new products, and to remove protection from updates 
of existing products. 

"I most definitely was mistaken in saying that Apple was 
holding up production of the Mac Plus until the ROM bugs 
were fixed. I have since sent a retraction of that statement to 
ail customers requesting the GATO update." 

To clarify, the Gato update not only changes versions of 
the System file, which in normal practice you would have 
becn able to do yourself, freely, but also updates the version 
of GATO itself to 1.4. I do not use this product, and so l'm 
not familiar with all the details. But l'm against software 
vendors customizing (i.e., "scaling down") the System File. 
It leads to big trouble when you innocently try to use that 
System with other programs. In the division of responsibil
ity, it's up to Apple to keep System (as well as Findcr and the 
rest of the things in the System Polder) current and correct, 
while it's up to software vendors to maintain their own 
programs. It is often possible to correct an opcrational prob
lem through either systeni software changes or application 
software changes. Finger painting by application dcvelopcrs 
is, in general, not helpful. 

Also in September, in the comparitive review of three 
communication programs, I gave incorrect status to Software 
Ventures Corporation. It is not connected to The Hearst Corp
oration. Will Hearst founded it apart from the family business. 

Finally, in Septembcr, I promised you a short PostScript 
program which would print the version numbcr of your 
LaserWriter ROM. It follows: 

/Times-Roman findfont 12 scalefont 
setfont 
/revision$ 64 string def 
72 750 mo?eto 
(PostScript) show 
statusdict begin 
(, version) show 
version show 
(, revision #) show 
revision 10 revision$ cvrs show 
(, is running on a) show 
product show 
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showpage 
%% 
To run this program, follow the instructions in the 

LaserWriter manual on how to run a communication program 
on the Macintosh (such as MacTerminal or FreeTerm) to use 
the LaserWriter interactively. You can type the program in 
using MacWrite, save it Text Only, and Send that file to the 
LaserWriter. The LaserWriter should be version 23.0 Rev. #0, 
while the LaserWriter Plus should be version 38.0 Rev. #2. 
Thanks goes to Phil Williams at Apple for this program. 

Q: A long time ago, you mentioned a company 
that would reflll LaserWriter toner cartridges. 
What's the current story? 

A: The latest, and apparently authoritative word from Mark 
Sato of Canon, USA (maker of the Laser printing mecha
nism) is that refilling the cartridges is a bad idea. More 
wears out than just the use of toner. 

Q: Help! When using my LaserWriter , areas that 
should be solid black look faded in the middle. 

A: The LaserWriter uses a single component toner system, 
not the dual component toner that some Xerox machines 
use. So, it's harder to get good solid areas. But one 
reportcd solution is to use paper with the right moisture 
content (which can change with age). Try new copier ,.... 

paper, perhaps some that cornes sealed in foil. It should 
be 16 to 21 lb. xerographic bond stock. Also, verify that 
the toncr cartridge isn't past the expiration date. 

Q: Help! 1 have a simple configuration, just an 
old 128K Mac and an lmagewriter. After com
ing back from vacation, 1 find the Mac no 
longer prints. 

A: The problem was résolvcd by finding that the Mac would 
print when the printer cable was moved to the modem 
port. The battery had worn out, and the Mac no longer 
had remembered which port to use as set by the Choose 
Printer (Chooser) Desk Accessory. Note that the battcry 
is a 4.5 Volt battery, and nm an AA cell. 

Q: How can I speed up my HFS bard disk? 
A: Backup your files, twicc. Reformat and thcn reload the 

bard disk from the backup copies. This will reduce the 
scattcr within individual files and compact the files 
togcther. Also, kccp the number of files in folders low 
(use more folders within folders), and be sure to run "Shut 
Down" from the Finder before tuming the Mac off. (Push 
and hold the mouse to prevent the Mac from rebooting if 
you want more time to find the power switch.) 

Q: What is "Jumpstart" and how do I use it? � 
A: Jumpstart is a developer's tool that Apple distributed on 

the latest Software Supplement. It organizes an appliea-
tion to allow it to start up (when launched from the 

contd. 



or write in binary and transmit in ASCII. PostScript stores 
fonts in outline fonn, which must be converted by a 
PostScript interpreter into a bit-map of electronic signais that 
eventually prints the character. These outlines can be scaled 
to form any font size without having to store separate font 
images for each point size. PostScript can store each character 
to avoid repeating the conversion process. Another difference 
is in the automatic caching ability of both Ianguages. DDL 
can use caching for both fonts and objects whereas PostScript 
only caches fonts. An object that is cached by DDL is stored 
and can be used over and over without having to repeat the 
processing steps. If the available memory is full, DDL 
automatically overwrites the abject it defmes as the least used. 
In PostScript, objects are not cached and the user must store 
each object for each page. Otherwise the object is lost and bas 
to be created again. DDL is considered a "document" 
descriptive language like Interpress, while PostScript is more 
"page" oriented. This means that PostScript formats one page 
at a lime, while DDL formats an entire document at the same 
time. 

As mentioned earlier, Hewlett Packard bas chosen DDL as 
the language of choice for its laser printers. Existing LaserJet 
and LaserJet Plus printers will be upgraded to access the 
language. Both printers will be able to print single- or multi
page documents with a combination of fonts and graphies. 
For the first time, Hewlett Packard laser printers will be able 
to print full page graphies at 300 dots pcr inch. 

Another article by Linda Bridges in PC Week (September 
1, 1986) details a new PostScript controllcr that is claimed to 
double PostScript's page-description language transmission 
speed. The controller is based on the Motorola 68020 

The decision by Apple to no longer bundle MacWrite and 
MacPaint with each Macintosh opened the way for the 
introduction of other wonl processing and painting programs. 
In the case of painting programs, l'm not sure that if they still 
bundlcd MacPaint it would have made any diffcrence. Full 
Paint by Ann Arbor Software is clearly superior to MacPaint 
bccause it is cheaper, offers ail the featurcs of MacPaint, is 
compatible with MacPaint files, and off ers additional f eatures 
not found in MacPaint. If you have not already bought a 
painting program for the Macintosh, this is the one to buy. 

You might say that I started the rcview off backwards 
since I made a buy recommcndation before discussing the pro
duct. I guess I had bctter tell you why you ought to buy it! 

When Full Paint is opcncd from the dcsktop, the first 
thing you notice is its similarity to MacPaint. The pattern 
pallet at the bottom of the screen is the same and the tool 
pallet on the left side bas ail the same tools. The only 
noticeable difference is the addition of thrce small icons at the 
bottom of the tool pallet. The first icon selects only the active 
window with accompanying pallets while the second icon 
causes the active window to fill the entire scrcen. The third 
icon gets rid of the menu bar, but the pallets are still visible. 
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microprocessor and increases the speed at which characters are 
formed. The new controller design is called "Atlas," and it 
will be offered to non-impact printer and typesetter manufac
turers for inclusion in their product design. A recent press 
release by � touts the Agfa P4000PS printer as the first 
PostScript intelligent printer developed by Agfa-Gevaert to 
use the new 68020 processor. It is not a laser printer in the 
typical sense in that it uses a new light-emitting diode (LED) 
technique to image the page. It is able to print 18 pages a 
minute, and while one page is being printed the next page is 
being prepared. This printer has a user-accessible 20-mega
byte Winchester disk, 1-megabyte font cache, two-2-megabyte 
bit map memories, and 4-6 megabytes of RAM. The P400PS 
supports RS232C, RS422, Centronics parallel and AppleTalk 
communication protocols. It cornes with an extensive set of 
built-in typefaces, including the standard 13 typefaces from 
Helvetica, Times, Courier, and SyID:bol type families. 

Page descriptive languages are licensed by the printer 
maker and reside in the ROM of the printer, which allows any 
raster printer to integrate text and graphies. They can also add 
considerable cost to the total price of a laser printer. As much 
as $1,000 (my estimate) of the LaserWriter price may be the 
cost of the PostScript license. Lower cost LaserWriter 
printcrs have been rumored just around the corner, and it 
should be possible to produce a non-PostScript Laserwiter for 
considcrably less. Not only would Apple save the cost of the 
PostScript license fee, but the total amount of memory could 
probably be reduced, further reducing the bottom line. Such a 
printer would probably be unable to combine text and graphies 
on the same page, but this is just so much conjecture on my 
part. We should know in the next six months. (13 

If you wish to have a painting fill the entire Macintosh 
screen, simply tapping the space bar causes the pallets to 
disappcar. Your art work will now fill the entire Macintosh 
screen and can be manupliated by the "option key" and the 
"band" tool. If you decide to use a tool other than the pencil, 
bit the space bar, and the pallets reappear. It is even possible 
to move the pallets anywhere on the screen to facilitate full 
screen editing. 

Another standout f eature is the ability to have up to four 
paintings on the screen at the same time. One to four 
paintings may be opcned in much the same way that 
MacDraw allows multiple windows. A "clean up windows" 
command under the "windows" menu causes each of the four 
drawings to occupy one-fourth of the screen. If you want each 
painting to occupy the entirc active window, use the "stack up 
windows" command under the same menu. The four pictures 
will then be stackcd bchind cach other like Excel stades 
workshccts, and the picture of choice may be brought to the 
front by use of the "command key11 followed by the numbers 
one through four. WiLh four pictures on the screen at the 
same time, only one may be the active window, but each may 
be scrolled horizontally and vertically by the use of scroll bars 
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I would encourage other active Apple Il, m, Lisa or 
Macintosh users to ask themselves if they don't know useful 
information that other readers would like to read and learn. 
(Ed. Note: Never mind asking, write!) 

At work, most of my writing is confined to writing 
articles for scientific journals, and I find that much more a 
chore. The style tends to be "eut and clried", very 
straightforward, and totally without a sense of humor. There
fore, I enjoy being able to express myself in a more free and 
open style with my sense of humor occassionally showing 
through. I hope the material I have written has been useful 
for other readers because it has been therapy for me! 

The Boyer Beware 
A reœnt issue of PC Week ( yes, I do read IBM publica

tions too!) reinforœd my reœnt opinion about "Northeastern 
Software" located in Connecticut. The article says, and I 
quote, "Customer complaints have prompted a Connecticut 
office of the Better Business Bureau to give mail-order finn 
Northeastern Software an unsatisfactory business performance 
rating." Most complaints centered around their inability to 
deliver products quickly and credit customers for canceled 
orders. The owners, Rich and Ronald Grabowski, blamed 
"growing pains" for much of their problems. They recently 
moved into a 22, 000 sq. fL facility, replacing their old 3,000 
sq. fL one, and are currently negotiating for financing that will 
allow the firm to stop requiring customers to pre-pay for 
merchandise. Tune will tell, but the buyer beware! 

The New Macintoshes and Related Products 
After multiple tries, I finally succeeded in obtaining a free 

subscription to PC Week. Since IBM bas co-opted the 
general term "PC" to mean only IBM PC's, you can guess the 
magazine is almost exclusively devoted to IBM products and 
peripherals. In spite of that, it often contains some Apple 
news that I have not seen elsewhere. An article by Jim 
Forbes in the September 2, 1986 issue ("Products to Narrow 
Apple-IBM Gap") describes in some detail the often rumored 
new Macintoshes and periphcral products. He states that the 
two new Macintoshes are code named, fm:is and A1addin (what 
happened to Johnathan and Milwaukee?). Parisis stated to 
use expansion-bus technology developed by Texas Instruments 
and will accept as many as six expansion cards. It will 
consist of a workstation with a display adapter, bard disk, 
math coprocessor, 68020 CPU (32/32 bit), 8 M bytes of 
RAM and list at $8,000. It sounds like the monitor will be 
extra. On the other band, the Aladdin will contain a single 
expansion slot, 2 M bytes of RAM, a 68020 CPU (32/32 bit) 
and semiconductor components that will speed up arithmetic 
computations (not a real math coprocessor?) 

Both Macintoshes would be able to be integrated into 
IBM's Token-ring LAN by attaching to Apple or Ethernet 
networks and lie into the Token-ring through a Macintosh file 
server. The file servers will be dcsigned to tie the two 
Macintoshes into the Token-ring and will offer a number of 
hard-disk storage options, some of which will exceed 300 M 
bytes. One of the file servers is rumored to be based on the 
Paris Macintosh and the other server may be an Apple-labeled 
version of 3 Corn Corp.'s EtherMac server which connects 
Macintoshes to an Ethernet network. 

The expansion cards will include Token-ring and Ethernet 
network adapters, and coprocessor cards for MS-DOS and Unix 

4.2 operating systems. An IRMA board and software for 
mainframe communications to IBM System/34sJ36s and /38s 
is also under development. MS-DOS compatibility will be 
provided by a co-processor known as the "Blue card" which is 
being designed by Phoenix Technologies Ltd., of Norwood, 
MA but which will be manufactured by Apple. 

This article contained the most information I have seen on 
these products but they are still just rumors. We should ail 
know by the beginning of the new year. A recent article in 
"Info World" hinted that the new Macintoshes may be delayed 
until March instead of the rumored January introduction. 

PostScript and Other Page-Descriptive 
Languages 
If you are interested in the hot field of desktop publishing, 

you have undoubtedly read about four languages competing in 
the field. The leader at this time appears to be PostScript by 
Adobe Systems. It is in competition with Xerox's InterPress, 
and Imagen's DDL language. Many companies have endorsed 
PostScript, including Digital Equipment Company (DEC), 
QMS, Dataproducts Corp., Apollo Computer, Linotype 
Company, NBI, Texas Instruments and Wang Laboratories. 
Hewlet Packard recently adopted DDL, but many original 

equipment manufactures (OEM's) have decided to make their 
hardware compatible with more than one of these languages. 
Recent articles in the August 4 (by Mary Leddy) and 
September 1, 1986 (by Michael Vizard) issues of Digital 
Review, have discussed the competition among these three 
languages. 

PostScript is supported by 10 printers and 70 different 
software packages. Although PostScript is the current leader, 
Interpress is supported by 30 Xerox printer and workstation 
models, and other companies, including DEC, have announced 
plans to support the language. DEC originally planned to 
develop its own page-descriptive language but decided that 
PostScript fits the bill. 

PostScript is a device-independent language which means 
that users can print documents on any type of laser printer that 
supports the PostScript language, without hàving to change 
the file to be printed. It is also considered more structured 
than Interpress and better suited to low volume printing, 
whereas Interpress is suited to high-speed, high volume 
applications found in network environments. PostScript bas 
been described as a "desktop page-descriptive language" while 
Interpress is a "document-description language." 

In spite of the popularity of PostScript, is is generally 
considered slow and verbose, requiring a lot of memory for 
processing documents. The LaserWriter can take 20 minutes 
to print one page of text with fonts and extensive graphies 
mixed on the same page. I know this from persona! 
experience. (Ed. Note: Would you believe four limes that 
much?) 

An article by Linda Bridges in the September 9, 1986 
issue of PC W eek describes in more detail the differences 
between PostScript and DDL. Bath languages are fully pro
grammable and device-independent, but while PostScript uses 
ASCII transmission of data, DDL offers both ASCII and 
binary. ASCII transmission bas the advantage of being able 
to use any transmission protocol to pass files to typesetters 
via modems. Binary transmission offered by DDL is faster 
and offers the ability to write in ASCII and transmit in binary 

contd. 
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OFFICERS & CHAIRMEN

President 
Vice President 
Secretary/freasurer 
Librarian 
Newsletter Editor 
Newsletter Chainnan 
SIG MAC Chainnan 
SYSOP 

- Scott Galbraith
- John Lee
- Bruce Taylor
- Tony Svajlenka
- Kathy Kenyon
- Lynn R. Trusal
- Lynn R. Trusal
- Scott Galbraith

The Frederick Apple Core meets the second Thursday of 
each month in the large conference room of the U.S. Army 
Medical Research lnstitute of Infectious Diseases, Ft. Detrick, 
Frederick, MD 21701-5011 at 7:30 PM 

UpçomiH Prom:ams 
November 13
December 11 -

Use of ResEdit with MacWrite 
I prefer to use keyboard commands to the mouse when 

possible. Don't get me wrong. I like the mouse and prefer it 
to cursor keys, but it is much raster to use the keyboard for 
application access. I have longed for added keyboard com
mands to some of MacWrite's menu items but hesitated since 
I knew little about it. When I received the September issue of 
MaçUser magazine, I stumbled across an article entitled, 
"lnside Improvements" (p. 120). It detailed how to use � 
Edit to modify MacWrite to add keyboard equivalents to menu 
commands. That was enough to get me over my "fear of 
trying" and off I went. 

First, make a copy of MacWrite or any other program you 
wish to modify since ResEdit bas been known to alter 
permanently as in "kill" programs. I thcn double-clicked on 
ResEdit (version 1.0D7) and chose "Mac- Write" from the list 
in the first dialog box. I was presented with an second offset 
(shifted to the right) dialog box and I chose "Menu" and 
double-clicked on it. This, in turn, opened another dialog box 
(get the idea ?) and saw "Menu ID=l through 7." It wasn't 
bard to figure that menu 1 was the "apple DA menu", 2 was 
the "file" menu and so on. Because I wanted to add keyboard 
commands to "file" menu items, I clicked on "menu ID= 2" 
and, you guessed it, another dialog box appeared B y scrolling 
down through the information in this box, I found each menu 
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HOTLINE MEMBERS 

Lynn R. Trusal 
Scott Galbraith 
Kurt Holter 
Bruce Taylor 

- (301) 845-2651
- (301) 865-3035
- (301) 663-4199
- (301) 371-6181

The above members of the "Frederick Apple Core" (FAC) 
have agreed to field questions on Apple computer hardware and 
software for FAC members. Please no calls after 10:00 PM 

The SIG MAC of the Frederick Apple Core meets on the 
fourth Tuesday of each month in the same location and at the 
same lime. Mac owners in the local area are welcome. Cali 
Lynn R. Trusal at (301) 845-2651 for details. 

SJG MAC J Ipc0roïnr Programs 
November 25 - Full Paint Demo (subject to change) 
December - No meeting due to Holidays 

item listed separately in the order they appeared in the actual 
menu. When I came to "Save", I saw the statement, "key 
equiv" and a blank box beside it. Therefore, I decided to use 
"Command S" for "save" like many Macintosh applications. 
At the same lime, I decided that I did not use the "shadow" or 

"outline" commands enough to warrant keeping them. 
Therefore, I chose to add "S" to the "key equiv" for the "save" 
menu item in the "file" menu. I later deleted the keyboard 
equivalents mentioned above so that they would not conflict 
with my choices of "S" for "save" and "O" for "open". I then 
quit ResEdit and it asked me if I wanted to save my choices to 
MacWrite. I answered "yes" and ail the dialog boxes closed 
followed by "quitting" the program. Lo and behold, my 
modifed MacWrite would now "save", "save as", "open", 
"close", "print" and "choose point sizes" from the keyboard I 
generally used the key choices recommended in the MacUser 
article but you can do as you like as long as you don't use an 
already existing command. Good luck ! 

Writing Articles for the W AP Journal 
The first article that I wrote for the W AP Journal was back 

in November 1984, and I had no intention of writing any 
more. I guess I suffered from the belief that I didn't think I 
knew anything about Apple computers that anyone else would 
want to know. As any active reader can attest, I quickly got 
over my apprehension and now contribute on a regular basis. 

contd. 



Eleven months ago, when I wrote about the impact of the 
Macintosh on the College of W ooster campus, plans· to 
network the dorms were in serious trouble. But problems 
have since been resolved to a large degree, and this article will 
chronicle the events of the past year that have led up to the 
wiring of a second dorm, the wiring of our computer center, 
and the explosion in Mac use on the campus. 

The network that was set up last year in the Douglass Hall 
donnitory was an experiment to determine whether it was 
worth wiring other dorms and buildings with AppleTalk or 
similar networks. For quite a long time the result of the 
Douglass Experimental Network [DEN] seemed to be in 
serions doubt This was primarily due to the file server that 
we were using. The Keeper is a 20 meg hard drive designed to 
work with the AppleTalk network. It can handle simultan
eous accesses to files from many different users and allows for 
password protection of volumes. However, it was only a few 
weeks ago that we finally got it working. Micro Design, 
which originally produced the Keeper, did a poor job manufac
turing it and the result was a product that did not corne close 
to what was claimed. We sent it back for updates many times 
but it never worked right. Last spring, after Micro Design 
filed for bankruptcy Reach Technologies acquircd the Keeper 
and was able to get it to work properly. Reach Technologies 
makes disk drives for mainframes and is a well known com
pany in that field. 

However, the Keeper was not the only problem we had to 
deal with over the past months. AppleTalk is a local net
work. It works as long as the amount of cable strung is less 
than 1,000 feet This is fine for office use where the distances 
are not great However, we needed considcrably more than 
1,000 feet to wire the dorm. Even with only a few users on 
the network we had many problems with getting the network 
to recognize all. the rooms on it. We discovered that part of 
the problem was that some of the cable was bad. But, even 
after it was fixed we were left with the fact that the network 
was going to be much more than 1,000 feet in length. Our 
problem was solved with the introduction of the Hayes Inter
Bridge. 

The Hayes InterBridge allows you to connect together 
many individual AppleTalk networks. In effcct, the Inter
Bridge divides the one large network into two smaller sub
networks. This lets you string more cable than you otherwise 
could so that you can support more than 32 simultaneous 
users. With the InterBridge and Keeper now in place the 
network is working very well. A persan can gain access to 
the network from any Mac in the dorm that is connected to it 
Once on, the student can make use of the LaserWriter for 
printouts and can access the Keeper to use some of the 
software that is located there. My experiences with the net
work have ail been quite positive. The only real trouble that 
we have is that the Kceper takes a fair amount of time to 
mount a volume and to write data back to the disk. However, 
the advantages of having a true file seiver on the network 
more than make up for this lack. 

As I mentioned above, we have wired a second donn and 
our computer center with AppleTalk type networks. Steven
son Residence Hall is wired with PhoneNet and the Taylor 
dormitory is wired with standard AppleTalk. The only 
important differences between Stevenson and Douglass are that 
Stevenson uses PhoneNet and thus does not require Inter
Bridges to link-up the whole dorm, and Stevenson also makes 
use of MacServe instead of a dedicated file seiver. PhoneNet 
was developed by Farralon Computing at the University of 
California at Berkeley. It makes use of the two unused con
ductors in standard four conductor phone cable and therefore is 
very cheap. Another advantage to PhoneNet is that you can 
string about four times as much cable before you start running 
into problems of signal strength and data loss. For our 
purposes at Wooster, PhoneNet is the superior choice, since 
wiring of entire buildings will generally require more than 
1,000 feet of cable. 

The other major difference between the two dorm networks 
is that Douglass is making use of a dedicated file server and 
Stevenson is not. Stevenson is using a Hard Disk 20 from 
Apple and MacSeive from InfoSphere. MacSeive is a program 
that runs in the background of a Mac and allows you to make 
your hard drive into a disk server. The main difference 
between a disk server and dedicatcd file server is that the latter 
can do both read/write operations to the same files while a 
disk server can only do simultaneous reads. With a disk 
seiver, the persan who wants to write some data to a particular 
volume cannot use the system until other users on the system 
are finished. This slows down the system, which is also not 
nearly as reliable as the dedicated box. The unreliability is 
that if the Mac that is running MacServe is tumed off, the 
network loses its ability to make use of the bard drive. In ail 
other respects, students in Stevenson have the same 
capabilities as students in Douglass. 

The third working network is in Taylor dormitory. This 
is a small network that connects all the Macs in the building 
to a LaserWriter. Since it is small, standard AppleTalk is 
more than up to the task of keeping the system running. -
There is no file server on this network. In the near future 
these seperate networks will be InterBridged together. A 
student in Taylor will then be able to access files on the 
Douglass Kceper at the same time that a student in Stevenson 
prints on the LaserWriter in Taylor, while a Douglass student 
makes use of the LaserWriter in his or her own dorm. 

The result of the expansion of the Macintosh on campus 
has been an explosion of its use both by faculty and studcnts. 
Students are finding that the Mac is easy to use and that it is 
quite powerful, while faculty are discovering that they can 
develop courseware easily for the Mac. One rcsult of the 
expanded use of Mac is that many classes require students to 
use a computer and many faculty specify Mac as the computer 
of choice. People who are able to use one of the dorm 
networks are finding it easy to print thcir papers and work 
with programs that they would normally have to check-out of 
Taylor. The Macintosh allows people who are normally leary 

contd. on pg 58 
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MacLightning. A few months back I reviewed version 
one of the MacLightning spell checker. At the lime, I pointed 
out that it was among the fastest we had seen. It checked 738 
words in 20 seconds. Although version one only worked with 
MS Word, the recently released version two can now be used 
with MacWrite. In addition to word processing programs, 
Lightning works with PageM

a
ker, ReadySetGo, Jazz, Mac

Pain, Helix, and other Mac programs. Lightning allows you 
to select a dictionary, a handy feature. If you leave a diction
ary on the desktop, Lightning won't bother to ask for your 
selection, thus speeding up access to it. The Merriam Web
ster's Ninth New Collegiate 80,000 word dictionary is 
included. According to the manual, additional dictionaries 
with specialized t,enns will soon be available. Target is 
taking orders on a companion Thesaurus. 

I have a persona! preference for Spell Checkers which run 
from within a program as a desk accessory. I have used both 
Font/DA Mover and the Quick and Dirty DA Installer+ to add 
Lightning to already crowded System files with no apparent ill 
effects. 

When you select the Lightning DA, a new menu item 
appears at the top right of your screen. From this menu, you 
can select various options. Among these are: toggle an inter
active "check while you type" feature, check a selected portion 
of the document and check a text document stored on disk. 
The method by which words are replaced is linked, as you 

will read later, to the application's method for changing text. 
You can open any of Lightnings thrce windows: one 
summarizing the analysis results, a second listing the 
misspelled words or the third, the dictionary. 

1 nteractiue 
Check Selection 

Lightning offers an auto
matie option which got in 
my way but which good 
typists might prefer. After
typing a word which is not

.............................................................................. in the dictionary, you can
Analysis choose to be greeted by a 
Misspelled "bcep". At this point you can 
Library issue a command to check 

.............................................................................. the spclling and re-entcr or 

Quit correct the word. I make 
._ _________ .....,cnough typing mistakes that 
this approach would slow my already snail-like pace immeas
urably. I prefer to check the document after I have completcd 
a rough draft rather than respond to a plethora of "beeps". 

Unfortunately, Lightning can not correct the en tire docu
ment in a single step. Rather, it has a check "selected text" 
feature. To check the entire document, you must first select 
all the text, then ask Lightning to check its spelling. While 
Ward contains a simple key click command for selecting the 
entire document, MacWrite users will have to click at the 
beginning, then scroll to the end for a shift-click. Lightning 
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can check an entire text-only file on disk; it can not check a 
Ward or Write fonnatted file on disk. 

As the analysis proceeds, Lightning lists the number of 
words checked, gives the average word length and, rubbing 
your nose in it, tells you how many misspellings it found. 
After checking the selected text, a list of misspelled words is 
prepared, as you can see in the "Misspelled" window, below. 
lnitially, the words are listed as they were found. Thus, a 
misspelled word which appears twice in the document will 
appear twice in the list. By clicking on A-1-Z, you quickly 
alphabetize the list, after which duplicates are removed. 

At this point you can take one of several paths. You can 
add words in the list to the dictionary by simply clicking on 
the appropriate icon. Altematively you can look up a word in 
the dictionary by double clicking on it. After finding a suit
able substitute (see the dictionary window below), Light- ning 
offers you the word processor's "Change" menu. You make 
the corrections, one word at a time. Competing products
check the document and correct the words on the fly. With 
these other products you get a glimpse at the sentence 
containing the misspelling, a feature not offered by Lightning 
which can help resolve a misspelling. 

Misspelled 

Maclightning 
MacWrite 
Merriam 
Webster's 
PageMaker 

MacPain 
Mac 
DA 
DA 

application's 

Maclightning.reu 

Analysis 

Maclightning"• 2.0 

Lightning purports to offcr "grammar checking". This is 
a misnomer. However, it does perform scvcral useful checks 
when in the interactive mode. It locates words which follow 
pcriods and which are not capitalized and it finds capital ·Jetters 
in the middle of sentences. It identifies misplaced apostrophes 
and words typed twice in succession. Helpful, but not really 
grammar chccking. 

The manual is understandable and well organizcd. It has 
been expanded to over 80 pages. It contains ail you need to 
install and run the program. 

The dictionary window shows you Lightning's first choice 
for a match. You can select any other word on the initial page 
or any other by double-clicking on the page. Lightning offers 
a phonetic match. Clicking in the lower lefl asks Lightning 
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0 11Mousepad11 or similar cushion on which to move the 
Mac's mouse. ($8) 

0 Dust covers for the Mac, printer and keyboard (around 
$10 each) 

0 Box of printer ribbons (about $5 each) 
0 Ribbon inker. For the MacNovice who prints a lot 

and is tired of paying $6 for every new ribbon. The inker 
allows re-use of imagewriter ribbons. ($45) 

0 A Cooling Fan can help keep the Mac running better, 
especially ü it's in use for many hours every day. The internai 
disk drive works better, and there's less chance of loss-of-data 
ü the Mac is running cool. There are several fan models 
available now which combine with surge-protection, anti
static help, and even control switches to handle printers, 
modems and other "peripheral" devices. 

Sofhvare 
Of course, the MacNovice wish-list probably includes 

many software programs for her computer, and there's no 
point in listing the literally hundreds of programs now avail
able for the Mac. But here are a some suggestions specifically 
geared to novice users: 

◊ Disk copying programs such as "Copy II Mac" or
11MacZap11 ($20-$40) allow users to make backup copies of 
even their copy-blocked programs, to prevent accidentai 
destruction of original disks while working with them. 

◊ Outline processors such as "ThinkTank" or "More11 

or 11Acta" help writers to easily reorganize their thoughts once 
they've been wriuen into the Mac. These are excellent 
complements to word-processing programs such as "Mac
Write" or 11Word." (prices range from $60 to $300) 

◊ Ali-in-one programs (in computerese, they're called
"integrated") usually provide several common computer 
programs in one package for the Mac. "Jazz" was among the 
first. The latest is "Works.1

1 And there have been a number 
of others more specifically geared to spreadsheets and graphs 
(such as "Excel,11 "Ensemble," "Crunch," and 11Quartet11

). 

Prices range up to about $350. 
◊ Fonts are always useful and fun. And they can be

inexpensive. Providing a disk full of new and interesting 
typestyles (fonts) can make his typed work take on new 
distinction. Many collections are available at prices starting 
around $25. 

◊ Clip-Art is a collection of pre-drawn artwork savcd
onto disks which may be incoiporatcd into your MacNovice's 
newsletters, memos and pictures. Again, thcre are many 
collections available, including "Click Art," "Mac The Knifc," 
"Mac Art Dept,11 and "Mac the Ripper." (about $35) 

◊ Drawing software such as "MacDraw" or "Mac
Draft" offers your novice a new kind of graphies capability. 
The computer helps create abjects and allows them to be 
moved, resized and otherwise tinkered-with more easily than in 
MacPaint (around $200) 

◊ Desktop publishing software is the Mac's latest
rage. These programs allow even MacNovices to create terrific
looking newsletters, mixing text and pictures, and writing in 
columns (unlike MacWrite). "MacPublishei" (at about $200) 
is the top-of-the-line. nReadySetGo" is a less expcnsive and 
less complicated (but less capable) publishing program. 

0 Spelling checkers are a good thought for somcone 
who uses the Mac for wriûng. These programs revicw a 

document created in the computer ... pointing out "suspicious" 
spellings and suggesting corrections. There are about a dozen 
on the market, of varying quality, ranging from about $45 to 
$100. 

0 Disk labelers offer your MacNovice an easy way to 
organize the growing collection of floppy disks on the desk. 
Sorne of these programs are very flexible, allowing for small 
pictures (icons) on labels. Most also perform some cataloging 
of files on disks. "myDiskLabeler11 (about $45) is one 
example. 

0 Educational programs for adults and children make 
excellent gifts. There are typing-tutors, speed-reading pro
grams, manual-dexterity games, dietary programs, math drills, 
astronomy packages, language tutors and even programs to 
teach novices how to program computers ! ( wide range of 
prices under $75) 

0 Games/Entertainment. These are probably the eas
iest gifts to find. There are so many games now available for 
the Mac that a list is almost impossible to keep current. There 
are "text adventures" (so-called "interactive fiction" involving 
the reader in difficult puzzles), video-arcade-style games, 
several "flight" simulators (including some which simulate 
spaceflight and one which puts you in command of a World 
War II submarine), wall street simulations, chess and other 
"board games," card games (with real graphie "cards" on the 
screen), casino games, word games, and more. Prices are 
almost always under $50. 

0 Music composition programs are available if your 
novice is a musician. She can create her own compositions, 
use the Mac to "play" others' creations, and even create 
complex synthesized compositions using a hardware 
"keyboard" like the ones used by modem rock bands. (prices 
range from $50 to $500.) 

"Ie)eComputing" 
If your MacNovice uses his Macintosh to communicate 

with other computer hobbyists along telcphone lines... or 
would � to enter the world of telecomputing, here are a fcw 
ideas: 

0 Modem (the device which allows computcrs to "talle" 
over phone lines. Quality improvcments and competition have 
brought good modems undcr $200 this year. 

0 Gift subscription to Compuscive, Gcnie, the 
Source, or Dow Jones News Seivice. A subscription enables 
your MacNovice to "join" one of these teleco�puting net
works, linking him with thousands of othcr computer hobby-
ists, and with important information services including wall 
street stock tickers, airline rescrvation systems... even an 
always-updated complcte encyclopcdia! (Around $20- $30) 

0 Communications software. This is one of those 
güts you'll have to approve in advance with your MacNovice; 
There are many good programs available which allow the Mac 
to "talle" through a modem. But your MacNovice may have a 
special preference. Programs such as "Red Ryder,"($40) 
"MicroPhone,"($75) "MacTcrminal,"($100) "In Touch,"($150) 
and nsmartcom Il"($150) are some of the outstanding products 
available. 

Ibe Gold-Plated Gift 
The following items are not for the timid. They're gifts 

every MacNovice would love to rcceive, but most can't afford. 
If you inhcrit a fortune, or want to put ail your love into one 
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"� MacNovice Gift ldeas 
''l'is the time of year again to discover those "perfect" 

holiday gift ideas to fit your friends and your budget. And if 
there's a MacNovice on your gift list this year, there's an 
enormous selection of ideas from which to choose. In fact, the 
selection in 1986 is many times greater than it was just a year 
ago, because of the Mac's boom in homes and businesses. 

True, home computing is an ex pensive hobby, but there's 
a Mac-related gift to fit every budget this year. And if you use 
your Mac in the office, the selection is ever greater. The 
following won't pretend to be an exhaustive list, but one 
designed for those who have relatively new Macintosh owners 
on their gift lists. Paging through any of the half dozen Mac
related magazines will yield plenty of advertising. This list is 
intended to suggest gifts which would be welêomcd by almost 
any MacNovice. 

One cautionary note: before buying anything for a 
Macintosh user, be sure you know what kind of system he's 
.using. Sorne hardware and software items are incompatible 
with the early 128K Macs. Others are good only for the 
newest MacPlus.. Be sure to check whether your gift will 
work with your novice's system! 

First Steps 
◊ If your MacNovice is still using an original 128K

Macintosh, the smallest of the availablc Mac's, the gift most 
certain to please is a memory upgrade to 512K or larger. 
Prices on these upgrades have plummeted in the past year. I t 
is now possible to reliably upgrade from 128K to 512K for 
lcss than $200. A memory upgrade allows your MacNovice 
to use computer programs which are much more sophisticated 
and much more useful... but which simply don't fit on the 
smallest Mac. 

If your MacNovice owns a 512K Mac, a mcmory upgrade 
is also availablc, but at considerably more moncy. Merely 
upgrading from 512K to 1 megabyte is not as uscful as 
upgrading to a MacPlus (which involvcs olher changes besides 
memory improvement) ... and lhat's a 1.Qt more expcnsivc. 

You can buy a "gift certificate" for the upgrade at a dealer .. 
or you could "sneak" your MacNovice's computer out for just 
a few hours, since many dealers now offer upgrades which take 
a mere 30-minutes to install. 

0 After a memory upgrade, the next most welcome gift to 
a MacNovice would almost certainly be an externat disk 
drive. Here, too, prices have dropped remarkably, and quality 
has improved. If your MacNovice is using any Mac mhg 
than a MacPlus, then a standard 400K, single-sided exter
nal drive is the way to go. This gift will be cntirely com
patible with evcrything your MacNovice alrcady owns. There 
will be no software problems, and it'll work fine evcn with 
just a 128K Macintosh. Priccs for 400K drives arc wcll bclow 
$200, and good-quality used disk drives arc flooding the 
market at $150 or Iess from owners who've upgradcd to the 
MacPlus. Check the classificds. Check your uscr-group 
publication. 
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If your MacNovice is a MacPius owner, then an extemal 
disk drive should be the new 800K double-sided model. 
Because they're new, however, expect to pay a bit more. There 
are some 800K drives available now for around $200. 

Adding an extemal disk drive to your MacNovice's com
puter system will allow faster access to a larger number of 
files, and much lcss "disk-swapping" (exchanging disks in the 
built-in disk drive). This is not just a convcnicnce item, but a 
major improvement in · productivity and enjoyment. It' s an 
outstanding gift which your MacNovice will well appreciate. 

Next Steps 
0 One gift item your MacNovice might not boy herself is 

a tilt-and-turn stand for the Mac. You've seen her rub her 
neck with stiffness aftcr a long Mac session. That's because 
it's important to adjust the scrcen and the keyboard frequently 
during computer use, to kcep muscles moving and prevcnt 
fatigue. There are several Macintosh stands availabie· now, 
including Ergotron's "MacTilt" (around $75) or Kensington's 
"Tilt/Swivel" (less than $25). 

◊ If your MacNovice's computer system doesn't have a
power surge protector yct, that's an excellent gift idea. 
It's one of those lhings you'll never notice... until it's too 
Iate! These devices prevent occasional electricity surges from 
destroying a computer's insides. Basic models are available 
from around $35. Even with longer extension cords and more 
comprehensive suppression systems, they may be had for less 
than $75. 

0 A simple way to clean up your computer enthusiast's 
desk is to give a floppy-disk storage box. There are 
literally dozcns of styles available, ranging from ponable, 
cloth-bound versions which hold six to twelve disks safcly on 
a trip... to plastic boxes... to elaboratcly crafted solid oak 
dcsktop models holding ncarly 100 disks. Thcse range in price 
from a mcrc $8 to much more. 

"Stuffers" & Other Giftc; 
0 Box of 10 floppy disks. (400K around $20; 800K 

around $30) contd. 



9AM To9PM 
7DaysAWeek 

By Appointment Only 
Rush Jobs And 

Overnight Service 
Available. 

• Laser Printing Service
• Optical Scanning-300 DPI
• Custom Laser Fonts
• Work Station Rentai $10.00

Per Hour/lncludes Software
• IBM File To Macintosh

• Consulting/Training
• Laser Fonts Sales, Adobe

Image Club. Century, Casady
• Laser Screen Fonts
• The LaserSampler Il

Sample of all Laser Fonts

Call For 
Appointment 

And Directions 
(301) 424-3942

• EZ-Draft 2D $2495.00
• M.G.M. Station 2D $799.00
• VMI 13" & 19" Color Monitors

Works with EZ-Draft & M.C.A.D
• Try our demo packages before

you buy@ $10.00 per hour.
• Photo Copier Service
• Self Service GBC Binding

• Customized Laser System Disks
For Proper Screen Formating

• Training on 2D and 3D packages
• Pen Plotting on the DM P 52-M P.

MacTography Now Prints From Over 200 
Diflerent Laser Fonts On The LaserWriter Plus 

Downloadable r onts llOffl f>ased Laser fonts 

Centun,_
ftvallable for Use 

Downloadable 
Laser fonts 

■ , • Times Roman • Zaph Chancery

S ftw 
• Narrow Helvetica • Helvetica

0 are • Zapf Dingbats • Palatine Roman

The Image Club 
• New Century Schoolbook
• ITC Bookman Light

Casady Co. 
• Avan� Garde Gothie Book

■ • Courier • Symbol

Ali Adobe 
Fonts 

Printed 

- ·Design Service - Abaton Scanner

• Graphie Artist • Fine Arts Artist The Scan 300 digitizes drawings, graphies and photo
graphs into the Macintosh. lts 300 DPI resolution 
matches the LaserWriter. Saves files in Pagemaker, 
MacPaint and PostScript formats. 

MacTography Now Prints On Hammermills New Laser 
Plus Printing paper. This paper was designed to 
produce camera ready copy from the LaserWriter . 

• 300 DPI • Fast-Typically under two minutes
• Selfservice operation or by Our Operator

. .. Avaliable Saon ... 
Abaton Drive 5.25 

To Help our IBM Friends enjoy 
the same pleasures of the Mac 
that we have, we have taken the 
first steps to make it a little less 
painful to transfer files between 
the two systems. 

. . . Over 350 Pages ... 
$23.95 

The LaserSampler Il wil be ready 
in late October. lt shows au the 
fonts from Adobe, Century 
Software, The Image Club, 
Allotype and Casady Co. A very 
Handy Reference Guide. 

If we do not have the Laser 
Font that you need we can 
now produce fonts with the 
Fontographer f rom Altsys. 

Also avaliable are custom logos and 
special symbols. Any often used symbol 
or special characters can be designed. 
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ROMs. If you don't have an FKEY 0 installed, and if you 
push and hold Cmd-Shift-0 (calling for the FKEY) long 
enough, the last menu item without a key-equivalent will 
be called. 

Q: How can I network Macs and V AXes together? 
A:. Alisa Systems has just announced their product that puts 

V AXNMS on AppleTalk. Cali (818) 792-9474 for 
information. 

Q: Help! I get bombs when running some of my 
Desk Accessories. 

A:. There is a serions bug in DA Installer+ (Quick and Dirty 
Utilities Volume #1). If you've used it, then you should 
use ResEdit (W AP Mac Disk 21) to correct the problem. 
Open System, then open resource type MENU. For � 
of the menu resources, do a "Get Info" and make sure that 
the "Purgable" box is lll!Checked. 

Q: Help! When writing my own programs, I get 
frequent bombs. Then, when rebooting, there 
is a delay while the bard disk (my HD20) is 
verified for integrity. 

A: Andy Peterman and Steve Brecher suggest that if you end 
up in a debugger (such as Macsbug), you can manually 
Eject the HD-20. Enter: 

SM ecce 41EA FFFO AOl 7 4E70 
o ecce

where CCCC is an arbitrarily chosen address in the appli
cation heap. 

Q: On the Mac+, when I push the lnterrupt button 
on the Programmer's Switch, I get a blank 
window, except for a ">". What does it mean? 

A:. That's a mini-debugger, which implements a few of the 
Macsbug commands (such as SM and G, above). Typing 
"G" (followed by a Return) will resume the program in 
progress. 

Q: Where can I get technical information on Mac 
Programming? 

A:. All support provided by Apple for programmers (for both 
the Mac and the// line) is being consolidated through the 
"Apple Programmers and Developers Association", run by 
the A.P.P L.E.-Co-op. Cali (206) 251-6548 for informa
tion. Or, send $20 membership fee to APDA, 290 South
west 43rd Street, Renton, W A 98055. In return, you 
will get "free" a copy of Scott Knaster's How to Write
Macintosh Software, and the right to order both Apple and 
third-party developers' tools, sometimes at discount For 
example, while Apple dealers will have an exclusive right 
to sell MPW, the Macintosh Programmers Workshop, 
ADPA will sen an "almost final" beta version of the 
package for much less than the dealers will, and then will 
sell the updates, even for those who purchased the package 
at dealers. 

Q: Where is the best place to get MacPascal? 
A: The people who wrote Apple MacPascal have corne out 

with another product under their own brand name. 
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Lightspeed Pascal, from Think Technologies, is said to do 
everything MacPascal does, plus it's a compiler (instead of 
an interpreter). It's available from the usual discount 
bouses for less than MacPascal. Further, the rumor mill 
(and the ads, this time) say that Turbo Pascal will be out 
in November. Combined with TML Pascal and MPW 
Pascal, there are as many good Pascal choices for the Mac 
now as there were C choices a year ago. 

Q: When will Micah's memory expansion product 
be available? 

A:. That project bas been shelved. 

Q: What's with Micah? 
A: There have been two important developments with the 

company, which had fallen into financial trouble. First, 
controlling interest was acquired by a firm that specializes 
in bailing out troubled companies. (They have some 
connection to the Computerland chain, too.) Secondly, as 
part of thcir strategy, the y filed Chapter 11 for Micah. 
So, they may be down but not out 

Q: Using MicroPhone, why does it report "not 
enough room" when I try to download to a bard 
disk. There is plenty of room. 

A: It's a bug. Software Ventures reports that the chance of its 
occurance drops if you (1) run MicroPhone off of a copy 
of the original floppy disk (with that version of System· 
and Finder), and (2) not install Tempo. 

Q: How do I use a Volksmodem with MacTerm
inal? 

A:. Manually type "A TV0" before using the Dial command, 
or else manually dial by typing ATDT<phone number>. 

Q: I like W AP, but how does one find out about 
user groups in other parts of the country? 

A:. Apple maintains an 800 number which can match people 
to local user groups by zip code. It's 800-538-9696, 
ext 500. 

Q: Help! One key on my keyboard doesn't work. 
A: I haven't taken the keyboard apart yet, but the simplest fix 

is reputed to be spraying the bad key switch with TV 
Tuner cleaner. If that doesn't work, and if you are an 
experienced solderer, you can buy an individual key switch 
from an Apple dealer for about $5. 

Quickies: There is a reported conflict between HFS Backup 
(from PCPC) and JClock (W AP Mac disk 36). Do not 
use JClock in your bard disk System ... MacProject 1.1 
and MacPascal 2.1 upgrades are available at your dealer. 
Bring in your original master disks as proof of purchase 
... MDS 2.0 is available, send $25 and your original 
MDS disk 1 to Apple Computer, Inc., MDS 2.0 Upgrade, 
467 Saratoga Avenue, Suite 621, San Jose, CA 95129 

Inside Macintosh volume 4 is available at better 
computer and book stores ... Apple is shipping a new 
mouse design that, unlike the original design, can not be 
easily disassembled (don't try). @ 



Finder) much faster than it otherwise would. (lt is 
especially effective with the new ROMs.) While "the rest 
of us" will, over time, get the benefits of "supercharged" 
programs, proper use requires both the full documentation 
of Jumpstart and knowledge of the internai workings of 
the target application. It is not for general use, nor is it 
supposed to be available outside of nonnal developer chan
nels (i.e., not on BBS systems). 

Q: The IBM PC world is excited about the new 
Intel 80386 chip. How does it compare to the 
Motorola 68020 chip? 

A:. I don't have a scientific comparison, but the consensus 
seems to be that they are roughly comparable in capabil
ity. (The 68020 is used in the Levco Prodigy Mac add-on, 
many high-end engineering workstations, and is rumored 
for use in Apple brand products next year.) For those who 
want bragging rights, note that the 80386 sparks little 
interest beyond use in PCs, while the 68020 has a wider 
audience. Also, while the 80386 is the top-of-the-line 
Intel microprocessor, Motorola bas announced the 68030, 
which will be much faster and more powerful. It will be 
out next year. 

Q: The upgraded version of Jazz says in the 
instructions, "to take advantage of HFS, you 
should copy your existing Jazz documents to 
disks on which you rirst installed the heirarch
ical file system." How do I do that? 

A:. They must mean disks initialized as HFS (double sided) 
disks. 

Q: What bas happened to support for Home (Mac) 
Accountant? 

A: The original authors of Home Accountant have introduced 
a follow-on product, called MacMoney, from a new 
company, called Survivor Software. (Thcre's a hint there.) 
You can upgrade for a nominal charge. Call (213) 410-
9527 for information. 

Q: What happened to support for Assimilation 
products? 

A:. At the Q&A, someone said that Creighton Development, 
(714) 472-0488, bas aquired the rights to some (or all) of
their products.

Q: I have an Assimilation track ball, and it's 
broken. Where can I get parts? 

A; Two W AP members have asked this. I forgot who you 
are. But Richard Cohen (946-0522) has offered bis well 
used track ball for parts. 

Q: What's the Jatest on the "Open Mac"? 
A: For what it's worth, the rumor mill is now saying March 

1987, not January. Tom Mackie, Princeton Mac User's 
Group, reports that at the University Consortium meeting, 
they were told that there are at least seven new CPUs in 
development (which would include the 11OS, now out). 
Also the first version of the AppleTalk filing protocol is 
done, which can handle Mac and MS-DOS files. The 

second version will understand Apple // and Unix file 
systems as well. 

Q: What's the latest on Switcber? 
A; The� version of Switcher 5.0 (without the beta-test 

"B" designation) is now out. Version 5.0.1 is identical to 
it, except that the "Bundle Bit" is set, as it should be. 
(This Finder attribute, you can change for yourself with 
several popular utilities, such as FEdit, tells Finder that it 
can extract the icon from the file if it hasn't already done 
so.) Andy says that version 5.1 is in the works. 

Q: Wbat's the latest on Servant? 
A: Version 0.79 was distributed "informally" at MacExpo in 

Boston. Though I haven't seen it, it reputedly bas many 
known bugs. Andy does not want it widely distributed. 
(That means, no bulletin boards, please.) He feels that 
people might get righûully upset when they find that it 
docsn't work well, and assume that the final version will 
be that way, too. It's also programmed to turn into a 
pumpkin on October 31. 

Q: Wbat is the Radius external monitor? 
A; It's a Mac add-on that puts an 8 l/2"xl 1" screen on the 

side. The Radius screen is an extension of the Mac screen, 
and windows can be dragged back and forth between lhem. 
There are other external monitors that have recently been 
announced, such as MegaScreen and E-Machine, but I 
don't have comparitive information. 

Q: How can my program tell if the Radius moni
tor is installed? 

A: The Radius ROM has an "RA" at $C00008. 

Q: When I open an application in Finder, the disk 
that the application is on becomes the "Startup 
Disk". 1s there a way to stop that, and to keep 
the same startup disk? 

A; The simplest way is to rcmove Finder and System from 
the disk the application is on. Where that isn't practical 
(as in the case of copy-blocked programs), Steve Brecher 
offers a patch for Finder 5.3 to prcvent disk switching. ln 
sector 2D, offset lOA (of Finder 5.3), change FF16 6730 
to FF16 6030, and in sector 2E, offset 0A, change 7009 
A260 6BIC to 7009 A260 601C. This patch may be 
useful if the Mac is in a public place, and there is a chance 
that unsuspecting people will try to nin old (pre HFS) 
disks on it. 

Q: Help! When I enter Cmd-Shift-0 (used by 
Tempo and available for user-installed 
''FKEY''s), I get a bomb. 

A: There is a program callcd "FONT-FKEY-DA Sampler" 
that does a very bad thing. (Its creator is "FKEY", produc
ing an FKEY 0 rcsourcc in the Desktop file.) Remove 
this program from your disk, and thcn rebuild the Finder's 
Dcsktop file. (Hold down Option and Command when 
inscrting the disk, or whcn you power-on the Mac in the 
case of a Hard Disk.) 

Incidently, Bill Stcinburg found a bug in the new 
contd. 
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The day Apple demonstrated the IIGS, we showed the
Radius Full Page Display™ and Ashton-Tate previewed dBase
Mac at the September W AP meeting, and the day after we
were in Los Angeles for a hands-on session with dBase Mac at
the Ashton-Tate Developer's Conf erence.

dBase Mac. 

dBase Mac is a well designed product. Since seats were
limited for the official hands-on sessions, we only attendcd
one session. However, in between conference sessions therc
were opportunities to have additional hands-on time with the
new product, which we took advantage of.

I don't want to sound like a commercial, but I am very
excited about the power and the easc of use which dBase Mac
will put into the bands of the user. There arc several arcas in
which this power is most noticeable.

• Object orientation: If you are familiar with MacDraw,
you are familiar with abjects. Everything in MacDraw is an
object. For example, the text you type is an object,
rectangles and other shapes are abjects, and bitmaps from
MacPaint are abjects. This is why you are able to go back
and select text for editing, or "move to front" a shape you just
selected. Objects are a very powerful yet simple concept in
computing. Computer languages can also be "object ori
ented". Smalltalk was one of the first. Now other languages
such as Pascal, C, LISP, Forth and LOGO have versions that
are object oricnted. 

dBase Mac is an object oriented data base. At the confer
ence those developers familiar with MacDraw lcarned the
fundamentals of dBase Mac more quickly than those who were
not

• Information hiding: dBase Mac takes a little longer to
show and explain to developers because of its power. dBase
Mac can read and write dBase III data files. lt cannot run dBase
III source code. What this really means is that it is a differcnt
data base. That might annoy dBase III developers, but it is a
boon to Macintosh users. It was designed from the begin
ning with the Mac in mind.

Much of the traditional programming is eliminated
through the use of Macintosh dialog boxes. Whcn one choice
is made by clicking a button or selecting an item from a pop
up menu, then a lot of new information is prcscntcd in the
rest of the window based on the earlier choice. This concept
is called information hiding. lt allows for many features and
great flexibility while at the same time not overwhelming the
new user or harried developer who has a simple problem to
salve.

dBase Mac has a full procedural language which can be
entered by mouse clicks in scroll boxes and pop up menus in
a dialog box, typing in a text edit window, or some of both.
The procedure can be checked for syntax errors before testing.
Also since procedures are attached to objects and windows,
debugging and program maintenance is quite easy.

MacForth Plus. 

For those of you who have MacForth, contact Crcative
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Solutions Inc. for your MacForth Plus upgrade. It provides a
very nice development environment The new features include
more speed, standard text files for input {block files are still
supported), local variables, built-in text editor, and, nicest of
ail, multi-tasking.

The text editor has an incremental compile capability sim
ilar to that of ExperLOGO. The programmer just drag-selects
an area of source code to be compiled and hits the enter key.
Another nice featurc is that any output from an incremental
compile goes directly into the current edit file. This provides
an easy way to build tables, log output for debugging, etc.

This version of MacForth also includes snapshot and
turnkey capabilities which used to be an expensive addition.
This allows you to make compiled versions of your program
to sell or give away without paying royalties.

MacForth Plus is the CSI Multi-Forth common kernel
with Macintosh extensions. This same kernel is part of the
Amiga Multi-Forth, Atari ST Multi-Forth, and the OS-9
Multi-Forth. All of the machine independent extensions are
common to all versions.

MacLightning 2.0.

I received the MacLightning upgrade with the 80,000 word
Merriam Webster dictionary. It is much better than earlier
releases. It now works with PagcMaker, ReadySetGo and
many other programs that the first version did not work with.
The manual States that it does not work with MacDraw and
MacDraft and other programs which eithcr do not allow dcsk
accessories to work concurrently or with programs which use
non-standard keyboard input 

dBase Mac: Ashton-Tate (213) 329-8000
MacForth Plus: Crcative Solutions Inc.

(800)-FORTH-OK
MacLightning: Target Software, Inc. (800)-MAC-LITE
Jim Lanford is the auJhor of MacLabeler and architect of 

DigiBase, another software product for the Macintosh. He has 
implemented ground stations for Spartan 1 and other real-time 
68020-based testing systems for various satellites. Jim is 
president of Micro Dynamics, Ltd., a D.C.-based consulting 
firm specializing in Mac software and training. <1} 
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Figure 5 
Figure 6 presents what your screen will look like: a blank 

chart window. 

=□ Chart4 

Figure 6 
In order to gct Excel to plot your data, you must select 

Paste Special from the Edit menu. Since the values of your 
data are organized in columns, you select V alucs in Columns. 
Check the box that says: Categories · in First Column, since 
the vears are located in the first column (see Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. 

When you click OK, Excel plots the chart in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 

Now you are getting close to having the chart displayed as 
you want it. AH that remains is cosmetic changes, such as 
adding a tille to your chart and maybe changing the pattern of 
the bars. You can add a tille by selecting Attach Text under 
the Chart menu and typing in the text Fonts, point size and 
style can be changed by selecting Text under the Format 
menu. Finally, the pattern of the bars can be modified by 
clicking on a bar and then choosing Patterns under the Format 
menu. If you want ail of the bars to have the same ncw 
pattern, be sure to check the box that says Apply to Ali. 
Figure 9 presents ·the final results. 
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Figure 9 

Audri Lanford is CEO of Micro Dynamics, Ltd., a 
Washington, D.C.-based consulting firm specializing in 
Macintosh software development, consulting, and training. w 
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This month, Question 1 deals with a feature that l've felt 
that Excel should include but that I hadn't bothered to look 
for. The answer came from a student in one of my classes. 
Often it is useful to have a repeated character that fills up a 
cell (such as dashes at the bottom of a column of numbers to 
signify a total). The problem is that if you simply type the 
character to fill the cell, it won't automatically be repeated the 
correct number of times if you narrow or widen the column. 
Question 1 providcs the solution, and shows how to add this 
fcature to your macro sheet. Question 2 explains how to 
create a bar graph with years on the X-axis and a continuous 
variable on the Y-axis. 

Question 1: How can you get Excel to repcat a chara
ctcr (such as dashes at the bottom of a column of numbers) to 
automatically fill a cell even if you narrow or widen the 
column? 

The solution to this question is simple, but it lies in a 
place most people .don't think to look: under the Format 
menu. For example, suppose you want to add the numbers in 
cells Alto AS below, and have the total displayed in cell A7. 
Click on cell A6. Select Alignment under the Format menu 

and choose the Fill option. Then type a dash in cell A6 and 
hit the enter key. Dashes will fill the width of cell A6. Even 
if you widen column A, cell A6 will still be filled with 
dashes. See Figure 1 below. 

A I 
This alignment feature is so

useful that you might want to add________ __. 
1 3 6 5 l it to your macro sheet. The 

--� .................................... ) macro is only 3 lines long. The 
2 2 5 6 \ commands to do this are provided 

1----4 ...................................... j in cells Al6 through Al8 on my 
3 658\ macro sheet. Figure 2 shows the 
4 

·········· .. ······· .. ······°2"6·9·1 macrocommand�. Cell Al6 names
\ the macro and mcludes the letter 

5 831 l that will be used to idcntify it. 
1----+•····················· .. ··············l Since OPTION-COMMAND-a

6 - - - - - - - - - - -\ will be uscd to fil! the text, I have
7 2-7 gÏ named this macro Align Fill:� f OpCmd a. The second line con-

L---'ammmmmmmmmmmmf tains the command to actually ac-
Fig ure 1 complish the formatting: =ALIGN-

MENT(S). The third line =RETURN0 signifies the end of the 
macro. 

1 6 Align Fill: OpCmd a 
1 7 =ALIGNMENT( 5) 

f
1 8 

=RETURN(_)······························· .. ········...I
Figure 2 

After you have typed in the macro information, you must 
define the macro by using the Define Name command undcr 
the Formula menu (Command L). Click on cell A16, and 
then type Command L. The Define Name dialog box will 
appear. The title in cell Al6 will appear in the 'Name' box. 
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$A$16 will be displayed in the 'Refers to' box. In the 
'Macro' box, click Command (since your macro is a 
Command macro) and type in a as the Option Command key 
(since OPTION-COMMAND-a will be your keyboard shortcut 
for Align Fill), and then click OK. 

This macro will work with any Excel worksheet. as long 
as you have this macro sheet open when you work with 
Excel. More details on creating macros of this type can be 
found in my July 1986 WAP article. 

Question 2: How do you create a bar graph with years 
on the X-axis and business income on the Y-axis? 

Let's say that you want to graph the data presented in 
Figure 3. 
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The problem that you encountcr is that if you simply 
select cells Al through B7, choose New from the File menu 
and select the Chart option, your graph looks like Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 

5 6 7 

Excel is labclling your data points 1 to 7 and treating the 
years as if they are a second variable. This is not the way you 
want your graph to look. The way to get around this problem 
is to select cells Al through B7 and then choose Copy from 
the Edit menu. Select New from the File menu and ilien 
double click on Üle Chart option (see Figure 5). 

contd. 
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had to complete two steps. First, we had to decide which 
nonnal curve (that is, what mean and standard deviation) and 
then we had to write a simple macro which provides the 
cumulative pcrcentages for the normal. Step one was easy in 
as much as Excel offers both an AVERAGE fonction for 
computing the mean and a STDEV fonction to estimate the 
standard deviation of Lori's sample. 

The second step was a little more difficult. Looking up an 
approximation to the cumulative normal fonction in a dusty 
statistics tome, we came up with an ugly looking expression 
which took sevcral lincs of a macro to gcnerate. The fonction 
shown bclow, called NORMCDF, computes the area under a 
nonnal curve given a standardized nonnal, or Z, value. 

7 NORMCDF 
8 =ARGUMENT(•Z",1) 
9 = 1 /( 1 +(0.2316419* ABS(Z))) 

10 =A9*A9 
11 . =A10*A9 

=A11*A9 
:a:A12*A9 
=0.31938153*A9 
:a:-0.356563782* A 10 

16 :::1.781477937*A11 
17 :a:-1.821255978*A 12 
18 =1.330274429*A 13 

A 

19 :::EXP(-(Z*Z)/2)/2.5066232746 
20 :a:A19*SUM(A14:A18) 
21 =RETURN IF 2<=0,A20,1-A20 

To complcte the picturc, pun intcndcd, we uscd Exccl's 
SERIES option to gcncrate a wholc bunch of X values spaccd 
across the range of the sample X's. You can sec thcm in 
column I, ranging from 0.0000 to .1470 in stcps of .0015. 
Ncxt, we dctermincd thcir Z valuc--you remembcr, the 
diffcrcnce betwccn the value and the sample mcan, dividcd by 
the standard deviation. We then computcd the cumulative 
nonnal curve for each Z value by calling up the NORMCDF 
macro. Using the array command: 

{ =IOO*Stats!NORMCDF((X-A VERAGE(X)) 
/STDEV(X))} 

we generatcd the Y values shown in column J. Stats is 
the name of the Macro shcct containing the NORMCDF 
macro. The last stcp was to supcrimposc the smoothcd Y 
values on the sample scallcrplot you saw earlier. Voila, a 
rcasonably good fit! 

1 
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View from the Hill contd. from pg 61 

Apple's programming advice, the bugs are very likely to 
surface for the first tim<; whcn you are printing. NO1E TO 
PROGRAMMERS: See Scott Knaster's How to Write 
Macintosh™ Software (espccially Chapters 2 and 3), which I 
reviewed last month, for the most readable and undcrstandable 
version of the programming advice. 

I am going to repeat the advice I gave two paragraphs ago. 
Save before you Print. Always. When I was writing my 
book, I lost the latest versions of five different chapters before 
I finally got myself traincd to Save before Printing. So please 
believe me. The best protection you can get against losing 
your work through a System Error is to train yourself to Save 
before you Print. 

Coming Attractions ... 
Last month I promised to provide a more complcte report 

on Lightspeed Pascal. I still plan to do that. In addition, l'Il 
provide a report on the Macintosh Programmer's Workshop 
(MPW)-the new programming environment from Apple that 
includes an assembler, Pascal, C, and MacApp™. 

Rich Norling is coauthor of StalWorks™ and Cricket Graph, 
and is completing a new Macintosh applicalion called Pict-0-
Graph™. lie wrote the book llsinf Macintosh BASIC, 
published by Osborne- McGrawlllill. Rich is President of 
Language Systems Corp. i{ 
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................... i .................................... : .................... .process, is bascd upon Ûle squarcd deviaùons of the observations about the regression line. Using a single Excel command, you can compute Ûle MSE using ilie following command: =SUM((Y .array-1REND(Y.array,X.array ,X.array)A2)) /(ROWS(Y .array)-2) This command says, take Ûle difference between each observed Y value and Ûle value predicted by Ûle regression and square it. Add up ail iliese squared deviaùons. Divide this sum by n-2, Ûle degrees of freedom for error. To gct Ûle sample size, n, we use the ROWSO funcùon. It gives you a number equal to Ûle number of rows in the selccted area. Remember to enter iliis with Ûle command-enter key combination. Notice the power of the array foncùon. It doesn't matter how many Y values there are, Exccl will sum al! the squared deviations. Without array funcùons, you would have to create another column containing an intermediate result of the difference between the Y array and the predicted values. 
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How do we use Ûle MSE to dccide if our esùmatcd slope is significant? That involvcs one more computaùon. The standard error of the cstimatcd slopc is Ûlc square root of the MSE dividcd by Ûle sum of squares of the X's about thcir mean, I.(xi-xbar)2 whcrc xbar is the mcan of the x's. Again, Excel cornes to our rcscuc and savcs us from laborious calculaùons. We can compute this noxious looking formula with a quick flip of ilie wrist since it is just (n-1) limes the variance of the X's and since Exccl has a built in "variance" formula. The computation of the standard crror of the slope is shown in ilie following: 

B31 J { :SQRT(MSE/(VAR(X.orroy)*(R0WS(X.llrrey)-1 )))} -� ----
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This says, take ilie square root of the raùo of the MSE to the variance of the X's ùmes thcir degrees of frccdom (an awkward-looking but efficient way to get the rcquircd sum of squares of Ûle X's about their mean). Now, we have an idea of how statisùcally significant our slope of two rcally is. This 

standard error tells us by how much the esùmated slope will vary if we repeatedly drew samples of ten pairs of numbers and computed repeated estimates of the slope. Specifically, we expect the estimated slope to be within .047 of the true slope about 68% of Ûle time. A 95% confidence interval for the unknown slope would be 2 plus or minus two standard crrors, which amount to about .10. While we don't iliink Ûle "true" slope is exactly two as estimated, we are 95% confident it is between 1.9 and 2.1. What happens if the X and Y values do not sccm to fit along a straight line? Using Excel's scàtterplot opùon, as wc did earlier, you can examine Ûle pairs of points and pcrhaps uncover a different fonctional fonn. If ilie relation between ilie X's and ilie logariilims of Y is that of a straight line, an easy to apply option· presents itself. Using the LOGEST fonction, you can get the slopc and intercept of the X vs. log Y line. In this case, Ûle relation between X and Y is of the form: Y = bcmx equivalent to log Y = log b + mX Expresscd this way, LOGEST provides esùmatcs of m and of log b. As an analog to the 1REND fonction, the GROWTH fonction providcs estimated values of the the Y's for given X's using this exponenùal growth modcl. Still othcr relationships bctwcen variables can be esùmatcd by some transformation of either the X's, the Y's or both. Oftcn, by changing X or Y, we end up with a straight line, as with Ûle exponcntial function. Squares, square roots and other powers may do the trick. If the function you necd is provided by Excel or can be writtcn into a function macro, you can still do a curve fit. In the next section wc use a macro to provide a funcùon not offcred directly. Other BeJatjonshjps, Not ail funcùons are or can be tumed into straight Iine ones. Lori, who works at my office, was faccd with a curve fit problem. Shc had cumulative data which described an "S curve" or ogive. It reprcscntcd the percent of people above spccificed values. The pcrccnts startcd near zero and rose to 100%. You can sec one examplc in this scattcr plot 
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The X values ran�e from a low of zero to high of .1276. The Y values incrcase from zero to 100%. We don't expcct iliese points to dcscribe a straight line. How to procced? Whcn dcaling with cumulative pcrccntagcs, one approach is to fit some kind of probability distribution, since ilicse are curvcs which bcgin at zero and incrcase to 100%. Exccl docs not provide such options dircctly, but its powerful macro languagc lets us fill in the gap with our own fonction. We tricd a normal distribuùon which secmcd appropriate for the kind of X's Lori was facing. To fit the cumulative distribution of a normal curve, we contd. 
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This month we'll talle about fitting lines to curves. First, 
let's talle about two of Excel's built-in curve fitting options, a 
straight line and a logarithmic curve. Next, we'll discuss 
fitting an "ogive" or S-curve using a fonction we'll write in a 
macro. 

Built-in Options, Excel provides two curve fitting 
options, one where the data fit a straight line and one where 
the logarithms fit a straight line. . The first model is usually 
written as: 

Yi= mxi + b + � i= 1,2, ... ,n 
where Yi is the observed dependent variable, xi is the 

observed independent variable, m is the unknown slope and b 
the unknown intercepL The � represents the error between 
the observed y and its predicted value. This type of model is 
very simple but represents a lot of real-life fonctional relation
ships. You probably can't use it to make a killing in the 
stock market, but it will do a good job predicting many things 
which fit a linear relation. (Excel does not offcr a multiple 
linear model, that is, one with more than one kind of x 
variable.) 

Excel offers two functions related to the simple linear 
regression model. For one, it will give you the best estimate 
of m, the slope, and b, the intercept. The LINEST fonction 
provides these two numbers. You provide a column of Y's 
and a column of X's and the LINEST fonction will give you 
two values back-the slope and the intercept estimates. If 
you need them, Excel can also provide estimated Y values for 
a set of specified X's. For this purpose, the TREND fonction 
is used. Here three inputs are needed: the same Y's and X's 
mentioned earlier plus the set of X's for which estimated 
values are needed. These second set of X's need have no 
relation to the first set Let's see how these work. 

Let's say you have the following Y's and X's on data 
describing how many hours it takes to produce a lot of parts 
of differing sizes. We want to use this samplc to develop a 
prediction as to how long it will take to produce the product 
in the future. 

1 1 1 

Production Lot! Man! 
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il Xi Vil 
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We have arrayed the data in a simple scatter plot which 
clearly suggests a straight line relation betwccn production and 
the time needed to produce. Next, we will ask Excel for the 
slope and intercept of the line which best fits the data. To do 
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this we select two cells, one to hold the slope and one the 
intercept and then enter the following fonnula: 

=LINEST(Y-array, X-array) 
Rather than hitting the return key alone, we must strike 

the return key while holding down the command key. This 
"command-return key" sequence is needed for entering "array" 
commands, a poweful option featured by Excel. Array com
mands say to Excel that some of the entries denote a collec
tion of cells, not just individual cells. The Y-array and X
array names can be either series of cells, such as Cl:ClO or 
they can be names created with the Define Names menu 
selection. The results of the LINEST command applied to our 
data are shown below: 

B16 

A 
13 9 

14 10 

15 
16 

B 

{=LINEST(V.array,X.array)} 

C 

70! 148 1 

60: 1321
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We defined the names X.array and Y.array previously as 
the two columns of numbers in cells B7:B16 and C7:Cl6. 
Notice the curly brackets around the LINEST command. 
These were entercd by Excel after the "command-enter key" 
sequence to remind us that Cells B16 and Cl6 contain array 
commands. Array commands are very powerfol and can save a 
lot of intermediate calculations, as you will see in an examplc 
later. 

LINEST gives us an estimated slope of 2 and an estimated 
y-intercept of 10. The slope is interpreted as saying that it
takes about one hour to produce two units. Looking back at
the scatter plot, we see that these are pretty reasonable
estimatcs. The production rises at the rate of about 2 units for
each additional hour of work.

If we want to estimate new values of production for speci
ficd values of hours worked, we can use the TREND fonction. 
In addition to the names of the Y and X arrays used to 
compute m and b, 1REND needs the name of a third array 
containing the X values for which new estimated Y's are 
needed. In the following screen shot, you see a set of values 
in column B running from 10 to 100. We have named these 
Z.array. In column C, we have requested the 1REND of these
numbers by supplying the names Y.array, X.array and Z.array. 
Again, since this is an array fonction, it was entered using the 
command-enter key combination and the curly brackets 
surround the entry. Based upon a slope of two and an inter
cept of 10, we have can see that the predicted values are 
correct In the first row, for example, two times tcn plus tcn 
��� 

Unfortunatcly, Exccl docs not providc any test of the 
statistical significance of thcse results. However, you can do 
this quickly using array opcrations. The mean square error 
(MSE) of the regrcssion, an estimate of the variability of the 
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something in the software would ·cause a major error during 
nonnal operation, it should have been found and fixed before 
the product was shipped. System errors in commercial 
software, then, are most likely to occur when the software is 
put under some stress not tested by the software author or 
publisher. 

SIDE COMMENT: In a perfect world software publishers 
would have the will and the ability to test for ail possible 
errors, and there would be no software bugs. Unfortunately, 
even if the publishers were willing and had deep pockets to 
pay for exhaustive testing, it would still not be logically 
possible to find and eliminate ail bugs from good Macintosh 
software, because it responds to events as they happen instead 
of leading the user by the nose through a predetermined series 
of events. I can design test strategies to find bugs in software 
that is reacting to random events, but I can't examine every 
possible condition under which the software might run the 
way I could for more old-fashioned software. 

So what might cause extra stress on the software? 
Operating with less memory available than the software 
author expected; pushing the software's volume capacity with 
large data sets or large cuts and pastes; events or error 
conditions not anticipated by the software author; using a desk 
accessory that takes a large amount of memory or fails to 
follow Apple's guidelines for desk acèessories; using the 
software with unusual hardware not anticipated by the software 
author. 

Here are some examples of extra stress I have encountered. 
If I install MacWrite 4.5 in a 128K Switcher partition and try 
to open a 5-page document, MacWrite bangs in an infinite 
loop (it needed more memory and did not recover well when 
the extra memory wasn't there). A printer driver went into an 
infinite loop or generated a system error when you told it to 
print the document in Draft quality beginning with page 2 
instead of page 1 (an event not anticipated by the driver's 
author). The first version of Microsoft BASIC on the Macin
tosh failed to save the entire program file to disk if you 
pressed a key while it was saving (another event not antici
pated by the software's author). 

Protecting Yourself from Software Stress 
If you are using software in which you do not have total 

confidence, you can reduce the risk of losing your work by 
following one simple rule: just bcfore you do something that 
could put extra stress on the software, Save your document 

This means Save your document just before cutting or 
pasting a large amount of data, opening a new document (if 
it's an application that allows more than one window open at 
once), opening a dcsk accessory, copying a picture or saving a 
PICT file, or printing (l'11 explain in a minute why pictures 
and printing can be stressful). 

It's a good idea to save your work every ten or fifteen 
minutes anyway, as protection against power outages. If you 
are using a Mac Plus, you could even turn off the RAM cache 
with the Control Panel if you want to make sure everything 
gets Saved to the disk immediatcly instcad of bcing savcd in 
the cache (be sure to reboot after using the Control Panel, 
because changes to the RAM cache do not take effect until the 
next time you rebool). 

Look Out for the Big Picture 
To QuickDraw, the low-level graphies routines that under-

lie operation of the Macintosh, a "picture" is a log or list of 
commands that tell it how to redraw an exact copy of 
something it has drawn before. Pictures are usually condensed 
pretty well, _but some things like bitmaps can make them 
grow large very quickly. Rotated text from applications like 
MacDraw and Cricket Graph can also make pictures large 
because a bitmap of the rotated text is inserted into the picture 
for the lmagewriter to use when printing. 

Well, what's wrong with a big picture? Just one little 
teensy thing. When QuickDraw was written, the number of 
bytes in a picture was stored into an integer, which limited the 
maximum size of a picture to 32767 bytes. If a picture 
contains a lot of rotated text, or just a lot of complicated 
graphies, it can· easily grow to exceed 32767 bytes in size. 
When this happens, a System Error or other type of symptom 
may result if you are using a 128K or 512K Macintosh. 

Applications that handle graphies tend to draw pictures 
when you choose Print or send output to a plotter or other 
output device. They almost certainly draw pictures when you 
choose Copy Picture or another command that copies a picture 
to the Clipboard. And they also draw pictures when you use 
Save As... to save a file in the PICT format that MacDraw 
understands. 

The 64K ROM that Apple Computer used in the 128K 
and 512K Macintosh does not check to see whether the size of 
a picture bas grown beyond 32767 bytes. To make matters 
worse, the problcms with large pictures were not discovcred 
and made generally known to software developers until fairly 
recently. So it is likely that the graphies software you have 
does not check to see if a picture is getting too big. You can, 
however, make this one go away by upgrading your 128K or 
512K Macintosh to the 512K Enhanced or a Macintosh Plus. 
The 128K ROMs that Apple uses in those machines handle 
large pictures quitc well. 

Why Does it Crash When I Try to Print? 
In addition to the fact that applications (especially graphies 

applications) tend to draw pictures just before printing, there 
is another reason why printing is the time many applications 
are put under the most scvere stress. In addition to your data, 
the code that draws your data for the printer, and any picture 
that may be generated, thcre also needs to be room in memory 
for the code in the printer driver and any additional resources it 
may require. If there is not room in memory for ail these 
things at the same time, the program will crash. 

The point here is that printing tends to be the time when 
memory management problems corne home to roost. You 
can go along just fine in ail other operations in an 
application, thcn try to print and-BAM-you crash. This is 
more likely to happcn on a 128K Macintosh where thcre is 
limited memory to start with, or in a Switcher partition that 
you set too small, but side effccts can happen even if there is 
plenty of mcmory available. The bottom line: always Save 
bcfore you Print. 

The Imagcwritcr driver has one code segment that is over 
12,000 bytes in size, and the LascrWriter driver bas one that 
contains ovcr 15,000 bytes. The necessity of loading these 
large amounts of code without releasing a lot of other things 
that are alrcady in the application hcap can cause the memory 
manager to start moving things around. If the programmer of 
the application was not extremely careful to follow ail of 

conLd. on pg 64 
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This month's column takes a look behind the dreaded 
Macintosh System Error alert-which is probably better 
known as the "bomb" message. The infonnation in this 
column should help you identify Macintosh applications that 
are subject to more than their share of System Errors, and 
adjust your use of those applications (if you must use them) 
to minimize loss of your work. Just in case you are one of 
the extremely lucky people who have never been visited by a 
System Error, here is what the dreaded alert box looks like: 

Sorrg, a system error occurred. 

ID• 02 

At least that � what it looks like if you are part way 
lucky. If your supply of luck ran out last Tuesday, the 
Resume button is dimmed and you have absolutely no choice 
except to click on Restart, destroying what's left of your work 
in the process. 

The two-digit code after "ID =" indicates the exact type of 
error that was detected by the system software. Sometimes 
these codes help software experts find out what caused the 
system error. Other times, the thing that went wrong causcd a 
long series of erroneous events before something finally led to 
an error that the system software could detect. In these latter 
cases, the actual ID number does not usually help track down 
the error. 

The technical term for what has happened when the Mac
intosh presents the System Error message is a program 
"crash". Take the term "crash" literally. Assume that some 
part of the program code and possibly some part of your data 
have been destroyed before you see the System Error message. 
The damage a software crash can do to the data and program 
code you have stored in the machine is every bit as real as the 
damage an automobile crash can do to your person and 
property. 

Look Out for Thunder and Lightning 
The Macintosh's operating system tries to trap System 

Errors as soon as they happen, but sometimes that's just not 
possible. In the worst case the operating system does not trap 
the error at ail, and you get what I call "thunder and 
lightning"-random crackling noises from the speaker, and 
odd-looking random designs drawn on the Macintosh scrcen. 
If this happens to you, turn your Macintosh OFF-right 
away! Do NOT linger to watch the pretty show. 

"Thunder and lightning" bas one cause-somehow, the 
68000 chip that controls the Macintosh is trying to execute 
things that were never intended to be program instructions. 
As it runs about executing the numbers it finds stored in 
memory, it happens to bit some numbers that cause it to store 
things in the screen memory or the sound buffer. Once this 
starts to happen, the chances of recovering control and saving 
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the work you have in the machine are nil. At this point all 
you can do is shut the machine down, and hope you do so 
before it happens to hit an "instruction" that makes it write 
something random to a disk, causing further destruction. So 
save the information you have on your disk by shutting down 
the Macintosh quickly Gust turn the power switch off, that 
should do it). 

Using the Resume Button 
If the programmer of the application that crashed was kind 

enough to allow you to use the Resume button, do so. But 
remember that something has probably been damaged. So 
even if the program seems to behave almost normally after 
you have clicked the Resume button, the only thing you 
should do is save your open documents and Quit. Regard the 
Resume button as a last chance to save your data, not as a 
chance to resume your nonnal work. 

There is a possibility that the copy of your document in 
the Macintosh's memory has been damaged, while the copy on 
your floppy disk or bard disk is fine. In that situation, of 
course, telling the software to save your document would 
write the damaged version to the disk on top of the undamaged 
version. You have to weigh the comparative risks. If the 
software's display of your data looks OK (scroll through it to 
see if it seems to be ail there and undamaged), then it is 
probably safe to save it to disk. If you want to be � 
careful, you might use Save As... to save it under a new 
filename. That way, you will still have the previous version 
even if the newest version is damaged-you will have lost 
only your recent changes, not the entirc file. 

When you use the Resume button, you know there is a 
strong possibility that at least some of the software stored in 
the Macintosh's memory has been temporarily damaged. 
Perhaps I am being over-cautious because my introduction to 
computers came as the night operator of an early and 
somewhat quirky mainframe computer. But my advice is that 
after you save any files you should go ahead and Quit the 
program, Shut Down the Macintosh, turn off the power of the 
Macintosh, then turn the power back on and reboot If you do 
that, you can be absolutely certain that you will be using 
fresh, undamaged copies of ail the system and applicaùon 
software whcn you resume your work. 

NOTE TO PROGRAMMERS: Be kind to the people 
who will use your software. You make the Resume button 
active by passing a pointer to your Resume procedure when 
you call InitDialogs. See the Dialog Manager chapter of 
Inside Macintosh for furthcr dctails. The Resume procedure I 
use puts up an alert warning people to save their files, and 
thcn returns control to the user by calling the procedure that 
contains my main evcnt loop. 

When are Crashes Most Likely? 
Is it possible to tell you when these unexpccted crashes are 

most likely to happen? Weil, within limits, yes. Most com
mercial software has at least becn tested to make sure it works 
properly on the author's or the publÎsher's sample data. If 
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I thought a few notes on the State of the Mac in the UK 
would be of interest to you all in Pi. At last I feel the Mac 
bas been accepted here by many business bouses as a serions 
machine. It really bas taken the MacPlus and the HD20 to do 
this, and the launch of Excel last autumn laid the foundations, 
and of course DeskTop Publishing is now accepted. The print 
industry here is much more particular about quality and a 300 
dpi resolution was critisized by man y. This could have been 
printers defending their ttaditional crafts. One UK blue chip 
company (Plessey) has been appointed an Apple Dealer, and is 
rumoured to be taking about 5000 Macs. 

Accounting practices here are somewhat different from the 
US, and many of the existing Accounts program are just not 
suitable for use in the UK, so Apple (UK) has added Apple 
Accounting to its software library. This suite of Sales, Pur
chase and Nominal Ledgers was written originally for Lisa and 
has been extensively overhauled for the Macintosh. It needs 
the HD20 to run because each module takes about 400K. It is 
just possible to run it on the 800K drives. The cost is 095 
per module and the Sales, Purchase and Nominal ledgers are
bundled at !995. Stock Control and Invoicing are to be added 
either in May or June. Prospective Macintosh buyers may 
have been put off because there was no accounts software with 
Apple's own brand-now this gap bas been plugged. There 
are, and have been for sometime now, cheaper alternatives 
such as Macputer 512 which will soon have Macputer Plus 
for the Macintosh Plus. 

I have seen the preliminary samples of TOPLINE 
Accounting from Dublin programmers Mike O'Toole, Jim 
Murphy and their merry colleagues. This program follows the 
Mac interface superbly. Open an Invoice window, a list of 
customers and a list of stock-drag the customer (only bis 
name of course!) and drop into the invoice, drag the item(s) 
and it's done in a flash. They call it Drag'n'paste. The cost 
bas not yet been fixed; however I expect it will be about !400 
for the Sales and Purchase ledgers. At this price they will sell 
a lot 

It is a long time now since ail the System/Finder troubles 
of last summer. I obtained Finder 5.2 and System 3.1 with 
my LaserWriter Plus upgrade and then started the longest 
bomb session I have ever had with the Mac 38 system 
changes!! Since I installed System 3.2 and ail its associated 
suite, I have never had any problems. My HD20 goes to the 
office with me during the day then sits under my 512K in the 
evening. 

The HD20 came with me to MacWorld in Boston and then 
on down to Washington. Here it ran under Marty Milrod-'s 
Mac, when be topped me up with ail the latest PD software, 
which has been added to the BASUG Library, (many thanks 
Marty). The trip to Boston was most enjoyable and it was 
great to meet so many distant friends. I really must say thank 
you to ail you folles who showed me such great hospitality. 

The HD20 has really slowed up aftcr 9 months and I ran 
Fedit Plus to find out its fragmentation index. It was 0.14. 
So I borrowed a 20Mb disk at work that was empty and copied 

ail the HD20's contents over onto the other disk. I then erased 
my disk and finally copied back the files one or two at a time. 
The index was 0.01 after this and the speed is much inproved. 
This is a recommended operation if you add and remove lots of 
files from your Hard Disk. 

We have found a supply of genuine look-alike AppleTalk 
connectors-try the Belden catalog. They don 't yet do real 
Apple Mini 8 connectors. 

Reliability... I always thought that Apple quality was 
excellent. However, we have had 75% of the Imagewriter II's 
returned. Mainly the printheads seem to have a pin stuck. 
The other fault is the metal foil glued to the clear plastic guide 
in front of the head. The edges seem to fold back and eut the 
paper/platten roller. I notice that there is a newer version out 
now with some changes to the bail bar and some other minor 
physical differences, so maybe the feedback we dealers give 
bas had an effect 

Have you Laser lovers tried out the PostScript Escape 
feature of the new Laser Drivers (3.1)? First create a font 
called PostScript Escape (the name must be correct ). The 
font bas blank characters no pixels wide and one high. (I have 
not tried it with no height yet.) When you have made ·the 
font, install it into the system with the Font/DA mover 3.2, 
then open MacWrite and write a short PostScript program. 
You can paste one in or just open an existing text file of such 
a program. Select ail the text and set it to PostScript Escape. 
It will of course disappear off the screen. Then print to the 
LaserWriter. Your program will be executed. It does not 
work in PageMaker because PM uses a different Prep file. 
The other point to note is that the position of the print on the 
page is entirely dependent on where the PostScript origin 
is-not where the program listing is on the MacWrite page. I 
have tried this with MacDraw and it works just as well. I also 
thought about it in MacWrite headers but these only take five 
lines of text 

A kind friend sent me Danny Goodman's book Bands On

Excel. Now this is the. sort of book I like, full of hints tips 
and undocumcnted commands. Try Command N C C to open 
a chart! 

My company has been showing the Mega Screen at the 
London PCW show and subsequently at a trade show in the 
North of England. As a result we have sold out of the first 
shipment! OK, there may be other big screens coming, even 
from Cuperûno, but it rcally shows that here is something 
every serious Mac user would like! 

Anyone visiting London from October 29th to Novembcr 
1st must take time to visit the AppleWorld show at the 
Islington Business Centre. Apple UK is holding its own 
party showing ail its computers including the Apple IIGS. 
Apple UK have never done anything like this before and we 
ail wish them great success. 

Ail the best from blighty! t!l 
'._:,} 
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Figure 3. 

Figure 4. 

Softviews contd. from pg 52 

to try and find words that "sound-like" your misspelling. 
When I type "precent" Lightning initially located "precept" as 
a match. After asking for a phonetic match, I was greeted by 
a four word Iist headed by "percent", followed by "precept" and 
two others. I was impressed! 

!!!!!!! Phone tics � u L" ttnin ·s first choice fora match. You can sel&etani 

�, 1�•1 � 
Dlctlonary 

-z lprecent !LfilJŒl
•------------------------------ .�� 

prtc•utlon.rv 
prtc•ulloM 
pr-d• 

g prtctdtd 

tians 

tion pnctdtnct 
pr.c•d.nc.s: 
pr.oedtnc-y 
prtC.fdtnt 
pr..,dtnls 
pr-dts 

tctdl 

prtctplln 
prtc�lor 
prtctptorl•l 
prec.-ptors 
pt'"fCtpts 
prtc.uion 
pe"�CHSional 
pt'fCHSlons 
prtoinol 
�tcinots 
prtolostttff 
prtolostlv 

prtclous 
prtclous1'j 
prf'OIOURltH 
pr.cipict 
pr.clpic.d 
pl".eiplCH 
prf'Oipita� 
prtclplt•nov 
prt0lptt1nt 
prtolptt•ntl4j 
prtclpllonts 
prtclpllolt 

I must say, my assessment of version two rates higher 
than that of the first release. Lightning is fast in fonning a 
list of words it does not recognize, and the method of correct
ing errors has bcen simplified. Target Software, Inc., 14206 
S.W. 136th Street, Miami, FL 33186. Phone: 1-800- MAC-
LITE. w 
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MacNovice contd. from pg 51 

computer gift, here are some ideas: 
◊ Hard-disk drive. This is a computer gadget which

replaces those small "floppy" disks a11 over your MacNovice's 
desk. A hard disk drive can hold as much as 50 floppies (some 
hold even more!). No more disk-swapping. Virtually endless 
storage of computer programs, files, letters, spreadsheets. 
Models are available for both the MacPlus and the lesser 
Macs. Prices range from about $600 to about $1000 for the 
most common models. The most common include 20-mil
lion bytes of storage space! Consult a reliable dealer before 
you buy. 

◊ MacPlus computer. This is Apple's latest Macintosh.
It has more than a million bytes of internai memory, a double
sided (800K) disk drive, improved internai software for faster 
computing, and a price tag of around $2000. Don't expect this 
to be the top-of-the-line for very long. Apple has a history of 
making its products obsolescent annually. The next version 
of the Mac is expected to appear after the holidays, early in 
1987. 

◊ Laser printer. For the perfectionist who desires
printing quality almost as good as "typeset," there are several 
models of laser printers available for the Macintosh. They 
produce pictures, graphs and text impeccably, using truly 
professional typestyles and an almost-silent ink-jet system of 
printing. Priced around $5000. (This is an excellent "office" 
gift for a &rQlll2 of several Macintosh users.) 

Ibe FjnaJ Word 
So there it is. "The Incompleat MacNovice Guide to 

Gifts." Now ... copy these pages ... and leave them in just the 
right place for your loved ones to "find." 

Ha sho in ! 0 

Frontier's Edge contd. from pg 53 

of computers a chance to discover that not al! computers are 
crypûc and hard to comprehend without constantly looking at 
several manuals. These people are in turn encouraging others 
to take a look and see what they can do with the machines, 
and on and on. You can find people who have never used 
word processors using them and preaching to everyone else 
about their virtues; or you may see someone working with 
some graph data for a science lab; or perhaps someone fonnat
ting a paper or memo with ReadySetGo; or another student 
writing a program for her class in computer science. In short, 
the introduction of the Macs in Taylor and the completion of 
two dorm networks makes possible the more effecûve use of 
computers on campus for large numbers of students, for there 
are just not enough individual computers on campus to satisfy 
the needs of everyone. 

It has taken some time for the micro to get established at 
Wooster, but once it got a foot in the door it managed to push 
it wide open. The reason for this is obvious: it makes the 
manipulation of data very easy. The computer is too useful 
and too versatile to be shut in a closet once it has been used 
by a few people. In the years to corne, not knowing how to 
use a computer will prove to be a liability. 

If you have any questions or comments, I can be reached at 
the following addrcss: Kenneth Knight, Box c-2077, College 
of Woostcr, Woostcr OH 44691. <53 



not found in MacPaint The scrolling action is the smoothest 
I have seen in any Macintosh program. There is none of the 
hesitation or jerky motion of some programs. This ability to 
scroll the active window is another of the major differences 
between the two programs. 

Another major improvement is the scrolling feature of the 
active window. I already mentioned the the entire contents of 
the active window can be scrolled by use of the scroll boxes, 
but there is another super scroll feature. You can use the 
"selection rectangle" to enclose just one object in the active 
window, and, if it is too big and ex tends beyond the boundary 
of the window, the window contents will scroll (the option 
key must be depressed} to allow selection of entire large 
objects. This is particularly important for clip art applica
tions, where a page may contain many separate items of clip 
art, some of which are too big to fit in the boundary of the 
active window. If you begin to enclose the object with the 
selection rectangle and continue to pull it down around the 
object, the window contents will automatically scroll to 
facilitate surrounding the entire object This fonction does not 
work with the "lasso." 

This action also greatly improves editing with "fat bits." 
With MacPaint you could only add or delete pixels up to the 
border of the current active window. With Full Paint, the 
pencil or eraser can add or delete pixels in a straight line 
anywhere on the page. If you wish to remove one line of 
pixels in a horizontal or vertical direction, hold down the shift 
key, click on the first pixel of the row, and move the mouse 
in the desired direction. When the pencil or eraser gets to the 
edge of the active window, the window will continue to scroll 
in the desired direction. This feature eliminates the need to go 
to the "show page" command constantly and move the loca
tion of the active window. This is just one more reason to 
buy Full Paint. 

The ability to choose fonts, point sizes and type styles is 
the same as in MacPaint. Each type style and alignment 
position can be activated from the keyboard or menu. The 
"goodies menu" contains the MacPaint fcatures: fat bits, show 
page, edit paLLern and brush mirrors, but also contains features 
not found in its predecessor. These include the ability to add a 
ruler and set the ruler units in inches, centimeters, pixel/ 
points and picas ala MacDraw. When the ruler is used, the 
user is presented with horizontal and vertical moving lines on 
each ruler for more exact placement of the cursor or for object 
orientation. This is a feature not found in MacDraw, but 
which was included in MacDraft. The "mouse spot" menu 
item presents a more accurate location for mouse movement 
and a "grid" aids in alignment of objects. 

Menu choices under the "edit" pull-down menu include 
"invert, trace edges, rotate, flip horizontal and flip vertical." 
These choices are also found in MacPaint and become acti
vated when the sclection rectangle is placcd around an objcct 
you wish to manipulate. A new command, "fil!," fills any 
objected sclccted wilh the lasso or sclcction rectangle with the 
current pattern of choice. Only the "invcrt" and "fill" 
commands are active when the lasso is uscd. In addition to 
these standard choices, the "edit" menu also allows the user 
"free rotate, skew, distort and perspective" commands similar 
to those found in Click-Art Effects. Whcn one of these 
choices is selected, four small boxes appcar at the four corners 

of the selection rectangle surrounding the object By using 
the mouse and pointer to click on one of the boxes, the user 
can perform various artistic effects on the object 

Full Paint supports both the Imagewriter and LaserWriter 
printers and gives the user the option of 50, 100, 200 or 
400% printouts in draft mode, but only 100% in final mode. 
The image of the object to be printed is shown on a reduced
size page and a scan line moves over the picture as it is being 
imaged on the printer. 

I have included four screen dumps to illustrate some of the 
special features of Full Paint. Figure 1 illustrates four open 
windows and use of the "clean up windows" command; figure 
2 is representative of the "stack windows" option. Figures 3 
and 4 demonstrate use of the full-screen painting with and 
without the pallets and menu bar, respectively. 

In conclusion, Full Paint offers several significant features 
over MacPaint. These include multiple open windows, scroll 
bars, scroll editing, special effects and full-screen editing. If 
that isn't enough to convince you to buy Full Paint, it lists 
for $99, which is significantly cheaper than MacPaint. Full 
Paint was originally released as copy protected, but this 
protection has since been removed. This appears to be a trend 
in the software industry. If you have one of the early version 
of Full Paint, you can make back-up copies with Copy II Mac 
using the "bit copy" option. 

Is there anything else I would like to see added to Full 
Paint? Yes, I would like the lasso to fonction for scroll edit
ing. As you can tell, I wouldn't change Full Paint very much. 

r s FIie Edit Goodles Windows Font ron!Slze Style 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 2. 
contd. 
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Apple //: The following three W AP tutorials are being offered to Apple // owners on the first three Tuesday evenings of the m� 
fi:om 7:30 to 9:00 PM, at the office, 8227 Woodmont Ave., Bethesda, MD. (The tutorials start promptly at 7:30; if you bring )' ....... 
computer please arrive 15 minutes early to set up.) You may sign up for any or ail of the series. They are designed for the "beginner" and 
will be repeated monthly. A revised outline of the tutorials was given in the October Journal. 

( ) November 4 - WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF APPLE 
( ) November 11 - HOW TO USE YOUR APPLE SOFTWARE 
( ) November 18 - POPULAR APPLICATIONS FOR YOUR APPLE 

- ( ) No Apple Beginning
- ( ) Tutorials in December.
- ( ) They will resume in January.

The fee for each tutorial is $10.00. You are urged to bring an Apple, monitor and disk drive. (Monitors are available for the 1st 5
registrants - call office.) Please note that W AP does not have equipment for you to use; if you do not bring your own, you will have to 
look over someone's shoulder. 

. ......................... . 

Macintosh: Tutorials for the beginners are given on the last two Monday evenings of the month at the office, from 7-10 PM. The fee 
for two tutorials is $30.00. An outline was given in the October Journal. You are strongly urged to bring your Macintosh. These 
tutorials ftll up quickly - call the office to verify space before mailing in your registration. 

( ) Monday, November 24 and December 1 (No Mac Beginning Tutorials on December 22 and 29) 
( ) Monday, January 19 and 26 

........................... 

Non-Regular Tutorials: The following tutorials are being offered in the next few months (at the office unless otherwise specified). 
See "W AP Fall Tutorials" by Robert C. Platt in the October Journal. The fee for these tutorials is $15 for each session within each 
tutorial ($20 each tutorial for non-members). 

( ) Postscript for Programmers - Ron Moore - Wednesday, November S. 7:30 - 9:30 PM. Fee $15, $20 non-mem. 

( ) Postscript Implementations on Macintosh - Wednesday, November 19. 7:30 - 9:30 PM. Fee $15, $20 non-mem. � 

( ) Pascal Programming - Saturdays, Novèmber 8, 22, December 6, 13. 9 - 12 Noon. Fee $60 ($15 per session). For 
non-members, $80 ($20 per session). 
Leam structured programming with Instant Pascal on the Apple Il, or Macintosh Pascal on the Mac. No prior programming 
. experience necessary. 

( ) Introduction to Microsoft Word - Rochelle Long & Leon Moore - Saturday, November 15, 1 - 3 PM. 
At USUHS. Fee $15, $20 non-members. 
From editing and formatting to more complcx fonctions (divisions, footnotes, etc.). Demos with letter quality and LaserWriter 
printers. Bring your own Mac and Wonl Master Copy. Enrollment limited to 20. 

( ) Wordstar - Lee Raesly - Saturday, January 10, 1987. 9 - 12 Noon. Fee $15, $20 non-members. 
Master the most popular and powerful word processor available on Apple II - CP/M machines. 

Please check the desired tutorials and return this form with fee(s) made payable to Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. to: 

Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. 
Attn. Tutorials 
8227 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 201 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

Name _____________________ _ 

Daytime phone _______ Evening phone ______ _ 

Total Encloscd $ ___ _ 
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WASHINGTON APPLE PI DISKETERIA MAIL ORDER FORM 

Software for Creaüve Living 

Tiûs fonn is only for ordering disks that you want mailed to you. 
5 1/4" DISKETIES: - Members $ 5.00 each; Non-members $ 8.00 each, Plus $1.00 each postag e up to a maximum of $ 5.00. 
3 112" DISKETIES: - Members $ 6.00 each; Non-members $ 9.00 each, Plus $1.00 each postag e up to a maximum of $ 5.00. 
A $1.00 per clisk cliscowit on th e above prices is off ered for orders of 5 or more disks. Postag e remains as abov e. 

DOS 3.3 Volumes DOS 3.3 contd. Eamon contd. Apple /// 
41 IAC25 Mach.Lan�Util. 138 IAC 23 Utilities-G *208 Th e Gawitl et � l 1001 G�es �qlum e 1 & 2 
1i Beê �9��; es·� ui ��c::o

�dxcation 3
=�n �!�o��

gst � . l88j �=t� Htlllg ��l�: ½
44 Utilities I 141 S�ial Data Bases •211 Hous e or Secr ets Macintosh @$6 (see above) 
45 Diversi-CopY. ••• 142 IAC 28 Pinball Garnes *212 S ewers of Chicago 1 MS:BASJC P�.s 46 French Vocàb. Tutorial 143 SJ>Qrts *213 Slav e Pits of Kzorland 2 Atkinson s Goodies 
47 Tic-Tac-To e  in French 144 IAC 27 Applesoft Prog. *214 Al B · c 3 Fonts 
48 Boot for l'Hote 145 Appl e Logo Tool Kit · temate egm. ave 4 MS BASIC P 
49 l'Hote St~ 146 Logo Documentation 

*215 Lüequest 5 De Ïc A gpis 
50 l'Hote �-uiz�. J 147 A Lo S Pro *216 Swoidquest 6 M

s 
p 

�ssones 

.pp. go anlP-· g. *217 Priest of Xirn' ac amhngs 
51 French oetry Tutorial 150 EDSIGl (Elem. Matli) *218 Heros Castl e 

. 7 Desk Calendar&MS-Basic 
52 Apollinair e Bio_gaphy 151 1983 Tax TeJl!plate •220 Utility II 8 MacFORTH Programs 
53 Albert Camus lnterV1 ew 152 IAC 31 Miscellaneous •221 UtilitY. m 9 Not On e Byte 
54 Tic-Tac-Toe in Spanish 153 Investments A *223 Temple of the Undead 10 Mostly BASIC 
55 Rafel-boot 154 Investmcnts B *224 guest for Holy Grail 11 & ( 1 \2 Fonts 
56 Rafel. 155 IAC 33 Miscellaneous *225 aves of Mondamen 13 � pisk&Altrd. Fmder 
57 Raf el Quiz 156 IAC 35 Applsft-AW// e *226 Orb of Polaris 14 Fd ev1S1on � emplates 
58 Matute 157 IAC 36 Arcad e Garnes *227 Death's Gateway 15 Progammer s PIÔi�und 

�g §°us�:!/Math/Statstic. l�! :�� e 1fif� Programs 
Pro 6$

2
\,�f��;s 

from Oic's Lair ltfa
e
R1R�t89.2

15 • .1JSS 

71 Music 160 Utilities & Garnes 802 Utilities (A) 17.2b •: " 11 

72 K eyboard Garnes 161 Wizard Worker 803 Filecabinet 18 Mus1cWorks Cc?llectn. I 
73 T ext Adventur e Garnes 162 Garnes E 804 Shar ewar e ••• 19 Mock ��sones ••• 
�� ��:

e
G':a�� for Fwi rn1 gr;g� rd Displays

18� filax T emplates-AW �y t1tffi�:1fêl�t)76 Education 165 Happy Holidays 807 Imag eworks 22 Desk Tools 
77 Utilities 166 Charts and Giaphs 808 Comm-Tenn 23 Fonts m
90 Spreadsh e et C Gen. Bus. 167 IAC 40 - Pilot11ffi· orth Volumes 24 T eJecom I . 

93 VISiPlot & VisiTrend 170 Lov e's Follies (Ufil.) 702 GoForth Tutorial 27 Cvclan D ev e!op. Sys. 
94 CALCULINK ••• 171 Cat-Grçhix 703 Fig-Forth 28 World M�mg Prog. 

i1 �:==� î lr:s�re;. rn� lta�e!\�A�z- �.. 

! l 
j8? �ri e�=��emb. � � �:�tF!� 

95 Sm-dsht F-Coin Coll. 172 Print Sliop Graphies 704 Floating Point Arith. 29 Fun an? Garnes 
1
1

00
01 

U
Uu

tili
'ljnu: e

e
s
s 

A
B 

173 Riley's Pers. Instru. Pascal Volumes -(See also 133) 30 Educat1on I . 
102 Garn es A 

174 lmagçworks 300 PIG0:A'ITACH 1.1/BIOS 31.1 D\Dl.Doom/Eliza Talks 
175 No Narne Yet 301 PIGl: 32 Fun and Gam e� II 

104 Business A 500 Mastcr Catalo� Listing 302 PIG2· 33 D esk Accesson es II 
106 Science Engineering 501 Util.- Beginners Choice 303 PIG3: (PIG0:, PIG2:, 34 Excel Tax T emp. '85 
107 Garnes B 502 Util.-Intennediate User 304 PIG4: PIG4:, and 35 Fur.l!Jld Garnes m
108 IAC l

�
Graphics) on Sertes Volumes 305 PIGS: PIOU: ar e 36 Utilines m 

109 IAC 11 �plesoft Tutr} 180 DunPcon Designer 306 PIG6 · ) 37 Fkeys 
110 Person /Education 181 Begtrmers Cav e 

: r e-1Ssu es 38 G lû T 1s 
111 Garnes C *182 Lair of Minotaur �g� �18�; 39 X� �d°Mini-ADA 
112 Utilities C *183 Cav e of th e Mind 309 PIG9: 40 M� V1deos 
113 Business B *184 zYphur Rivcrventure 310 PIGl0· 41 Cap n Magneto 
115 IAC 12/13 Mise. * 185 Castle of Doom 311 PIG 11: 42 Studio Session (512K) 
116 IAC 14 Micromodemll *186 Death Star 312 PIG12: 43 CE Software Sampler 
117 Picture Packer *187 Devil's Tomb 313 PIG13·G crill G 'd 44 Boston II Fonts 
118 Utiliù es D *188 Caves of Treas.lsL 314 PIG14: 

u a w e 45 Garnes IV ( ) Modula-2 
119 IAC 15 Mise. *189 Furioso Volumes 46 Garnes V Set of 3 
120 IAC 16 Mise. *190 The Magic KÏ!lgdom 401 Master Catalog 47 Fonts IV disks,-$15 
121 WAPABBS 1.1 Doc.•• *191 The Tomb of Molinar 402 Utilities 1 48.2 J:��ts V (no dise.) 
122 IAC 17 Mise. *192 Lost lsl. of Apple 403 Communications 49 U�hl!es IV 
123 Fr ench Vocabulary *193 Abductor's Quartcrs 404 Utilities 2 50 Pamtmgs m 
124 Utilities E *194 Ouest for Trezor e 405 Utilities 3 51.1 TeJ�m Il(no sys)••• 
125 IAC 18 Mise. *195 Underground City 406 ZCPR2 Jnstall 52.1 \J��1ties V 
126 Sights and Souncls *196 Merlin s Castle 407 ZCPR2 Documentation 53 Uuhnes VI 
127 Math/Science *197 Horgrath Castle 408 ZCPR2 Utilities 54 Garnes VI 
128 Garn es D * 198 DcaihtraP. 409 Modem 730 SS Garnes VII 
129 GLAQ *199 The Black Dcath 410 E ·a1 u 'li · 56 Garnes Vil 
130 Divers1-DOS (rev.) ••• *200 The Temple of Ngurct 411 T!!f :Mciitor t1 

ues 57 New Member pisk '86 
131 Personal/Educ. 2 *201 Black Mountain 412 s eadsheet 58 Desk Accessones IV 
132 IAC 19-Utiliùes F *202 Nuclcar Nightmar e 413 �M740

�
SC&Com) 59 CE �arnpler Il 

133 IAC 20-Pascal&DOS 33 *203 Feast of Carroll 414 MDM740 7710&A-Cat} 60 Des1
l

Scope De!llo 
134 New Membcrs Disk *204 The Mastcr's Dungcon 415 Orig. 350 l Advcnture 6la& ( 61b Statv1 ew Dcmo 

( ) 135 WAPABBSl.l Disk** *205 The Crystal Mountain 416 Kennit Source Code 62 MOR Demo 
( ) 136 WAPABBS1.1Disk2** *206 The Lost Advcnture 417 Kcnnit Documentation 63 MacAPL Demo 
( ) 137 IAC 21 Sprcadshcct A *207 The Manxom e Fo e 418 Kennit Ruruùng Code 64 Spellsw ell&Gen.Led. Demo 
•Vol. 181 requir ed with these disks. •• Vols. 121, 135, 136 must be purchascd together. DATE: ______ _ 
••• Use of this disk requires scnding moncy dircctly to the author. 
Not e: Allow 2 to 3 wecks for mailing. Total Order :::: __ Disks; Postage $ __ ; Total Amowit Enclosed $ __ • 

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

CITY, STATE. ZIP _________ _ 

Make check payable and send to: (U.S. funds payable on a U.S. bank.) 

Washington Applc Pi, Ltd. Telephone _____ _ 
Attn. Disketcria 
8227 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 201 WAP Membership No. __ _ 
Bcthesda. MD 20814 
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think of them. 
For this month, we are issuing revisions to two disks: 

Mac Disk 48.2: Fonts V 
(We have revised this disk by adding Font Display, 

version 4.5, and its documentation.) Princeton font (version 
3.2L) is a marvelous font which allows you to easily do 
technical equations and all kinds of other neat stuff. 

In the LW Princeton Folder; 
Princ - This is the LaserWriter driver for Princeton. 

MUST BE USED WITH VERSION 3.1 OR GREATER OF 
THE LASERWRITER PRINTER DRIVER! 

Princeton Fonts - These are the screen fonts for 
Princeton. Once installed, the Princeton documents print 
properly on an Imagewriter printer. These fonts pennit pixel
by-pixel alignment of symbols for shaip Imagewriter or 
Laserwriter output 

show.off - Shows off the features of Princeton. 
PF.keys - Documentation for Princeton. 
Princ Table - This is a DA to display the option-key 

combinations for Princeton. 
In the Font Display Polder: 
Font Display 4.5 displays the characters in a font, 

using a number of different styles and sizes, that you can 
customize. 

Font Display.doc - Doc. for Font Display 4.5. 
In the Fonts Polder; 
Japanese - A Japanese character set! 
Giants 18 - A headline-type 3-D font 
Milan 24 - A sharp looking headline font 
Zodiac - This one displays the signs of the zodiac. 

Mac Disk S2.1: Utils V 
(We have updated XL Back to version 1.1 and added its 

documentation.) 
In the System UtilsFolder: 
Parameter RAM - Allows you to set the parameters 

stored in the PRAM (Parameter RAM), such as the double
click rate and the lime. 

Describe - Describes system and machine you are using. 
MaclD - Perfonns the same function as Describe. 
In the Backup Utils Polder: 
XL Backl.l and its Documentation allow you to 

backup your XL's bard disk. 
Hardsave - A backup program for your Mac's hard disk. 
MacDump - A backup based on the UNIX utility dump. 

It will do nested incremental backups. 
Sorne final notes. If any of you have written pro

grams, utilities or templates for the Mac, would you plcase 
consider sending them to us in care of the office? We would 
like to be able to issue some Mac Disks containing original 
works done by our members. Please understand that Larry 
Halff will be making the final judgment on whether or not 
your product is to be used, so don't be too sensitive if your 
product is not used; templates for exotic or not-too-popular 
applications serve little use on a Mac Disk. Hope we hear 
from you. 

We still need a�ditional disk copiers. If you are willing to 
copy up to 100 disks per month please contact Dave Weikert 
at 926-4461. In addition, the disk librarian is seeking 
assistance in writing "Program Notes" for new disks. If you 
are interested in assisting in this, please call me at 464-2154. Œ 
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Apple Il Notes by Jim Little 
First for this month is a revision of Disk 130, Diversi

DOS™. This early, but still useful disk ace� speedup 
program, is now version 4.lc. The new sections include an 
optional fast garbage collector. What's that, you ask-and for 
good reason. Applesoft strings are created and discarded, but 
not destroyed until space in memory runs out Tuen by what 
can only be called an abysmally slow process, ail deleted or 
superceded strings are removed. It is not unusual for a 
program to corne to a hait for 5 to 15 minutes while each 
string reference is examined and removed if necessary. One 
example is the master catalog program on the new mem- bers 
disk. Alternate schemes have been created to reduce this wait, 
and ProDOS of course uses one of them. However this is one 
for Diversi-DOS. This is an optional command, and elim
inates the init command. A special symbol is used to start 
the garbage collection process. It is not an automatic equiv
alent to the fre(3) command. A program must use the com
mand as needed to clear the junk from memory. The other 
new option in this system is a RAMdisk. For the expanded 
memory cards, extended memory //e's, //c's etc.-won't work 
on a language card on a][+ though. This is a Share Ware pro
gram. If you have an old version of this disk, and have not reg
istered, send in the fee to DSR. You will get the new version 
and a license. It will probably be a later version than this one. 

Disk 175, No Name yet, is from Ridgecrest Computer 
Group in California. First in the menu is an equation 
solver. Up to 10 equations in 10 unknowns. These equa
tions may be complex! If you don't know what this means 
when using this equation solver, just enter a "O" when the 
complex coeficient is called for on data entry. Second is a 
shape table splicer which appends one shape table file 
into another and then may be saved or plotted. Example files 
to use are included. A third program is "Annotate hi-res 
screen with text" Type messages and have them appear 
on a plot for example. Ease the labeling pains. Tuen dump to 
a printer or save the screen to a file. Next is a catalog print
ing utility. Print your catalog in one, two or three col
umnsl Compressed print too, if your printer uses the sarne 
command string as the program. If not the start string may be 
changed so that it does. Check the color on your monitor with 
an alignment and color adjustment program. Finally, 
graffiti from a spray can. Shade and spalter the scrcen 
to oblivion. It is intended to be uscd with the Koala Pad™, 
but will work with other inputs including joysticks and 
padclles. 

The only problem is what to call this assembly. Just 
"Mise. xx"? A free disketeria disk for the best tille submittcd 
on or before the December meeting. 

A new set of disks for the CP/M crowd. Kermit is 
here. Source code on one disk, documents on another, and the 
running code on the third disk. ln order, then, they will be 
416, 417 and 418 on the CP/M list Kennit is a file and 
data transfer protocol for crossing the barriers between 
computer systems. One use is to send or receive files f�om 

main frame machines. Edit off-line, then send the whole 
thing at full speed to the host computer. Or transfer some of 
the good stuff over to that three letter word machine. Send a 
binary file with an image on it to someone across the country 
with another Apple. Possibilites are there. 

Query-does anyone out there have a public domain 
Kermit for either ProDOS or DOS 3.37 I would like both or 
either to add to the collection. 

A ProDOS version of "Comm-term" is now disk 
1W AP808, courtesy of George Kinal, who wrote the sarne 
program for the DOS 3.3 system. This pennits uploads (send 
files out to the other machine) and downloads (receive data or 
whatever from the files out there). It operates on either 300 
or 1200 baud. Puts the received stuff into a file named by you 
or sends a designated file to the other machine. That's it. 
Plain vanilla, fair price. Start with this one and buy more if 
you nced it later. Thanks George. 

Mac Notes by Martin Milrod 
Larry Halff, that clever fellow and our Disk Librarian, has 

created an innovation in our Mac Disk collection. Apple has 
recently reemphasized its copyright of Apple products such as 
those contained in its System Polder; we have been asked not 
to issue W AP Mac disks which include these Apple products. 
This request bas the side benefit of saving a great deal of space 
on each· disk so that we can fit more "goodies" on each disk. 
Larry has used a device, technically called an INIT, which 
permits a disk to "startup," enabling the user to read a scrcen 
with written instructions for a few seconds before the Mac 
shots down and ejects your disk. 

The INIT "notice" says that you must use another disk
one with a System and Finder on it, to startup the Mac and to 
then insert the Mac Disk. · As most Mac Disks have some 
form of documentation or Program Notes contained within, 
you would be wise to have some form of word processor, such 
as MacWrite, on your startup disk so as to be able to read the 
text materials contained in the Mac Disk. 

For our less experienced members, let me emphasize that 
you must have the "related" application (a self-starting pro
gram) in order to open its saved "document" version. For 
instance, a MacWrite saved document has an icon which 
resemblcs a sheet of paper with writing on it In order to open 
it, you necd something which recognizes this document. 
MacWrite 4.5 (the application which has an icon resembling a 
hand-in-a-diamond), of course, does. If you do not have the 
correct application to open a saved document version you will 
get the familiar and annoying dialog, "An application cannot 
be found for this document" (Yes, I know it's frustrating.) 

Also in November you may expect another innovation in 
our Mac Disk Library. We will have new disk labels which 
we hope you'll like. One of our W.AP members, Rick 
Kozloski (Ski), did the art work and we express our thanks and 
appreciation to Ski for his time and effort given to help 
others. The disk labels cost about three cents apiece and add, I 
hope, a touch of class to the disks. Let me know what you 
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Forwarding and Adclrcss 
Correction Requested 

WILLIAM H. HARK M.D.

t,JAP#7926 86/ 12 

4317 SOUTHWOOD DRIVE 

ALEXANDRIA VA 22309 

A REFURBISHED DAISY WHEEL PRINTER 

I3ulk Rate 
U.S. Posuigc 

PA ID 

Permit# 5389 
Silvcr Spring, MD 

20910 

FOR PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS AND SMALL BUSINESSES. 

Three-In-One Offer! Just $295

(Includes On-Site Warranty) 
• A 30 cps letter-quality printer

• A timesharing keyboard terminal (when modem equipped)
• A Selectric•-style keyboard typewriter

AJ daisy wheel printh1 tcrminals arc renowned for 
exceptional performance, high reliability, and aoplications 
versatility. Now you can have ail this for only$295" in our 
special limited offer. 

And you can choose from a list of options including 
forms tractor, pin-feed platen, paper trays, side shelvcs, 
extra printwheels, APL keyboard and 2K buffer. 

• Optional 45 characters per second 
• Changeable type faces 
• Full ASCII keyboard with 

numeric pad 
• High resotution X-Y plotting 
• Complete electronic forms 

control 

.. ... ,, .. ,,., ........... , .... ,,,, '

1 \...,...;;;�-�-1 _, _· _• _•z_,_ .. _) 1 

• 256-character buffer 1 
• Asynchronous RS-232 interface / 
• Printwheel, ribbon cartridge, 1 

and cable included 
• 30-day parts/labor warranty 

We service IBM persona! compulets ahd 
· peripherals at your home br offic!• _

For information telephone 
Sean Belanger 
(301) 840-5700 

0Su>,;>,;t•..,h•J ,dlm>: pntt·, l'\1 lud1.·, op11t111 .. 
,mJ 1, ,uli11.•d 111 ch,m>�1• h 1lh11ul nol1ù• 
�hKll'I ,hu\\ Il mdud1. •, ft'tl,lm 11r11,1n, 
Off,•r ,H ,11!,1M,• ,mly m lht.· u11111�uuu, L' S 

1 ANDEASON 
JACOBSON 
8653 Grovemont Cir. 
Gaithersburg, MD 20877 
-4191



MacComer brjngs �ou the 
power of graphies ... 

Desktop 
Publishing 

Power 
Redefined 

MaxPlus 
PLENfY OF MEMORY FOR YOUR 

GRAPHTC NEEDS! 

■ Slips inro a singk: Mac.Plus slor 
■ Dôublcs Macr'Tus' RAM ■ fox: Max.Ram/Max.Print $

375 ■ Cooling_ fun indud<.-d 
■ Full l Yc:ar Warranty ....

Data Frame & 
DataFrameXP 
■ Choosc between the ultra-reliablc DF20 orthe ultra-fast DF20XP
■ Printcr Spoolcr 
■ 1 -year warranty

$895 - 995
(UNTlL OCT. 31ST!) 

Urnnv1ted (SPECIAL!) .... 
Comic Works ..... . 
F11ght Simulator for Mac . 
Deja Vu . .......... .
Toy Shop . .......... . 

$34.95 

$69.95 

. . $34 

$35 

$59.95 

Ready, Set, Go! 
■ Fullv functional word processor 
■ Diréct acccss to word & writc files
■ Automatic hyphenation 
■ Automatic rcflow around picnires
■ Kerning, par�graph spacing &other profrss1onal fcarures 

NOW AT MacComer! 

Ragtime 
■ Integrated page proccssing■ Full page layout 
■ Forms gcnerator■ S prcadslicct 

NOW AT MacCorner! 

DATASPACE 

SOOI< 
DISK DRIVE 

■ For MacPLUS/5l2K 
269■ Manual & auto eject .$ ■ Full I yr. warranrv ..... 

MORE 
$219 

Full 75 
Paint $ 

MiniCad 
■ Full page scm:n suppon
■ 3D-20_ ed1tors $ 

5■ Best CAD for th, morn:v' . . . . . 3 7 

MEGASCREEN 
■ 19" screen 
■ Fullv compatible with offthc-shdfsofrivarc 
■ Two full pages on scn:en ■ NTSC compatible for video interfacing

NOW AT MacCorner! 

Max 2 .... $495

Mac Snap 
1 Meg ......... $375 

Mac 512K 
Upgrade ....... $175 
FROM SKINNY TO FAT IN 15 MI:--:L'TES' 

...,..%! 

MacBottom 20 �:��'MC ■ 21 MG SCSI or Serial Drives ''<iK-
■ Auromatic Primer Spooling ■ HFS & MFS volumes suppom:d
■ Full Back-Up Utilitics

Best Value 
In Town! 

MON-SAT 10-6 
0 TUE-THURS 10-9 

SHAOY GROVE RD 

86!)] ZEns AVE 

10NE BLOCK 

(��M�I; 

330■9116 
FROM NO VA GALL 340-7032




